GUIDELINE 1. EVALUATION OF CALCIUM AND PHOSPHORUS METABOLISM

1.1 Serum levels of calcium, phosphorus, alkaline phosphatase, total CO₂, and PTH—measured by a first-generation immunometric parathyroid hormone assay (1st PTH-IMA)—should be measured in all patients with CKD Stages 2 through 5. The frequency of these measurements should be based on the stage of CKD (Table 2). (OPINION)

1.1.a Patients with known tubulopathies in Stage 1 CKD should have serum phosphorus levels measured at least yearly.

1.2 These measurements should be made more frequently if the patient is receiving concomitant therapy for the abnormalities in the serum levels of calcium, phosphorus, or PTH (Guidelines 4-10), is a transplant recipient (Guideline 17), or is a patient being treated with rhGH (Guideline 11).

1.2.a The target range of serum PTH, in the various stages of CKD, are denoted in Table 3. (OPINION)

BACKGROUND

A disorder of bone remodeling, the osteodystrophy of CKD, is a common complication. By the time patients require dialysis, nearly all are affected. The onset of the disorder is detectable about the time 50% of kidney function is lost.⁸,⁹ There are multiple histological types of bone pathology in patients with CKD. At the present time, the ability to diagnose the exact type of osteodystrophy of CKD without the pathological description enabled by bone biopsy does not exist. Since high-turnover osteodystrophy can be prevented,¹⁰,¹¹ patients with CKD should be monitored for imbalances in calcium and phosphate homeostasis, and for 2° HPT, by determination of serum calcium, phosphorus, and PTH levels.

Levels of intact PTH determined by immuno-radiometric assay (IRMA) or immunochemiluminometric assay (ICMA) are an adequate screening tool to separate high-turnover bone disease (osteitis fibrosa) from low-turnover bone disorders (adynamic bone disorder).¹²-¹⁷ While the ability to discriminate between the histological types of osteodystrophy of CKD has been demonstrated with determination of blood levels of intact PTH, the optimal target level for PTH in CKD is not known due to limitations in the

Table 2. Frequency of Measurement of PTH, Calcium, Phosphorus, Total CO₂, and Alkaline Phosphatase by Stage of CKD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>GFR</th>
<th>Calcium, Phosphorus, Total CO₂</th>
<th>PTH &amp; Alkaline Phosphatase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>60-89</td>
<td>at least yearly</td>
<td>at least yearly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>30-59</td>
<td>at least every 6 months</td>
<td>at least every 6 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>15-29</td>
<td>at least every 3 months</td>
<td>at least every 3 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>&lt;15 or dialysis</td>
<td>at least every month</td>
<td>at least every 3 months</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Target Range of Serum PTH by Stage of CKD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CKD Stage</th>
<th>GFR Range</th>
<th>Target Serum PTH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>60-89</td>
<td>35-70 pg/mL (OPINION)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>30-59</td>
<td>35-70 pg/mL (OPINION)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>15-29</td>
<td>70-110 pg/mL (OPINION)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>&lt;15 or dialysis</td>
<td>200-300 pg/mL (EVIDENCE)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
available data, and the emerging consensus is that those target levels may be lower than currently thought. Recent studies demonstrate that 1st PTH-IMA overestimate the levels of biologically active PTH by detecting C-terminal fragments missing amino acids from the N-terminus of the molecule, which may have an inhibitory activity. Newer 1st PTH-IMA have been developed to overcome this problem by using an antibody that detects the first several amino acids in a two-site assay, but sufficient research has not accumulated to establish the predictive power of these newer assays, and whether they will overcome the shortfalls in the intact hormone assays. Furthermore, the newer assays have not as yet replaced the intact hormone assays as standard clinical tools.

The predictive power of PTH levels is increased by concomitant consideration of alkaline phosphatase levels, although insufficient data exist to determine the sensitivity and specificity of alkaline phosphatase in osteodystrophy of CKD, or its concomitant use with PTH levels. These studies were performed in the era of high prevalence of osteomalacia, and it remains to be determined whether alkaline phosphatase determinations are additive to the newer 2nd generation PTH-IMA. Several other biochemical markers of bone turnover have been developed (osteocalcin, hydroxyproline) and are possibly useful in the evaluation and management of osteoporosis, but CKD affects each of these determinations, and no evidence of their usefulness in this population exists. No bone imaging methods exist for measuring bone disease that can be used diagnostically in place of bone biopsy for osteodystrophy of CKD.

**RATIONALE**

In adults, blood levels of intact PTH begin to rise when GFR falls below 60 mL/min/1.73 m², and evidence of bone disease due to this 2° HPT may be present at Stage 3 of CKD (Figure 1). Based on data using a less sensitive assay for PTH, it appears that 2° HPT can occur in children in Stage 2 CKD. Secondary hyperparathyroidism progresses as kidney function worsens. During this process, changes in blood levels of serum phosphorus (hyperphosphatemia) and calcium (hypocalcemia) occur and contribute to the worsening of hyperparathyroidism and bone disease. Therefore, measurements of serum levels of phosphorus, calcium, and PTH should be made when GFR falls below Stage 2 CKD levels, and these parameters should be monitored thereafter in patients with CKD (Table 2).

Most children with CKD or those on maintenance dialysis have some form of osteodystrophy. Despite considerable advances in understanding the pathophysiology, prevention, and treatment of osteodystrophy of CKD, an adequate substitute for bone biopsy in establishing the histological type of osteodystrophy has not been developed. In adults, standard bone radiography can reliably detect bone erosions, but has a sensitivity of approximately 60% and a specificity of 75% for the identification of osteitis fibrosa using such erosions (Figure 2). Skeletal radiography is therefore an inadequate test to diagnose 2° HPT. Sufficient data to assess the sensitivity and specificity of other imaging methods in the diagnosis of osteodystrophy of CKD do not exist. Data on the assessment of the usefulness of quantitative computed tomography in the diagnosis of osteodystrophy of CKD are also insufficient. Standard radiography is more useful in the
detection of vascular calcification than it is for osteodystrophy.

In children and adults, multiple studies have been performed using 1st PTH-IMA to diagnose high-turnover bone disorders and distinguish them from low-turnover disorders. In children with CKD Stage 5, data suggest that PTH levels of approximately 200 pg/mL are useful for distinguishing patients with low-turnover lesions of renal osteodystrophy from those with 2° HPT and high-turnover disease.22,23 A receiver operating characteristics (ROC) analysis (in essence, a diagnostic meta-analysis) of using 1st PTH-IMA to diagnose high-turnover disorders revealed an estimate of the sensitivity at 93% (95% CI: 87%-97%) and a specificity of 77% (95% CI: 62%-87%), using threshold PTH levels between 150-200 pg/mL. In children, the combination of a serum PTH level >200 pg/mL and a serum calcium value <10 mg/dL was 85% sensitive and 100% specific for identifying patients with high-turnover bone lesions. Serum PTH values <200 pg/mL were 100% sensitive but only 79% specific for patients with adynamic bone.22 Thus, 1st PTH-IMA is a useful test in detecting high-turnover bone disorders (Figure 3).

In adults, studies performed using 1st PTH-IMA to diagnose low-turnover bone disorders use levels of 60 pg/mL as the threshold. In this case, the estimated sensitivity and specificity from the ROC analysis were 70% and 87%, respectively. Thus, 1st PTH-IMA is also useful in diagnosing low bone turnover (Figure 4). Newer assays specific for 1-84 PTH have recently become available and will likely refine and update this information. In the diagnosis and management of osteodystrophy of CKD, the usefulness of these newer assays for PTH is being examined. The normal range for the new assay for 1-84 PTH is 7-36 pg/mL (0.77-3.96 pmol/L), compared to 16-65 pg/mL (1.76-7.15 pmol/L) for 1st PTH-IMA. Thus, the relationship between the two assays is about 1:2 (1-84 PTH to 1st PTH-IMA). The differences in the levels be-
tween the two types of assays are a reflection of the levels of circulating PTH fragments that are detected by the 1st PTH-IMA but not by the new 1-84 PTH assay.

Current data are insufficient to assess the diagnostic utility of bone markers such as osteocalcin and serum pyridinoline compounds in the diagnosis of high- versus low-turnover bone disease.

**STRENGTH OF EVIDENCE**

Extensive review of the literature revealed numerous gaps in the available database, necessitating that some aspects of this Guideline be based upon opinion. For instance, there were no data indicating the appropriate frequency with which parameters of osteodystrophy of CKD should be followed.

Four studies in adults and one in children that provided GFR data showed an inverse relationship between serum PTH levels and GFR (Figure 3). The two studies that presented creatinine clearance data in adults showed that serum PTH levels increase as creatinine clearance decreases (Figure 1). A similar finding was seen in children with CKD. It was not possible to find a function that best described the relationship between GFR and PTH levels, or the relationship between serum creatinine or creatinine clearance and PTH levels. Despite this difficulty, these data still permit one to make clinically relevant decisions about when to begin screening for high serum levels of PTH. Based on these studies, it is the opinion of the Work Group that measurements of

---

**Fig 3. Summary ROC Analysis of Intact PTH for Diagnosis of High-Turnover Bone Disease.** Summary ROC derived from six individual studies assessing the diagnostic characteristics of iPTH levels for the diagnosis of high-turnover bone disease. Values on the y-axis are the diagnostic sensitivity and values on the x-axis are the diagnostic specificity. The more effective the test is as a diagnostic tool, the closer it falls to the upper left hand corner of the graph. The summary ROC curve and 95% CI provide a summary estimate of the performance of the test based on the meta-analytically combined results from all five studies. The mean threshold (indicated in the graph by a diamond icon) is the best point estimate of the sensitivity and specificity of iPTH levels for the diagnosis of high-turnover bone disease.
serum PTH levels in CKD patients should be initiated when CKD Stage 2 is reached.

The most robust available data were related to the use of PTH levels as a marker of osteodystrophy of CKD. In this instance, there were seven studies in adults that met the defined criteria selected for meta-analysis and derivation of an ROC curve. These data demonstrated the usefulness of PTH levels for predicting both high- and low-turnover bone disease (Figure 3 and Figure 4, respectively). Data in children with CKD Stage 5 allow PTH levels also to serve as a predictor of bone turnover based on bone biopsy. The ability of bone imaging methods to substitute for bone biopsy in the diagnosis of osteodystrophy of CKD has only been adequately studied in the case of erosions demonstrated in standard X-rays as a diagnosis of osteitis fibrosa, or in the demonstration of rickets in growing children. A meta-analysis of five studies met the criteria to perform an ROC curve. The best single-point estimates of the sensitivity and specificity of erosions as a tool to diagnose osteitis fibrosa were 60% sensitivity and 76% specificity. Thus, standard X-rays were not considered an adequate diagnostic tool. There were no adequate studies evaluating the usefulness of quantitative computed tomography (QCT), dual photon absorptiometry, or DXA in the diagnosis of osteodystrophy in CKD patients.

**LIMITATIONS**

The application of modern techniques for assessing bone turnover from biochemical markers
or imaging is severely limited in osteodystrophy of CKD by the effects of CKD on the tests themselves and by the lack of sufficient studies. As a result, accurate diagnosis and management are difficult. The most robust currently available data, using 1st PTH-IMA, permit a general distinction to be made between high- and low-turnover osteodystrophy, but recent studies suggest the need for more accurate assays of PTH levels. Data on PTH and bone disease in CKD Stages 2-4 are missing in children.

**CLINICAL APPLICATIONS**

These Guidelines promote the use of 1st PTH-IMA in the diagnosis and management of osteodystrophy in patients with CKD. They indicate the limited usefulness of other biochemical markers related—in large part—to lack of information. Inadequate data exist for the utilization of imaging techniques.

**RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS**

Much work is needed to relate biochemical markers of bone turnover to growth and osteodystrophy in CKD. The role of new PTH assays must be further defined. Optimal clinical practice guidelines await outcome studies on the monitoring of osteodystrophy of CKD, and validating outcome data of the recommendations made in these Guidelines.
GUIDELINE 2. ASSESSMENT OF BONE DISEASE ASSOCIATED WITH CKD

2.1 The most accurate diagnostic test for determining the type of bone disease associated with CKD is iliac crest bone biopsy with double tetracycline labeling and bone histomorphometric analysis. (EVIDENCE)

2.2 It is not necessary to perform bone biopsy for most situations in clinical practice. However, a bone biopsy should be considered in patients with kidney failure (Stage 5) who have:

2.2.a Fractures with minimal or no trauma (pathological fractures); (OPINION)

2.2.b Suspected aluminum bone disease, based upon clinical symptoms or history of aluminum exposure; (OPINION) (See Guideline 12)

2.2.c Persistent hypercalcemia with PTH levels between 400-600 pg/mL.

2.3 Bone radiographs are indicated in patients with clinical manifestations suggestive of avascular necrosis (AVN), symptomatic proximal femoral slipped epiphyses (SCFE), rickets, or for the assessment of skeletal maturation. (EVIDENCE)

2.4 Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) should not be used to monitor bone mineral density (BMD) in children with CKD. (OPINION)

BACKGROUND

The renal bone diseases represent a spectrum of skeletal disorders that range from high-turnover lesions to low-turnover osteodystrophy. Patients may change from one histological subtype to another over time, according to the degree of renal insufficiency and the type of specific treatment of renal osteodystrophy. The use of bone biopsy has contributed substantially to our current understanding of the different subtypes of renal bone diseases. Indeed, quantitative histomorphometry of bone provides information about the status of skeletal mineralization, the structural characteristics of cancellous and cortical bone, the levels of osteoclastic and osteoblastic activities, and the presence of marrow fibrosis.

Bone Biopsy

Determinations of bone formation are estimated by the use of the technique of double tetracycline labeling. Patients are given either demeclocycline or tetracycline HCl; the doses should not exceed 10 mg/kg/day in a tid dosage. Phosphate-binding agents should not be given while patients are receiving the antibiotic. The antibiotics are given on 2 consecutive days, followed by a 10- to 20-day interval when no antibiotic is given and then a second, 2-day course of antibiotics is given; the bone biopsy should be performed within 3-7 days after finishing the second course of antibiotics. In addition to the bone histomorphometry, special staining can be used for identification of aluminum or iron in bone. Iliac crest bone biopsy can be done safely with minimal morbidity.

Patients with histological features of high-turnover renal osteodystrophy may have a bone lesion defined as osteitis fibrosa or the mild lesion of 2° HPT. Osteitis fibrosa is the most common high-turnover lesion of renal osteodystrophy in pediatric patients treated with maintenance dialysis. The disorder is characterized by histological evidence of active bone formation with increase in the number and size of osteoclasts and in the number of resorption bays, or Howship’s lacunae within cancellous bone (Table 4). Fibrous tissue is found immediately adjacent to bony trabeculae, or it may accumulate more extensively within the marrow space. Osteoblastic activity is increased and the combined increase in osteoblastic and osteoclastic activity accounts for the high rates of bone remodeling and turnover.

The other bone disorder of high-turnover, the mild lesion of 2° HPT, is characterized by only moderate increases in osteoclastic activity and bone formation and without evidence of peritrabecular fibrosis (Table 4). This disorder is a less severe manifestation of hyperparathyroid bone disease. Serum PTH levels are elevated but to a lower degree than in those with osteitis fibrosa, although in some instances it is difficult to assess the degree of fibrosis without a bone biopsy. Tetracycline-based measurements of bone formation are useful for distinguishing this subgroup from those with either normal or reduced rates of
bone formation. In order to carefully characterize the different subtypes of renal osteodystrophy according to bone formation rates (BFRs), it is imperative to have tetracycline-based determinations of bone formation in children with normal renal function to be used as controls. Patients with low-turnover bone renal osteodystrophy may have a bone histological manifestation of osteomalacia or adynamic/aplastic osteodystrophy. The lesion of osteomalacia is characterized by excess osteoid, which accumulates in bone because of a primary defect in mineralization. Osteoid seams are wide and they have multiple lamellae; the extent of trabecular bone surfaces covered with osteoid also is increased. Osteoblastic activity is markedly reduced and bone formation often cannot be measured because of the lack of tetracycline uptake into bone (Table 5). In contrast, bone biopsies from patients with adynamic/aplastic osteodystrophy have normal or reduced amounts of osteoid, no tissue fibrosis, diminished numbers of osteoblasts and osteoclasts, and low or immeasurable rates of bone formation (see Table 1 in Introduction). Patients with aluminum-related osteomalacia or adynamic bone have elevated the bone aluminum content. Currently, the adynamic lesion of renal osteodystrophy that is not related to aluminum, is the most common lesion of renal osteodystrophy in adult patients treated with dialysis. In contrast, 2° HPT remains the predominant lesion in children with CKD. However, a

Table 4. Histological Features of High-Turnover Renal Osteodystrophy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Mild Lesion of 2° HPT</th>
<th>Osteitis Fibrosa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bone Formation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trabecular bone volume</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Normal-high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteoid volume</td>
<td>Normal-high</td>
<td>Normal-high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteoid seam thickness</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Normal-high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of osteoblasts</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone formation rate</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mineralization lag time</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bone Resorption</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eroded bone perimeter</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of osteoclasts</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrow fibrosis</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Histological Features of Low-Turnover Renal Osteodystrophy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Adynamic</th>
<th>Osteomalacia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bone Formation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trabecular bone volume</td>
<td>Normal, low</td>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteoid volume</td>
<td>Normal, low</td>
<td>High-very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteoid seam thickness</td>
<td>Normal, low</td>
<td>High-very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of osteoblasts</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone formation rate</td>
<td>Low-very low</td>
<td>Low-very low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mineralization lag time</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Prolonged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bone Resorption</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eroded bone perimeter</td>
<td>Normal, low</td>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of osteoclasts</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low; may be normal or high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrow fibrosis</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
substantial proportion of children developed adynamic bone after intermittent calcitriol therapy. In adults, currently the most common factors involved in the pathogenesis of adynamic bone are:

- Diabetes
- Older age
- Corticosteroid therapy
- Parathyroidectomy
- Excess doses of active vitamin D sterols
- Calcium supplementation
- Oral calcium salts
- Dialysate
- Treatment with peritoneal dialysis.

As measured by conventional histomorphometry, the mineralization lag time reflects the average value for all osteoid seams, and it is often prolonged in adynamic renal osteodystrophy. In contrast, the osteoid maturation time represents the average only for osteoid seams that are undergoing active mineralization, and it is usually normal in the adynamic lesion. The disparity in these values between adynamic bone and osteomalacia is due to differences in the proportion of osteoid seams undergoing active mineralization at any given point in time.

Some patients demonstrate histological features of both osteitis fibrosa and osteomalacia and this combination is defined as the mixed lesion of renal osteodystrophy. Patients may have biochemical evidence of 2\textsuperscript{nd} HPT, but other factors such as hypocalcemia and/or hypophosphatemia may account for the defective mineralization. However, most of the described cases have been associated with aluminum toxicity.

**Dual-Energy X-ray Absorptiometry (DXA)**

The DXA technique is widely accepted as a quantitative measurement for assessing skeletal status in adults. The World Health Organization criteria for the diagnosis of osteoporosis in adults is based on the comparison of a measured BMD result with the average BMD of young adults at the time of peak bone mass (PBM), defined as a T-score.\textsuperscript{31} A T-score ≤−2.5 SD below the mean PBM is used for the diagnosis of osteoporosis. While the T-score is a standard component of DXA BMD results, it is clearly inappropriate to assess skeletal health in children through comparison with peak adult bone mass. At present, there are no evidence-based guidelines for classification of bone health in children.

Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry is a projectional technique in which three-dimensional objects are analyzed as two-dimensional, and bone is presented as the total bone mineral content (BMC) within the projected bone area. It provides an estimate of BMC expressed as grams per anatomical region (e.g., individual vertebrae, whole body, or hip). Dividing the BMC (g) by the projected area of the bone (cm\textsuperscript{2}) then derives “areal BMD” (g/cm\textsuperscript{2}). This BMD is not a measure of true volumetric density (g/cm\textsuperscript{3}) because it provides no information about the depth of bone. Furthermore, because the bone is presented as the combined sum of cortical and trabecular BMC within the projected bone area, it is not possible to assess the distinct structural characteristics of these discrete bone components.

The DXA technique has several limitations that are pronounced in the assessment of children. These can be broadly classified as (a) difficulties in scan acquisition due to limitations in the bone edge detection software in children with low bone mass\textsuperscript{32}; (b) inadequacy of pediatric reference data across varied maturational stages, ethnic groups, and gender groups in healthy children\textsuperscript{33}; and (c) difficulties in the interpretation of DXA results in children with impaired growth, altered body composition, or delayed maturation due to childhood illness. Although varied techniques have been proposed to address these pitfalls, the third limitation remains the greatest challenge in the assessment of childhood osteopenia.\textsuperscript{34}

A significant limitation of DXA is the reliance on measurement of areal rather than volumetric BMD. Bones of larger width and height also tend to be thicker. Since bone thickness is not factored into DXA estimates of BMD, reliance on areal BMD inherently underestimates the bone density of short people. Therefore, a child with smaller bones will appear to have a mineralization disorder (decreased areal BMD). Recent pediatric studies have recognized the importance of short stature in the assessment of DXA-based measures of BMD in chronic childhood disease, including renal disease,\textsuperscript{35} and have adjusted the DXA BMD result for height and/or weight.\textsuperscript{34,35} Unfortunately, this too is a misleading approach
since healthy children of the same height or weight as a chronically ill child will be younger than the ill child. Skeletal maturity and Tanner stage are key determinants of bone mass, and comparison with less mature controls is a flawed solution to the influence of bone size.

**Limitations of DXA in Renal Osteodystrophy**

Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry has been used extensively to evaluate renal osteodystrophy. Clearly, since trabecular and cortical bone behave differently in response to increased parathyroid activity (increase and decrease, respectively), and DXA does not allow distinction of the effects of renal osteodystrophy on the two types of bone, the technique is inherently less useful than three-dimensional techniques such as peripheral QCT. The conflicting data on DXA-derived measures of BMD in patients with renal osteodystrophy are consistent with these limitations. Predictably, DXA results have been quite variable with mean BMD values that are higher than, the same as, or lower than control subjects. These studies have contributed very little to management of individual patients.

Quantitative computed tomography findings in the vertebrae seem to confirm available histomorphometric data in that trabecular BMD was found to be increased in high-turnover disease (+1.6 SD) and decreased in low-turnover disease (-1.2 SD), relative to age-matched controls. On the other hand, vertebral BMD was unable to predict the occurrence of fractures nor was there an association between BMD and the time on dialysis. This is not unanticipated, given that increased BMD in high-turnover disease does not equate with improved structural integrity.

In summary, it is clear that integrated measures of BMD—which do not allow distinction between cortical and trabecular bone and provide no information on bone architecture—are limited in their usefulness to differentiate the spectrum of skeletal disorders in renal osteodystrophy.

**Utility of Skeletal Radiography**

Bony deformities, most commonly involving rapidly growing bones of the extremities, may occur in children with CKD and chronic metabolic acidosis, osteomalacia associated with vitamin D deficiency, or aluminum-associated adynamic bone disease, and in children with severe 2° HPT. However, any bone may be affected, including the skull, the chest, the spine, or the hip. Atraumatic, pathological fractures are seen more commonly in patients with adynamic bone disease, while fractures may occur in children with CKD with deformed bones subjected to the trauma of normal childhood activities.

The radiographic manifestations of the bone disease associated with CKD in children are quite varied, ranging from the many manifestations of severe 2° HPT to those of frank rickets. Radiographic findings from plain film radiography are technique-dependent, with X-ray voltage, film grain quality, and processing methods influencing the ability to diagnose abnormalities. Magnification techniques can increase the sensitivity of finding abnormalities. Cortical bone is over-represented by plain film radiography when compared to cancellous bone. Bone scintigraphy is a sensitive method for finding bone abnormalities in patients with CKD. However, it may be poorly discriminating, as most patients on maintenance dialysis have diffuse bony uptake of the radionuclide tracer. Accumulation at a single site or two may yield information about pathological fractures in advance of their appearance on plain film radiography. Overall, the technique is employed sparingly. Pathological visceral calcifications may be seen by routine radiography; recently, the use of EBCT in a population of adolescents and young adults with CKD detected pathological coronary calcium deposition.

Standards have been developed in children with normal kidney function to correlate chronological age and pubertal status with radiographic appearances of bones of the hand and wrist, giving rise to a “bone age.” Standard deviations of bone age versus chronological age have been calculated for children with normal kidney function from birth through the end of growth (epiphyseal closure). Bone age is often retarded in children with CKD. It remains unclear if the calculated bone age, if reduced substantially below chronological age, is truly as low as that seen radiographically, since the disease process itself alters the radiographic image in addition to producing a true reduction in bony maturation. Standard deviations of bone age versus chronologic age in children with CKD have not been developed to date. However, the presence of
normal or advanced bone age is likely correct, and may guide the clinician as to the utility of using GH to treat the failure in linear growth often seen in children with CKD (see Guideline 11).

RATIONALE

Despite considerable advances in our understanding of the pathophysiology, prevention, and treatment of osteodystrophy of CKD, an adequate substitute for bone biopsy in establishing the histological type of osteodystrophy has not been yet developed. Quantitative bone histomorphometry with double tetracycline labeling has become the “gold standard” for the diagnosis of metabolic bone disease in CKD patients.

Given the extensive limitations of DXA in children, and in the setting of renal osteodystrophy, there is no current rationale for performing DXA.

An initial determination of bone age, and the presence or absence of the many radiographic abnormalities in the bones of children presenting with CKD, is useful to the clinician in planning the therapeutic approach for the patient. Rickets may not be appreciated clinically, and the extent of severe hyperparathyroid bone disease can be assessed only in the presence of the lesions, since an absence of bony changes by plain-film radiography does not preclude its presence by the more sensitive technique of dynamic bone histomorphometry. Bone age is an important component of determining the utility of growth hormone therapy.

STRENGTH OF EVIDENCE

The importance of bone biopsy has been established by many studies, and it is now accepted as the gold standard for the diagnosis of the various types of osteodystrophy in CKD if performed and interpreted using standard techniques. Normal bone histomorphometry should be performed and the results should be reported in accordance with the standard nomenclature suggested by the American Society of Bone and Mineral Research.43

There are no data that support the utility of DXA in children with CKD.

Definitive diagnosis of AVN, SCFE, or rickets requires skeletal radiography. Assessment of skeletal maturation can only be accomplished by determination of a bone age using skeletal radiography.

LIMITATIONS

There are no recent data utilizing bone biopsy to characterize osteodystrophy in the early stages of CKD in children. Skeletal radiography is an insensitive test when used to classify osteodystrophy in CKD.

RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS

Considering the invasive nature of bone biopsy, there is a need to investigate whether other markers of bone disease could be developed to replace bone biopsy for the accurate diagnosis of bone disease in pediatric patients with CKD.

Future studies are needed to determine if non-invasive imaging techniques, such as quantitative computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging, in combination or not with biochemical determinations, are useful in the assessment of trabecular and cortical manifestations of renal osteodystrophy in children.
GUIDELINE 3. SURGICAL MANAGEMENT OF OSTEODYSTROPHY

3.1 Lower extremity angular deformity should be surgically corrected if the deformity is progressive or severe as defined by interference with gait, or by the presence of a mechanical axis deviation of more than 10° between the femur and tibia. Control of secondary HPT is recommended prior to surgical correction. (OPINION)

3.2 Symptomatic proximal femoral slipped epiphyses (SCFE) should be surgically stabilized if K/DOQI target values for PTH are not achieved within 3 months of the diagnosis of SCFE. (OPINION)

BACKGROUND

Renal osteodystrophy refers to the effects of chronic renal failure (CRF) on the skeletal system. Although the underlying defect is metabolic in nature, this section is primarily concerned with the consequences of CKD most likely to be encountered by the orthopedic surgeon. These issues are largely the result of mechanical failure superimposed on the underlying metabolic and histological changes. They occur either acutely as seen in pathological fractures, or on a chronic basis as exemplified by severe and progressive knock-knees and bow-legs. From an orthopedic perspective, skeletal abnormalities are primarily the result of 2° HPT. Along with optimal metabolic treatment of these patients is a need for concurrent orthopedic management.

RATIONALE

General

Prompt treatment of musculoskeletal deformity prevents further deformity, restores patient function and mobility, and improves patient self-esteem. Patients with renal osteodystrophy exhibit delayed acquisition of motor milestones. Skeletal age is also delayed, and short stature is to be expected with children often falling below the 5th percentile in height. The role of the orthopedist is to recognize these associated conditions, refer for management of metabolic issues (including possible GH treatment), and treat bony deformity. One of the frequently overlooked associations is a severe myopathy. Resistance training in adults can result in significant increases in both muscle mass and strength, and physical therapy is an essential part of treatment for these patients.

The treatment of musculoskeletal complications must be tailored to the individual. Medical stabilization of 2° HPT is an important component of the care of angular deformity and slipped epiphyses. When surgery is necessary, medical management to achieve metabolic stability is of great importance. This improves surgical fixation and healing by improving the biomechanical strength of bone while limiting the incidence of postoperative recurrence. Elevated serum alkaline phosphatase levels (above 500 U/L) are associated with poor healing and continued bony deformity despite surgery.

Angular Deformities

Angular deformity of the weight-bearing bones is the most common musculoskeletal abnormality in children with renal osteodystrophy. Of these, the most common is genu valgum, although genu varum, ankle valgum or varum, and coxa vara may also be seen. The cause of angular deformity is likely multifactorial. Metabolic abnormalities suppress physeal maturation, and asymmetric forces placed across the physis may compound the situation according to the Heuter-Volkmann principle (excessive compressive forces inhibit physeal growth). Finally, slipping of the epiphyses (discussed below) with subsequent healing may also result in residual angulation.

Although no one parameter predicts which patients go on to angular deformity, there is general consensus that it is related to metabolic instability, and that prompt correction of this instability can lead to improvement of skeletal deformity. The age at onset of renal failure impacts which deformity is more common. Patients with physiological knee varus at the onset of renal failure tend to develop genu varum, while older patients with physiological valgus at disease onset tend to develop genu valgum.

Evaluation of patients with angular deformity can be quantified with clinical photographs. For deformity out of the range of normal, standing lower extremity radiographs from hips to ankles on a 36” cassette are war-
ranted. Deformity may be primarily at the distal femur, or proximal tibia, or variably divided between them. Angular deformity can improve with medical therapy alone. Patients without much growth remaining or with severe deformity are unlikely to satisfactorily improve, and they are usually treated with corrective osteotomy. Patients with open physes and moderate valgus deformity may be treated with medial hemiepiphyseal stapling. Surgery is indicated when correction of the metabolic bone disease does not lead to resolution. The goal of surgery is to restore a normal anatomic axis such that a straight line passes simultaneously through the femoral head, center of the knee, and center of the ankle (talar surface), with the patient in a standing position. In addition, the ankle and knee joints should be parallel to the floor. Depending on the relative contribution of the distal femur versus the proximal tibia, the condition may require osteotomies above, below, or simultaneously above and below the knee joint in order to achieve these goals. Occasionally a varus deformity in the distal tibia may require a separate correction at that level.

**Slipped Epiphyses**

In contrast to adolescent idiopathic slipped epiphyses, slipped epiphyses in the renal osteodystrophy patient commonly occur through the metaphyseal—and not the physeal—regions of long bones. Although the most typical location is the proximal femur, slips have been reported in the distal radius and ulna, distal femur, proximal humerus, and distal tibia and fibula. They likely occur due to 2° HPT, which leads to osteopenia and fibrosis of the metaphysis, thereby weakening it. Application of shear forces through weight bearing or unequal muscle pull at the ends of long bones are presumably the forces leading to gradual deformity through the area.

With lower extremity slips, patients usually present with an abnormal waddling gait. Upper extremity slips usually result in obvious skeletal deformity, though subtle deformity can be overlooked because these patients have widening of the metaphyses of long bones, giving them a pre-existing abnormal appearance at any rate. Radiographs of the affected areas are diagnostic. The vast majority of slips stabilize with medical treatment of the bone disease. Biomechanically, slip progression with further varus deformity is likely and can be prevented by medical and surgical stabilization of the slip. Therefore, if medical stabilization is not achieved promptly, pinning is undertaken. Many children are less than 10 years when the hips first slip, and many children do not close their physes for another 10 years since maturation is delayed. Thus, terminally smooth pins are usually placed with threads engaging bone only at the lateral cortex of the femur. This allows continued growth of the physeal along the axis of the smooth portion of the pin. For non-hip-slipped epiphyses, observation and medical therapy alone are indicated, as long as there is skeletal growth remaining and the deformity is improving. An unacceptable deformity in a patient with little or no skeletal growth remaining is treated with surgical stabilization.

**Avascular Necrosis**

Avascular necrosis of bone occurs in the setting of CRF. The femoral head is a common site, and symptoms are often mild when compared to the radiographic appearance. While GH treatment may play a role in the development of AVN in these patients, the majority of reports associate the incidence of AVN with chronic immunosuppression after renal transplantation. The incidence of this complication appears to be dose-related, though no specific dose-time guidelines exist. While the femoral head is the most common site, reports delineate the talus, humeral head, femoral condyles, and metatarsals as other involved sites. The diagnosis can be somewhat confusing in these patients because approximately 20% develop osteosclerosis, the cause of which is poorly understood. The increased bone density seen radiographically with avascular necrosis before collapse can have a similar appearance to osteosclerosis. The advent of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has aided in making a more secure diagnosis.

**STRENGTH OF EVIDENCE**

Case-based series of children with either SCFE or lower-extremity angular deformities support...
the idea that prompt optimal metabolic control is an integral component of the orthopedic care. There are only retrospective studies regarding the surgical treatment of angular deformity and SCFE.46,47,57,62

LIMITATIONS
Because few centers treat large numbers of patients with renal osteodystrophy, no prospective studies exist regarding optimal treatment of the orthopedic manifestations of the disease. Treatment recommendations are therefore largely based on the opinions of those who treat the largest number of these patients.

RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS
Although it is accepted that metabolic disease control is important if surgery is planned, future studies should examine the importance of control duration in the perioperative period and how this relates to surgical outcome. Also, the musculoskeletal manifestations of disease can improve with metabolic disease control, and a prospective study examining deformity improvements without surgery might lead to a better understanding of surgical indications. Studies comparing different surgical techniques for treatment of angular deformity are needed, as are studies exploring the optimal surgical fixation for SCFE stabilization.
GUIDELINE 4. TARGET SERUM PHOSPHORUS LEVELS

4.1 In CKD patients (Stages 1-4), the serum level of phosphorus should be maintained at or above the age-appropriate lower limits (EVIDENCE) and no higher than the age-appropriate upper limits. (OPINION)

4.2 For children with kidney failure (CKD Stage 5), including those treated with hemodialysis or peritoneal dialysis, the serum levels of phosphorus should be maintained between 3.5-5.5 mg/dL (1.13-1.78 mmol/L) during adolescence and between 4-6 mg/dL for children between the ages of 1-12 years. (EVIDENCE)

4.3 In children with renal tubular phosphate wasting, or other causes of hypophosphatemia, hypophosphatemia should be corrected via dietary modification, enteral supplementation, or reduction in the use of phosphate binders. (EVIDENCE)

BACKGROUND

There are substantial effects of age on the fasting serum concentration of phosphorus. Serum phosphorus levels in infants range from 4.8-7.4 mg/dL (mean 6.2 mg/dL) in the first 3 months of life, and decrease to 4.5-5.8 mg/dL (mean 5.0 mg/dL) at age 1-2 years.\textsuperscript{70} The higher serum phosphorus concentration in infants is attributed to an increased fractional phosphate reabsorption, possibly further augmented by a low GFR.\textsuperscript{70} In mid-childhood, values range from 3.5-5.5 mg/dL (mean 4.4 mg/dL) and decrease to adult values by late adolescence.\textsuperscript{71-73} Representative target ranges for serum phosphorus concentration in children with CKD are depicted in Table 6. The normal range for serum phosphorus concentration can vary somewhat between laboratories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (yrs.)</th>
<th>Serum Phosphorus (mg/dL)</th>
<th>Serum Total Calcium (mg/dL)</th>
<th>Blood Ionized Calcium (mM)</th>
<th>Alkaline Phosphatase (IU)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-0.25</td>
<td>4.8-7.4</td>
<td>8.8-11.3</td>
<td>1.22-1.40</td>
<td>100-350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>4.5-6.5</td>
<td>9.4-10.8</td>
<td>1.22-1.32</td>
<td>60-450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-12</td>
<td>3.6-5.8</td>
<td>9.4-10.3</td>
<td>1.15-1.32</td>
<td>40-180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-20</td>
<td>2.3-4.5</td>
<td>8.8-10.2</td>
<td>1.12-1.30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In healthy children and in children with GFR ranging from 25-50 mL/min/1.73 m\textsuperscript{2} (approximately Stage 3 CKD), the serum phosphorus concentration decreased after breakfast to a nadir in late morning, and increased during the early afternoon,\textsuperscript{74} exhibiting a circadian pattern similar to that observed in healthy adult subjects ingesting typical diets.\textsuperscript{75} The amplitude of the circadian variation in serum phosphorus concentration in healthy adolescents (3.0 mg/dL) is greater than that in healthy adults (1.2 mg/dL).\textsuperscript{76} Restriction of dietary phosphorus induces substantial decreases in serum phosphorus levels during late morning, afternoon, and evening, but little or no change in morning fasting phosphorus levels.\textsuperscript{75} Thus, values obtained in the afternoon are more likely to be affected by diet and may be more useful in monitoring the effect of phosphorus restriction or administration of phosphate-binding agents on serum phosphorus concentrations.

Hyperphosphatemia leads to 2\textsuperscript{°} HPT and elevated blood levels of PTH by: (a) lowering the levels of ionized calcium; (b) inhibiting the production of 1,25(OH)\textsubscript{2}D\textsubscript{3}; and (c) directly stimulating PTH secretion.\textsuperscript{77,78}

These processes lead to high-turnover bone disease and other adverse consequences of excess PTH, in part due to an increase in calcium-phosphate product (CaXP)\textsuperscript{79-82} and in adults, is associated with increased morbidity\textsuperscript{83,84} and mortality.\textsuperscript{85-88} With respect to vascular calcification, hyperphosphatemia exerts a direct calcifying effect on vascular smooth muscle cells.\textsuperscript{89} Calcification of coronary arteries, cardiac valves, and pulmonary tissues results in cardiac disease, the leading cause of death in patients with CKD,\textsuperscript{83,90-92} In young adults who developed CKD in childhood years, there is high incidence
of coronary artery calcification, associated with an elevated CaXP.\textsuperscript{80,93} It is therefore imperative to prevent hyperphosphatemia and maintain serum phosphorus levels within the normal range. Children with CKD may have renal tubular wasting of phosphorus. Fanconi syndrome due to cystinosis is the most common etiology in childhood. A variety of other genetic disorders and drug or toxin exposure may also cause Fanconi syndrome. In addition, some children develop CKD and hypophosphatemia due to Dent’s disease. Hypophosphatemia may also be secondary to excessive use of phosphate binders, vitamin D deficiency, inadequate dietary intake of phosphorus intake, or other tubular disorders. Chronic hypophosphatemia in children results in rickets and poor growth.

**RATIONALE**

Among the factors that contribute to \textsuperscript{2}\textdegree HPT in CKD patients are phosphate retention and/or elevated levels of serum phosphorus. In adult CKD patients, hyperphosphatemia is associated with increased morbidity and mortality.\textsuperscript{79-86} Conversely, in adults, hypophosphatemia is associated with increased mortality. In children with CKD, hypophosphatemia leads to rickets and growth retardation. Therefore, the maintenance of normal serum levels of phosphorus in CKD patients is critical for the prevention of abnormalities in PTH metabolism, and for the reduction of morbidity and mortality.

**STRENGTH OF EVIDENCE**

While available experimental data support a direct role of phosphorus in the regulation of PTH secretion,\textsuperscript{77,78} the data in humans are less straightforward. One study has shown elevated PTH levels in patients with serum phosphorus levels \textsuperscript{>6.2 mg/dL (2.0 mmol/L).}\textsuperscript{83} On the other hand, other studies have failed to demonstrate consistent changes in PTH levels across a range of serum phosphorus levels,\textsuperscript{94} and no direct correlation between the level of serum phosphorus and PTH has been established.\textsuperscript{79} Many studies measuring serum PTH levels are confounded by the use of phosphate binders and vitamin D, thus precluding the evaluation of a direct association between serum phosphorus and PTH levels. Based on available evidence and upon clinical experience it is the opinion of the Work Group that, for adults and for children with CKD, elevated phosphorus levels in CKD and dialysis patients contribute to the development of \textsuperscript{2}\textdegree HPT.

In order to eliminate the potentially confounding influence of aluminum-containing phosphate binders on outcomes, only studies of adult dialysis patients, and only those published after 1990, were included in the data analysis. Four studies meet these criteria, and all are observational or cross-sectional in design.\textsuperscript{83,85-87} These studies correlate serum phosphorus levels with multiple end-points in patients treated with hemodialysis.

The four cross-sectional studies\textsuperscript{83,85-87} that met the inclusion criteria evaluated the association of serum phosphorus levels with extraskelatal outcomes. Two studies evaluated the relative risk of mortality associated with serum phosphorus levels in patients treated with hemodialysis. In one study, a reference serum phosphorus range of 4.6-5.5 mg/dL (1.49-1.78 mmol/L) was used\textsuperscript{85}; the relative risk of mortality increased with serum phosphorus levels \textsuperscript{>6.5 mg/dL (2.10 mmol/L). In the other study, a reference range of 5-7 mg/dL (1.61-2.26 mmol/L) was used\textsuperscript{86}; the relative risk of mortality increased with serum phosphorus levels less than or greater than this range. The increase in mortality was particularly significant for levels of phosphorus \textsuperscript{>7 mg/dL (2.26 mmol/L) or <3 mg/dL (0.97 mmol/L). Serum phosphorus levels <2.5 mg/dL (0.81 mmol/L) may be associated with abnormalities in bone mineralization such as osteomalacia.\textsuperscript{94}}

In another study, serum phosphorus levels \textsuperscript{>6.2 mg/dL (2.00 mmol/L) were associated with increased blood pressure, hyperkinetic circulation, increased cardiac work, and high arterial tensile stress.\textsuperscript{83} One study failed to find an association between serum phosphorus levels and quality of life.\textsuperscript{94}}

In patients with tubulopathy and hypophosphatemia, phosphate therapy is a critical component of the treatment of the bone disease, as is provision of alkali and vitamin D.

The available evidence supports an association between serum phosphorus levels both above and below the normal range with poor outcomes, including mortality.
LIMITATIONS

In adults with CKD, cross-sectional studies have established a correlation between serum phosphorus levels and various extraskeletal outcomes, but this correlation does not rise to the level of causality. Further, the studies of higher methodological quality\textsuperscript{85,86} relied on data from 1990 or earlier, indicating that their results may have been confounded by the use of aluminum hydroxide and/or by less-aggressive vitamin D therapy. To date, studies performed in dialysis patients have failed to conclusively demonstrate a reduction in morbidity or mortality, through dietary intervention or the use of phosphate binders to lower serum phosphorus levels to the suggested target range.

In children with CKD, there are no prospective studies or retrospective analysis to establish the effect of normalization of serum phosphorus on clinical outcome outside of rachitic bone disease.\textsuperscript{95} Even the successful treatment of rickets generally requires additional pharmacological therapy, making the independent impact of normalization of serum phosphorus uncertain.

CLINICAL APPLICATIONS

This Guideline supports intensive control of serum phosphorus in patients with CKD. Most data indicate that <30\% of dialysis patients are able to maintain phosphorus in the suggested target range. The goal should be to increase the percentage of patients in this target range. Successful implementation will require an increased dietitian-to-patient ratio, educational tools to increase patient compliance, as well as studies to further explore the feasibility of dialytic techniques that are better able to control serum phosphorus levels (such as nocturnal or daily hemodialysis), and the widespread availability and affordability of different phosphate binders, regardless of patient insurance status.

RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS

Longitudinal studies of patients with CKD are needed, evaluating the effects of controlling serum phosphorus in the target range on morbidity and mortality.
GUIDELINE 5. MANAGEMENT OF DIETARY PHOSPHORUS INTAKE IN CHILDREN WITH CKD

5.1 Dietary phosphorus should be decreased to the Dietary Reference Intake (DRI) for age (Table 7) when the serum PTH concentration is above the target range for the stage of CKD and serum phosphorus is within the target range for age (Table 6, Guideline 4). (OPINION)

5.2 Dietary phosphorus should be decreased to 80% of the DRI for age (Table 7) when the serum PTH concentration is above the target range for the stage of CKD and serum phosphorus is above the target range for age (Table 6, Guideline 4). (OPINION)

5.3 After initiation of phosphorus restriction, serum phosphorus concentrations should be monitored at least every 3 months in patients with CKD Stages 3-4, and monthly in patients with CKD Stage 5. Serum phosphorus values below the target range for age should be avoided.

BACKGROUND

In children and adult patients with CKD, serum concentrations of PTH are increased early, i.e., when the GFR is only mildly to moderately reduced, and the values of PTH vary inversely with those of GFR. When the GFR decreases into CKD Stage 3 and below (<60 mL/min/1.73m²), serum concentrations of PTH are above the normal range in most children and adult patients, and histological evidence of bone disease is observed. At this level of GFR, however, serum concentrations of phosphorus are within the normal range or even mildly decreased, and values become clearly increased only when CKD Stage 4-5 is reached. Thus, in CKD Stages 2 and 3, hyperphosphatemia is rarely present and 2° HPT can be attributed, at least in part, to the reduction in serum concentrations of 1,25(OH)₂D.

RATIONALE

Although serum phosphorus levels are not increased in the early stages of progressive CKD, dietary phosphorus is nevertheless an important determinant of the severity of hyperparathyroidism in mild and moderate, as well as severe, renal insufficiency. In both children and adult patients with mild and moderate CKD (Stages 2 and 3) in whom serum concentrations of PTH were increased and those of serum phosphorus normal, dietary phosphorus restriction induced a decrease in serum levels of PTH and an increase in levels of 1,25(OH)₂D, the latter to normal or supernormal values. Conversely, in children with Stage 3 CKD, supplementation of dietary phosphorus to intakes approximately twice the DRI for age induced a worsening of hyperparathyroidism and further decrease in serum levels of 1,25(OH)₂D. Such changes in serum PTH could be attributed, at least in part, to diet-induced changes in serum levels of 1,25(OH)₂D. Phosphorus manipulation in patients with CKD Stage 2 and 3 induced little or no change in morning fasting serum phosphorus concentrations.

Thus, in CKD Stages 2 and 3, the severity of hyperparathyroidism can be amplified or reduced by increases or decreases, respectively, in dietary phosphorus intake. Since dietary phosphorus intakes above the DRI can contribute to the severity of hyperparathyroidism, it is the opinion of the Work Group that phosphorus intakes be decreased to the DRI even when serum phosphorus levels are within the target range. In CKD

Table 7. Dietary Reference Intakes of Phosphorus in Children

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (Years)</th>
<th>Phosphorus DRI (mg/day)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-0.5</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5-1.0</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-8</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-18</td>
<td>1,250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Stages 4 and 5, serum phosphorus levels are typically above the target range, and phosphorus restriction to approximately 80% of the DRI is recommended.

The higher serum concentrations of calcium and phosphorus in healthy infants and young children, and their physiological decrease with age, presumably reflect the increased requirements of these minerals by the growing skeleton. This is particularly important in the newborn infant, as infancy is the period of most rapid accretion of bone mineral. Hence, when dietary phosphorus is restricted to control hyperphosphatemia and 2° HPT in children with CKD, serum phosphorus values below the target range should be avoided. Rickets due to phosphorus deficiency occurs in preterm infants fed insufficient amounts of phosphorus, and in infants and children with hypophosphatemia due to inherited disorders of renal phosphate transport.119 Severe restriction of dietary phosphorus in children with moderate and severe renal insufficiency was associated with a decrease in fasting levels of serum phosphorus and histological findings of worsening osteomalacia.118

STRENGTH OF EVIDENCE

Studies in children with CKD Stages 2-3 that examine the relationship between serum phosphorus concentration and 2° HPT suggest that dietary phosphorus restriction can improve 2° HPT and maintain normal serum phosphorus levels. Data in adult patients with CKD support an association between the increase in serum phosphorus concentration and decrease in GFR, and reveal that hyperphosphatemia is observed when the creatinine clearance decreases to CKD Stages 4-5.120

The effectiveness of dietary phosphate restriction in controlling the hyperphosphatemia of CKD in children and adults was analyzed in 19 studies examining 2,476 patients. Fifteen randomized controlled trials121-135 and four nonrandomized controlled trials136-139 met the inclusion criteria. The vast majority of studies evaluated restricted protein diets, which are usually (but not always) equivalent to low phosphorus diets. In many of these studies, calcium144,140-147 and vitamin D supplements were used,80,83,85,86,94,140-148 or phosphate binders were also administered to the patients in addition to the dietary intervention. Thus, the interpretation of these data should be done with caution. Various endpoints were utilized:

Quality of life. One study reported that low protein diet did not adversely affect employment,138 but the results of the Modification of Diet in Renal Disease (MDRD) study indicated that patients with CKD (Stages 3 and 4) treated with very restricted protein diets were less able to socialize.149

Mortality. Nearly all of the included studies evaluated the role of dietary restriction of protein/phosphorus on mortality. The reported results were variable. When these data were analyzed by meta-analysis, no effect on mortality was found.

Kidney function. Seven of nine studies in adult patients with CKD suggest that dietary phosphorus restriction may stabilize kidney function.121,124,125,129-131,133,136,139 Conclusions in this regard could not be drawn from studies in children or in adults with severe CKD.

Bone and mineral metabolism. Several small studies reported that dietary phosphorus restriction in patients with CKD had no significant effect on serum alkaline phosphatase,123,125,134,137 PTH levels,125,134,136,138 serum calcium levels,123,125,134,136,137 serum phosphorus levels,123,132,134,136,137,150 and urinary phosphate excretion.127,129,132 In contrast, in a careful and well-controlled study of four patients with Stages 1 and 2 of CKD conducted in a metabolic ward before and after 8 weeks of dietary phosphate restrictions in proportion to the decrement in GFR, there was a reduction in blood PTH levels to normal without significant changes in the serum levels of phosphorus, significant decrement in blood levels of alkaline phosphatase and in urinary excretion of phosphate, and significant increments in blood levels of 1,25(OH)2D3 and intestinal absorption of calcium.100 Also, the dietary phosphate restriction was associated with marked improvement in bone resorption and defects in bone mineralization as evidenced by studies of bone biopsy.100

In children, the initiation of moderate dietary phosphate restriction needs to be accompanied by close monitoring of linear bone growth. In four studies in children, there was no evidence for adverse effects as a result of dietary phosphate restriction.124,128,151,152 In addition, studies in adults did not support any adverse effect on
nutritional status as a result of dietary phosphate restriction. Compliance with dietary restriction in the research setting of clinical studies may not reflect the situation in clinical practice. While compliance with dietary phosphorus restriction in clinical practice is commonly believed to be poor, there is a lack of data to support this supposition. Most studies have found compliance rates of 35%-91% with low-protein diets. One study reported 41% and 77% compliance at years 1 and 3, respectively. The compliance rates with dietary phosphate restriction were similar to compliance rates for low-protein diets. It was not addressed whether the improvement at year 3 is related to continuous education and/or the realization by the patient of the adverse effects of noncompliance.

Given the lack of evidence of adverse effects, and the evidence of positive benefit of dietary phosphate restriction, it is the consensus of the pediatric (and adult) Work Group that modification of dietary phosphate intake be initiated in patients with CKD when PTH levels are elevated.

LIMITATIONS

Despite the relatively large number of prospective randomized trials evaluating dietary phosphorus restriction, most of these studies specifically utilized protein-restricted diets and therefore restricted phosphate intake indirectly. While protein and phosphorus are closely related in foods, it is possible to restrict protein without fully restricting phosphorus. Much of the data are also difficult to interpret since most of the reports provided analysis for “prescribed diet” rather than “consumed diet.” Furthermore, in many studies, the patients had concomitant therapy with vitamin D and/or phosphate binders, making interpretation of the results difficult.

While the available data do not support the common belief that dietary phosphate restriction negatively impacts nutritional status, it must be stressed that dietary phosphate restriction has the potential of adversely impacting nutritional status if done in a haphazard manner. The data that demonstrate the ability to maintain good or stable nutritional status during dietary phosphate restriction were obtained in studies in which dietitians provided careful instruction and regular counseling and monitoring. In the research setting, patients are monitored closely and have regular contact with their renal care providers. Those patients who have been “casually” instructed to watch their protein or phosphate intake, without regular follow-up, may be at risk for serious side-effects, such as malnutrition. Unfortunately, there are no data on those patients who are not regularly and closely followed.

CLINICAL APPLICATIONS

It is critical to provide consistent instruction and regular follow-up during prescription of dietary phosphate restriction. In patients with CKD, compliance with dietary phosphate restriction is difficult and requires intensive dietitian support. In CKD patients treated with dialysis (Stage 5), care must be taken to reduce phosphate intake while maintaining adequate protein intake as recommended by the K/DOQI Guidelines on Nutrition. The phosphate level of the diet should be as low as possible while ensuring an adequate protein intake. If one multiplies the recommended protein level by 10-12 mg phosphate per gram of protein, a reasonable phosphate level can be estimated. The average amount of phosphorus per gram of protein ranges from 12-16 mg. In order to limit phosphorus significantly, those protein sources with the least amount of phosphorus must be prescribed (see Table 12, Guideline 7).

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH

There is a need for large, multicenter longitudinal studies evaluating the effects of dietary phosphate restriction (as opposed to only protein restriction) on nutritional status, growth in children, morbidity, mortality, bone disease, and progression of decline in kidney function. These studies should be conducted in patients with all stages of CKD, beginning in Stage 2.
GUIDELINE 6. USE OF PHOSPHATE BINDERS IN CKD

In Patients with CKD Stages 2-4:

6.1 If serum phosphorus levels cannot be controlled within the target range (see Guideline 4), despite dietary phosphorus restriction (see Guideline 5), phosphate binders should be prescribed. (OPINION)

6.2 Calcium-based phosphate binders are effective in lowering serum phosphorus levels (EVIDENCE) and should be used as the initial binder therapy. (OPINION)

In Patients with CKD Stage 5 (Dialysis):

6.3 Both calcium-based phosphate binders and the non-calcium, non-metal-containing phosphate binders, such as sevelamer HCL, are effective in lowering serum phosphorus levels. (EVIDENCE) As of this writing, calcium-based phosphate binders should be used as primary therapy in infants and young children. In older children and adolescents, either drug may be used. (OPINION)

6.4 In dialysis patients who remain hyperphosphatemic (above the upper target value) despite the use of either calcium-based phosphate binders or other non-calcium, non-metal-containing phosphate binders, the dialysis prescription should be modified to control hyperphosphatemia. (OPINION)

6.5 The total dose of elemental calcium provided by the calcium-based phosphate binders and dietary calcium should not exceed up to 2X DRI for calcium, based on age (OPINION), and the total intake of elemental calcium (including dietary calcium) should not exceed 2,500 mg/day. (OPINION)

6.6 The dosage of calcium-based phosphate binders should be lowered in dialysis patients with corrected serum calcium of >10.2 mg/dL (2.54 mmol/L), or with serum PTH levels <150 pg/mL (150 ng/L) on two consecutive measurements. (EVIDENCE)

6.7 In adolescent patients with serum phosphorus levels >7.0 mg/dL (2.26 mmol/L), aluminum-based phosphate binders may be used as a short-term therapy (up to 4-6 weeks), and for one course only, to be replaced thereafter by other phosphate binders. (EVIDENCE)

6.8 In children receiving aluminum-based phosphate binders, concurrent use of citrate-based products should be avoided, due to the risk of increasing aluminum absorption and potential toxicity. (EVIDENCE)

BACKGROUND

When dietary phosphate restriction is inadequate to control serum levels of phosphorus and/or PTH, phosphate binders should be administered. Different phosphate binder compounds have been utilized to control serum phosphorus levels, but the search still continues for the best possible binder. A combination of binders may be used to control serum phosphorus levels to minimize the potentially serious side-effects of any specific binder. The willingness of the patient to adhere to the binder prescription is paramount to control phosphorus absorption from the gastrointestinal tract and, subsequently, serum phosphorus levels. Table 8 describes the steps to calculate the initial prescription of phosphate binders, and Table 9 describes the characteristics of various phosphate-binding agents.

In children, calcium-based phosphate binders have been shown to be safe and effective. 158-162 Recently, pediatric experience with sevelamer HCl is accumulating, and it appears to be safe and effective as well. 163a Long-term use of aluminum-containing phosphate binders has been associated with severe complications of bone disease and encephalopathy. 164-166 Thus, only a short-term course (4-6 weeks) of aluminum can be recommended for control of hyperphosphatemia. Data demonstrate that concurrent administration of citrate containing compounds dramatically increases enteral absorption of aluminum and must be avoided if aluminum-containing phosphate binders are used. 167,168

RATIONALE

The goal of phosphate-binder therapy is to maintain serum phosphorus levels within the range as outlined in Guideline 4 without adversely affecting nutritional status or causing serious side-effects. It is recommended to initiate phosphate binder therapy when: (a) serum phosphorus levels remain elevated, despite restriction
### Table 8. Steps To Calculate the Initial Binder Prescription

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorus intake</td>
<td>Total dietary P intake</td>
<td>1,000 per day or 7,000/week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount absorbed (50%-70% of mixed diet in nonrenal) (53% renal versus 77% in nonrenal)</td>
<td>Dietary P intake multiplied by average 50%-60% absorbed</td>
<td>600 per day or 4,200/week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average HD/PD clearance HD = 800 per treatment PD = 300-315 per treatment</td>
<td>Amount abs – dialysis clearance = remaining P to be bound by phosphate binder</td>
<td>HD: 4,200 – 2,400 = 1,800 mg P/wk or 257 mg/d PD: 4,200 – 2,205 = 1,995 mg P/wk or 285 mg/d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divided by the estimated binding power of the binder of choice:</td>
<td>Remaining P/binding power 257/39 (approx. P bound by 1 g CaCO₃) = 6.5 g CaCO₃)²⁵ 257/45 (approx. P bound by 1 g calcium acetate) = 5.7 g/ml²⁶ 257/15-30 (approx. P bound by one Al(OH)₃, tablet) = 12-17 tabs²⁷ 257/64 (approx. binding power of 800 mg sevelamer HCl) = 4 caplets 257/32 (approx. binding power per 400 mg sevelamer HCl) = 8 caplets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Binder doses are usually established by trial and error. The above table estimates the initial binder prescription based on average phosphorus absorption, average dialysis clearance, and the approximate binding potential for the binder of choice. Binding potential can be altered by variations in pH. The dose should be monitored and adjusted based on the response of the individual patient.

### Table 9. Phosphorus-Binding Compounds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Common Product Names</th>
<th>Estimate of % Calcium Absorbed</th>
<th>Phosphorus (mg) Bound per mg Ca⁺⁺</th>
<th>Estimate of Potential Binding Power</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Potential Side-effects/Disadvantages</th>
<th>Possible Indications for Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calcium Carbonate</td>
<td>TUMS, Os-Cal, Caltrate, Calcitab, Citracal, Tidalac, Chostrum</td>
<td>Approximately 20%-30% is absorbed²⁸</td>
<td>Approximately 1 mg P bound per 8 mg Ca abs (Adapted from²⁹)</td>
<td>Approximately 7 mg P bound per 1 g Calcium Carbonate</td>
<td>Insoluble, wide variety of products/availability</td>
<td>Hypocalcemia, extrakleinal calcification, GI side-effects, constipation</td>
<td>Serum parameters within target ranges to minimize risk for extrakleinal calcification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium Acetate</td>
<td>PhosLo</td>
<td>At least 40%, on average 25% of the dose is absorbed²⁸</td>
<td>Approximately 1.94 mg P bound per mg Ca abs²⁸</td>
<td>Approximately 48 mg P bound per 1 g Calcium Acetate</td>
<td>Less calcium absorption than CaCO₃; P binding similar to Al(OH)₃³⁰</td>
<td>Hypocalcemia, extrakleinal calcification, GI side-effects</td>
<td>Same as above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium Citrate</td>
<td>Citracal</td>
<td>22%²⁸</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Increases aluminum absorption</td>
<td>Not recommended</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium Carbonate</td>
<td>Magnesium 200/300, Casodex</td>
<td>Has 450/300 mg calcium acetate</td>
<td>Approximately 1 mg P bound per 2.3 mg Ca absorbed</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Potential to minimize calcium load</td>
<td>Hypermagnesemia, no long-term studies of efficacy and safety</td>
<td>Need to monitor serum magnesium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum Hydroxide</td>
<td>AkeMAGS, Al₂-Cap, Al₂-Tabs, Almagel, Diflame</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Liquid mean binding 2.2 mg P per 1 mL Tablets: mean binding 15.3 mg P per mL</td>
<td>Effective phosphate binding</td>
<td>Constipation/fecal impaction, bone mineral defects, aluminum toxicity, chalky taste, GI distress, N/V</td>
<td>Time- and dose-limited use for hyperphosphatemia that is unresponsive to other binders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum Carbonate</td>
<td>Solikaal</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Same as above</td>
<td>Same as above</td>
<td>Same as above</td>
<td>Same as above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sevelamer HCl</td>
<td>Renagel</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>unknown³¹</td>
<td>None or minimal aluminum</td>
<td>GI side-effects, cost of binder</td>
<td>Eliminates bindervield calcium load; especially appropriate for patients with hypercalcemia or extrakleinal calcification</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of dietary phosphate restriction; or (b) the restriction of phosphate intake hinders the intake of other critical nutrients.

The majority of research in the recent decade has focused on calcium-based binders, which have been shown to be safe and effective in children with CKD. Recently, other non-calcium, non-metal containing, binder forms are available, but are incompletely studied in children. With recent concern that soft-tissue calcification may be worsened by calcium-based phosphate binders and vitamin D analogs, noncalcium, nonaluminum binders are being used more frequently in adults with CKD. As further data on efficacy and safety in children accumulate, it is expected that the frequency of use will increase for children with CKD.

An increase in the frequency of dialysis can enhance phosphorus clearance in hemodialysis patients. Among patients treated with thrice-weekly nocturnal hemodialysis, serum levels of phosphorus were reduced despite increased dietary intake and reduced use of binders. Some patients treated with nocturnal dialysis six times per week have required phosphate supplements in the dialysate to correct hypophosphatemia. Where the escalation of phosphate-binder dose is either incapable of controlling serum phosphorus levels or is not tolerated, modification of the dialysis prescription in both hemodialysis and peritoneal dialysis patients should be strongly considered to improve phosphate clearance. During the use of aluminum-based phosphate binders, patients should be monitored to avoid additional morbidity described with their prolonged use (see Guidelines 12 and 13).

STRENGTH OF EVIDENCE

Studies of the efficacy and safety of phosphate binders in children with CKD Stages 3-4 are limited to uncontrolled case series. Three studies reported effective control of phosphorus with calcium carbonate; the largest series reported treatment in 45 children with a follow-up period of 6-54 months. All subjects were on a phosphate-restricted diet and 42 were also treated with vitamin D sterols; transient hypercalcemia occurred in 11 patients. The two smaller series also reported transient hypercalcemia that responded to adjustments in vitamin D and binder doses. The required doses of calcium carbonate ranged widely, from 64-1,578 mg/kg/day in one study, to 21-228 mg/kg/day in another. One study provided data on the absolute dose of elemental calcium required to control PTH: 240-6,000 mg elemental calcium per day.

Additional case series have been published in children with CKD Stage 5. One of these suggested that episodes of hypercalcemia were more common in children with a history of prior aluminum therapy. Another study reported a comparison of calcium acetate with calcium carbonate in nine hemodialysis patients. Calcium carbonate was administered for 7 weeks, followed by withdrawal of therapy; then calcium acetate was administered for an additional 7 weeks. Both agents lowered the serum phosphorus concentration significantly. Although significantly less elemental calcium was ingested with calcium acetate (mean 750 [range 375-1,500] mg calcium/day) than with calcium carbonate (mean 1,200 [range 0-3,000] mg calcium/day), the number of episodes of hyperphosphatemia or hypercalcemia did not differ between treatments.

Studies that evaluated the efficacy and adverse effects of phosphate binders were analyzed. There were no prospective, controlled studies that evaluated phosphate binders in CKD Stages 3 and 4. However, since serum PTH levels in these patients are elevated in association with hyperphosphatemia, it is the opinion of the Work Group that the use of phosphate binders may become necessary if the serum levels of PTH cannot be lowered to the target levels (see Table 3, Guideline 1) by dietary phosphate restriction and/or vitamin D therapy.

In CKD Stage 5, there were 16 prospective, controlled studies in adults that evaluated 552 patients for various outcomes to quantify the efficacy of serum phosphorus control by phosphate binders. In all these studies, the patients were treated with dialysis and the primary focus of the analysis was on the use of calcium carbonate and calcium acetate, although some data on aluminum hydroxide, calcium gluconate, calcium carbonate plus magnesium carbonate, and sevelamer HCl were also available. A meta-
analysis of these studies was performed to compare the efficacy of the phosphate binders on outcomes, including: serum levels of phosphorus, PTH, and calcium; bone biochemical markers; and extraskeletal calcification. No studies evaluated the effect of phosphate binders on patient quality of life, mortality rate, incidence of bone disease or fractures. Recently, the use of both calcium based binders and non-calcium, non-metal containing P binders, such as sevelamer HCL, have been shown to be effective phosphate binders in children on peritoneal dialysis and bone biopsy proven secondary hyperparathyroidism. Furthermore, the skeletal lesions of high-turnover bone disease markedly improved with both binders and active vitamin D sterols. However, therapy with sevelamer HCL allows the use of higher doses of active vitamin D without increments in serum calcium levels.

**Effect on Phosphorus**

In all studies, serum phosphorus was lowered by the phosphate binder studied. In assessing the relative efficacy of the various phosphate binders in controlling serum phosphorus levels, 15 studies were evaluated: nine studies examined calcium carbonate and six examined calcium acetate. Two sets of meta-analyses were performed. The first analysis compared the relative effectiveness of various phosphate binders to that of calcium carbonate and no significant difference was observed. The second meta-analysis compared calcium acetate to a variety of phosphate binders, showing that calcium acetate decreased serum phosphate levels to a greater degree than the other phosphate binders, although it should be emphasized that the “other” phosphate binders group was a mixture of different phosphate binders such that this comparison may not be completely valid. A subgroup analysis of four studies that directly compared calcium carbonate to calcium acetate found that post-treatment serum phosphate levels were significantly higher following treatment with calcium carbonate compared to calcium acetate (Figure 5). One possible explanation for this difference is that calcium acetate leads to less hypercalcemia (see below), thereby allowing more binder to be administered to control phosphorus better.

Two studies included a placebo group for comparison against calcium acetate and sevelamer, and both showed that efficacy of these binders was superior compared to placebo.

A single study evaluated magnesium as a phosphate binder: it was a crossover study that evaluated patients on calcium carbonate compared to a combination of calcium carbonate and magnesium carbonate. The magnesium arm had equivalent phosphorus control. However, the Work Group cautions that, in this study, the magnesium concentration in the dialysate was decreased. This is difficult to do in most units due to centralized dialysate delivery systems. Furthermore, there are no long-term studies on the safety and efficacy of magnesium as a phosphate binder, and thus the Work Group agreed that the use of magnesium-based phosphate binders may be justified only if all other compounds fail and the appropriate precautions are undertaken.
Effect on Calcium and CaXP

Ten studies evaluated the effect of different phosphate binders on corrected serum calcium levels, ionized calcium, total calcium, or CaXP.173,185-189,191-194 Five of these studies compared different binders to calcium carbonate,173,186,187,190,193 but a meta-analysis failed to detect a difference in the corrected serum calcium levels. A placebo-controlled study found higher total calcium levels and lower CaXP in the calcium acetate-treated group compared to placebo.173 Although the overall change in serum calcium levels in 10 studies was not affected, meta-analysis of the data showed that calcium carbonate led to more hypercalcemic events compared to other phosphate binders, or when directly compared to calcium acetate only (Figure 6).183,185-188,190,192-195 Six studies assessed calcium-phosphorus product, one placebo-controlled and the others comparing different phosphate binders. Differences were observed in only two of these studies. Calcium acetate led to a lower calcium-phosphorus product than placebo,173 and calcium carbonate led to a greater product than calcium ketoglutarate.194 This latter study found that ionized calcium levels were higher in patients treated with calcium carbonate compared to calcium ketoglutarate.194 Thus, the available data do not provide guidance regarding the choice of the appropriate calcium-based phosphate binder. The choice is a prerogative of the physician and depends on the patient’s tolerance of the binder.

Other Outcomes

The major side-effects observed as a result of phosphate-binder therapy were hypercalcemia, as described above, or gastrointestinal side-effects. A meta-analysis indicated that gastrointestinal side-effects were lowest with patients treated with calcium carbonate compared to other binders, although the effect size was small and thus no firm conclusions could be reached.186,188,190,192,194,195

Six studies evaluated the effect of phosphate binders on nutritional outcomes,182,184,189-191,194 but different outcome measures were utilized, precluding comparative analyses. Two studies found that sevelamer HCl led to lower serum cholesterol levels compared to placebo or calcium acetate, primarily due to a decrease in LDL cholesterol levels.184,190 In addition, sevelamer HCl allows the use of higher doses of active vitamin D without inducing changes in serum calcium levels.163a

Patient compliance with prescribed binder therapy was not reported consistently, but ranged from 30%-100%.149,156,196-202 None of the available data dealt with the effect of noncompliance on clinical outcomes. One study suggested that noncompliance was related to gastrointestinal side-effects. While maintenance of high serum phosphorus levels could be due to noncompliance with phosphate binders, other factors—such as dietary indiscretion and phosphate release from the bone—must also be considered.

There are few studies that demonstrated optimal timing for ingestion of phosphate binders, but the general consensus among the Work Group is that binders should be taken 10-15 minutes before, or during, the meal.

In a study comparing calcium carbonate and aluminum hydroxide, bone mineral content was lower in aluminum hydroxide-treated patients. Minor, and inconsistent, differences were found. Because of the potential for neurotoxicity and osteomalacia associated with aluminum-containing phosphate binders,179,180,203 the use of these compounds should be reserved for patients with serum phosphorus >7.0 mg/dL (2.26 mmol/L) and only for short-term therapy. However, the Work Group acknowledges that, while there is morbidity associated with long-term aluminum intake, there is also increased mortality with phosphorus levels >6.5-7.0 mg/dL (2.10-2.26 mmol/L). Thus, the two issues must be balanced. At the present time, there is no evidence that short-term use of aluminum-containing phosphate binders is associated with the development of aluminum bone disease or neurotoxicity. Therefore, the short-term (4 weeks) use of these compounds is not contraindicated. However, calcium citrate should be avoided during treatment with aluminum-based compounds, since citrate increases the absorption of aluminum from the intestine203 and may precipitate acute aluminum toxicity.

In summary, the available evidence supports the hypothesis that all of the current phosphate binders are effective in controlling serum phosphorus levels. The majority of studies evaluated
calcium-containing phosphate binders. However, recent studies on the use of the non-metal-containing phosphate binder sevelamer HCl suggest that it was effective, and the Work Group felt that this agent has an important emerging role in the control of serum phosphorus in dialysis patients. Sevelamer HCl has been shown to be an effective binder in children on dialysis.

In CKD Stage 5, the current evidence and the opinion of the pediatric Work Group support the recommendation that the choice of calcium-based phosphate binder should be determined by patient preference (number and size of binder, tablets or capsules), compliance, comorbid illnesses, side-effects, cost, and the ability to control serum phosphorus levels while maintaining the desired CaXP, and limiting the total calcium intake. Additionally, the pediatric Work Group also recommends reducing the dosage of calcium-based phosphate binder in dialysis patients with low PTH levels. The rationale for this recommendation is that these patients will usually have low-turnover bone disease, and the bone will be unable to incorporate a calcium load, predisposing to extraskeletal calcification. Calcium-based phosphate binders should not be used in patients with hypercalcemia or with severe vascular calcification (see below). In such patients, one should consider the use of sevelamer HCl to control serum levels of phosphorus while avoiding excessive calcium intake.

LIMITATIONS

The available data do not quantify an exact amount of calcium that can be given safely as a calcium-based phosphate binder. This is an important issue as recent studies suggest that excessive calcium intake may worsen vascular and other extraskeletal calcification. Additional data that either did not fully meet the inclusion criteria, or that became available after the evidence report was completed, support the consensus of the Work Group about limitation of calcium intake from phosphate binders. These data were reviewed by the Work Group and are summarized as follows.

In a cross-sectional study evaluating the presence of vascular calcification as assessed by electron-beam computed tomography (EBCT) scan in children, adolescents, and young adults, the CaXP, prescribed calcium intake from phosphate binders, and duration of CKD were much higher in the young adult patient group with calcification. In the group with calcification, the mean dose of prescribed binder was 6.456 g/day (elemental calcium/day), compared to 3.325 g/day in the group with no calcification. Another cross-sectional study evaluating risks for significant vascular calcification assessed by ultrasound found, by multivariate analysis, that the calcium load from phosphate binders was greater in those with calcification compared to those without calcification. There was a progressive increase from 1.35 ± 1.10 g/day of elemental calcium in patients with no calcification to 1.50 ± 0.81 g/day in those with a calcification score of 2, and 2.18 ± 0.93 in those with a calcification score of 4 ($P = 0.001$ by ANOVA). Lastly, a prospective, randomized, controlled trial compared sevelamer HCl to calcium-based phosphate binders in 202 dialysis patients. The study compared the effect on serum phosphorus, calcium, CaXP, cholesterol and LDL levels, and aortic and coronary artery calcification evaluated by EBCT. Sevelamer and calcium-based phosphate binders achieved control of serum phosphorus levels similar to the recommended K/DOQI levels; calcium-phosphorus product was slightly higher in the calcium-treated group. There were more hypercalcemic episodes and more suppression of PTH in the calcium-treated group. Blood levels of cholesterol and LDL were significantly lower in the sevelamer-treated group. In the 80% of patients with calcification at baseline, there was significant progression in aortic and coronary artery calcification in the calcium-treated group, but no progression in the sevelamer-treated group. In the calcium arm, the average dose of calcium acetate was 4.6 g/day (1,183 mg elemental calcium per day). The average dose of calcium carbonate was 3.9 g (1,560 mg elemental calcium). It should be cautioned that the observed results could be due to calcium load or lowering LDL cholesterol. However, taken together, these studies support the conclusion that calcium intake from phosphate binders should be limited in CKD patients on dialysis (Stage 5) to under 1,500 mg/day, and possibly lower.

The total calcium intake from diet, calcium-containing phosphate binders, and dialysate ide-
ally should be equal to the recommended daily adequate intake (AI) for adults (1,000-1,500 mg/day). Given that the daily dietary intake of calcium for most dialysis patients is only 500 mg due to the restricted phosphorus diet, this leaves only 500-1,000 mg elemental calcium from calcium-containing phosphate binders. However, the pediatric Work Group recognizes the overwhelming importance of controlling serum phosphorus levels, and recognizes the difficulty of doing so with calcium-containing phosphate binders while adhering to this limited daily calcium intake. Based on this and the above data, the pediatric Work Group recommends that the amount of calcium provided by calcium-based phosphate binders and diet should not exceed 2X the age-specific DRI (maximum to not exceed 2.5 g/day). This recommendation is not evidence-based and thus the clinician must individualize therapy taking into account cost, other vascular risk factors, and the patient’s tolerance of calcium-containing binders. For further discussion of the issue of daily calcium intake in CKD patients, see the discussion in the section “Strength of Evidence” in Guideline 6.

For those patients who are on calcium-containing phosphate binders in whom the total elemental calcium intake, (including dietary sources) exceeds the upper limit recommended, the pediatric Work Group recommends consideration of adding a non-calcium, non-metal-containing phosphate binder to decrease the total calcium intake.

**CLINICAL APPLICATIONS**

The best phosphate binders are those that the patient will take consistently and as prescribed while limiting total calcium intake. The ability to adequately control serum phosphorus rests on appropriate education, patient compliance, and the use of tolerable phosphate binders. The latter needs to be individualized for patients and thus will require continuous monitoring with renal dietitians.

**RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH**

Longitudinal studies are needed to evaluate phosphate binders and their efficacy, side-effects, and impact on morbidity and mortality. A recently completed study in adults demonstrated an advantage of sevelamer HCl compared to calcium-based phosphate binders in preventing progression of aortic and coronary arteries calcification. Further studies in both adults and children evaluating cardiovascular morbidity and mortality in dialysis patients are needed.
GUIDELINE 7. SERUM CALCIUM AND CALCIUM-PHOSPHORUS PRODUCT

In CKD Patients Stages 2-4:

7.1 The serum levels of corrected total calcium should be maintained within the normal range for the laboratory used. (EVIDENCE)

In CKD Patients with Kidney Failure (Stage 5):

7.2 Serum levels of corrected total calcium should be maintained within the normal range for the laboratory used (8.8-9.7 mg/dL [2.20-2.37 mmol/L]), and preferably toward the lower end. (OPINION)

7.3 In the event that the corrected total serum calcium level exceeds 10.2 mg/dL (2.54 mmol/L), therapies that increase serum calcium should be adjusted as follows:

7.3.a In patients taking calcium-based phosphate binders, the therapy should be discontinued and the use of non-calcium, non-metal based phosphate binders should be considered. (OPINION) See Guideline 6.

7.3.b In patients taking active vitamin D sterols, the therapy should be discontinued until the serum levels of corrected total calcium return to the target range (8.8-9.5 mg/dL [2.20-2.37 mmol/L]). (OPINION) See Guideline 8B.

7.3.c If hypercalcemia (serum levels of corrected total calcium >10.2 mg/dL [2.54 mmol/L]) persists despite discontinuation of therapy with vitamin D and/or modification of calcium-based phosphate binders, dialysis using lower dialysate calcium may be used for 3-4 weeks. (OPINION) See Guideline 10.

In CKD Patients Stages 3-5:

7.4 The total dose of elemental calcium provided by the calcium-based phosphate binders should not exceed up to 2X DRI for calcium based on age, (OPINION) and the total intake of elemental calcium (including dietary calcium) should not exceed 2,500 mg/day. (OPINION)

7.5 The serum CaXP should be maintained at <55 mg²/dL² in adolescents >12 years, and <65 mg²/dL² in younger children. (OPINION) This is best achieved by controlling serum levels of phosphorus within the target range. (OPINION) See Guidelines 4-6.

7.6 Patients whose serum levels of corrected total calcium are below the lower limit (<8.8 mg/dL [2.20 mmol/L]) should receive therapy to increase serum calcium levels:

7.6.a Therapy for hypocalcemia should include calcium salts such as calcium carbonate or calcium acetate orally, or calcium gluconate or calcium chloride parenterally (EVIDENCE), and/or oral vitamin D sterols. (EVIDENCE) See Guideline 9.

BACKGROUND

Maintenance of normal calcium balance and serum calcium levels depends on integrated regulation of calcium absorption and secretion by the intestinal tract, the excretion of calcium by the kidney, and calcium release from and deposition into bone. Parathyroid hormone increases serum calcium levels by stimulating bone resorption and kidney distal tubular calcium reabsorption in the kidney, and activating renal hydroxylation of 25(OH)D₃ to 1,25(OH)₂D₃. Depression in serum levels of calcium by itself stimulates, through the calcium-sensing receptor (CaR) in the parathyroid gland, the secretion of preformed PTH from the parathyroid gland within seconds. Subsequently, PTH biosynthesis by the parathyroid gland increases over 24-48 hours and, if hypocalcemia persists, is followed by parathyroid gland hypertrophy and hyperplasia. Vitamin D metabolites and serum phosphorus levels also regulate PTH levels in blood. These homeostatic mechanisms are distorted in early stages of CKD and continue to deteriorate as loss of kidney function progresses.

During childhood and adolescence, total skeletal calcium increases from approximately 25 g at birth to 900 g and 1,200 g in adult females and males, respectively. Of the total body calcium, 99% is in the skeleton, 0.6% in soft tissues, and 0.1% in extracellular fluid. Normal values for serum total calcium concentration according to
age are summarized in Table 6, Guideline 4. In adults, variations in serum levels of calcium depending on age and gender have been observed. Calcium in blood exists in three distinct fractions: protein-bound calcium (40%), free (formerly called ionized) calcium (48%), and calcium complexed with various anions such as phosphate, lactate, citrate, and bicarbonate (12%). Free calcium can be measured using ion-selective electrodes in most hospitals and values in adults range between 4.65-5.28 mg/dL (1.16-1.32 mmol/L). Ionized calcium should be assessed if subtle changes are expected or total calcium measurements are not adequate. Generally, measurement of ionized calcium is more expensive than total calcium measurement. For this reason, and because ionized calcium is not routinely measured, this Guideline will be based on the levels of total calcium in the blood. The latter does reflect the measured levels of ionized calcium if serum levels of protein are normal.

If serum levels of albumin are low, a correction of the measured serum levels of calcium should be made. Several formulas have been developed to correct total calcium for abnormal albumin or to calculate ionized calcium both in healthy subjects and patients with CKD, but all of them are encumbered with limitations. Also, a fall in pH of 0.1 unit will cause approximately a 0.1 mEq/L rise in the concentration of ionized calcium, since hydrogen ion displaces calcium from albumin, whereas alkalosis decreases free calcium by enhancing the binding of calcium to albumin.

There are no biochemical measurements that reflect calcium nutritional status in subjects with normal kidney function and in patients with kidney disease. The major indirect measures of calcium nutritional adequacy are skeletal health assessed by risk of fractures, bone mass measurements, and desirable rates of calcium retention in bone. Based on these surrogate markers, the Dietary Reference Intake (DRI) Committee recommended the term “adequate intakes” (AIs) of calcium. This represents an approximation of the calcium intake that, in the judgment of the DRI Committee, is sufficient to maintain calcium nutriment based on observed or experimentally determined estimates of average calcium intake by groups of healthy people. The recommended dietary allowance (RDA), the term used for average daily dietary intake level that is sufficient to meet the nutritional requirements of 97%-98% of all healthy individuals in a lifestyle and gender group, could not be established. At the same time, the tolerable upper level for calcium intake was established; this represents the maximal intake of calcium that is likely to pose no risks of adverse effects in healthy individuals. The examples of adequate intake and upper intake levels of calcium in various age groups of healthy subjects are presented in Table 10.

The total daily intake of elemental calcium in CKD patients should not exceed 2,500 mg per day, including both dietary sources and calcium from phosphate binders. Table 11 provides the calcium content of various commercially available calcium-based binders.

Adequate dietary intake of calcium in patients with different stages of CKD is more difficult to estimate than in healthy subjects, when one takes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Range (Years)</th>
<th>Adequate Intake (mg/day)</th>
<th>Tolerable Upper Level (g/day)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 to 0.5</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5 to 1.0</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 to 3</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 to 8</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 to 13</td>
<td>1,300</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 to 18</td>
<td>1,300</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 to 50</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 to &gt;70</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: ND, not determined
Reproduced with permission.
Table 11. Calcium Content of Common Calcium-Based Binders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Brand Name</th>
<th>Compound Content (mg)</th>
<th>% Ca</th>
<th>Elemental Ca (mg)</th>
<th>Number of Pills To Equal Approximately 1,500 mg Elemental Calcium</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calcium Acetate</td>
<td>PhosLo™</td>
<td>667</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium Carbonate</td>
<td>Chooz™ (Gum) TUMS™</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TUMS EX™</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TUMS Ultra™</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LiquiCal</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CalciChew™</td>
<td>1,250</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CalciMix™</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TUMS 500™</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Caltrate 600™</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NephroCalci™</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Calcium Citrate + Magnesium Carbonate</th>
<th>MagneBind™</th>
<th>200 Mg carbonate</th>
<th>450 Ca acetate</th>
<th>(Mg = 57 mg)</th>
<th>13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calcium Citrate</td>
<td>MagneBind™</td>
<td>300 Mg carbonate</td>
<td>300 Ca acetate</td>
<td>(Mg = 85 mg)</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Manufacturers’ Information, Internet.

into consideration the changes in calcium, phosphorus, vitamin D, PTH, and bone metabolism that occur in CKD. Ideal dietary calcium intake should provide enough calcium to maintain calcium balance as close as possible to that of the age- and gender-matched healthy population. Calcium balance (intake minus the sum of all losses) in the healthy population is positive throughout childhood and adolescence. Calcium accrual is maximal during adolescence (200 mg to 300 mg/day).213 Additionally, in CKD patients, the fraction of intestinal calcium absorption in the duodenum and jejunum is reduced because this process is vitamin D-dependent, and CKD patients have reduced blood levels of 1,25(OH)₂D.215 However, passive intestinal calcium absorption, which is gradient-dependent, can be augmented by increasing calcium intake.214

Patients with CKD who are treated with metabolites of vitamin D or calcium supplementation are particularly prone to develop hypercalcemia. This complication occurs especially in those with low-turnover bone disease. The clinical presentation of hypercalcemia varies from a mild, asymptomatic, biochemical abnormality detected during routine screening to a life-threatening emergency.216,217

Hypercalcemia, together with hyperphosphatemia, or individually, can be responsible for increased blood CaXP. Since serum phosphorus levels in patients with CKD are usually increased by a higher factor compared to calcium, the relative importance of serum phosphorus levels in generating higher CaXP (expressed in mg²/dL²) is greater than the serum calcium levels. Still, the serum calcium levels could be critical if the serum phosphorus levels are very high, which is indeed the case in patients with Stage 5 CKD.

In the presence of high CaXP in blood, soft-tissue calcification is likely but not always associated with high CaXP, since many factors are involved in the genesis of soft-tissue calcification (see Table 6, Guideline 4).

Adequate dietary calcium intake during childhood is necessary for the development of optimal peak bone mass.219 Infants on breast milk or standard formulas should meet the DRI with the consumption of adequate volumes of breast milk/formula. For younger children (2-8 years of age), reaching the recommended levels of adequate intake of calcium is more feasible than in the 9-to 18-year-old range due to their greater acceptance of high-calcium foods in the diet. The largest source of dietary calcium for most persons is milk and other dairy products.220 Mean intakes in the 9- to 18-year-old age group are between 700-1,000 mg/day, with values at the higher end of this range occurring in males.219
An intake of 100% of the DRI for calcium is a reasonable starting point for children with CKD Stages 1-4. The challenge is to ensure that it is achieved. Infants with CKD may not get adequate amounts of calcium if breast milk is contraindicated, if low-electrolyte infant formulas are required, or if fluids are restricted. In these situations, calcium supplementation may be required. Since many high-phosphorus foods are also high in calcium, restricting dietary phosphorus will inadvertently restrict dietary calcium as well. Therefore, it is beneficial to avoid over-restriction of phosphorus or the premature initiation of a phosphorus-restricted diet in the early stages of CKD, in order to maximize dietary calcium intake.

If the patient’s serum phosphorus and dietary phosphorus intake is elevated, the necessary dietary calcium intake can be accomplished with the incorporation of low-phosphorus, high-calcium foods220 (Table 12), calcium-fortified foods, and supplementation with oral calcium221-223 (Table 13). However, one should note that the food items in Table 12 characteristically do not make up a substantial part of a child’s diet and may, in fact, be contraindicated as kidney function worsens and dietary potassium restriction becomes necessary.

The bioavailability of calcium from vegetables is generally high. An exception is spinach, which is high in oxalate, making the accompanying calcium virtually unavailable. Some high-phytate foods, such as bran cereal, also may have poor bioavailability of calcium.224-226

Several products have been introduced that are fortified with calcium.220 These products range from juices to breakfast foods, and it is probable that additional products will soon become available. Limited studies of the bioavailability of calcium when added to these products suggest that it is at least comparable to that of milk.222 Calcium-fortified products may be considered a practical approach to increasing the calcium intake in children/adolescents with CKD.

As noted above, supplementation should be considered if the dietary intake alone does not meet or exceed the DRI, which is often the case with progression of the kidney function through Stages 2-4. Calcium supplementation, whether a combination of calcium and gluconate (9% elemental calcium), lactate (13% elemental calcium), acetate (25% elemental calcium), or carbonate (40% elemental calcium), is well tolerated and is not toxic if used at dosages that do not exceed the DRI. Calcium carbonate—in particular—is inexpensive, tasteless, and relatively well tolerated by children of all ages with impaired kidney function.

In contrast, calcium chloride should be avoided as a supplement in uremic patients due to the possible development of metabolic acidosis. Calcium citrate should not be given to patients receiving aluminum salts since citrate augments aluminum absorption, increases the body burden of aluminum, and increases the risk of aluminum toxicity.203

When calcium salts are prescribed for the purpose of binding phosphorus in the intestine, they are more effective if given with meals. On

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food</th>
<th>Portion</th>
<th>Calcium* (mg)</th>
<th>Phosphorus (mg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collards, frozen, cooked</td>
<td>½ cup</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dandelion greens, cooked</td>
<td>½ cup</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kale, frozen, boiled</td>
<td>½ cup</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molasses, blackstrap</td>
<td>1 Tablespoon</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mustard greens, cooked</td>
<td>¼ cup</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhubarb</td>
<td>½ cup</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spinach, boiled</td>
<td>½ cup</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turnip greens, boiled</td>
<td>¼ cup</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamino 100 (non-dairy beverage)</td>
<td>½ cup</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Calcium values listed are milligrams of elemental calcium.

the other hand, to ensure the optimal absorption of calcium when it is used as a supplement, it should be taken between meals.\textsuperscript{107,141,223}

It is noteworthy that the dietary calcium intake of children and adolescents on dialysis who consume a phosphorus-restricted diet generally has a serious calcium deficit; typically, the estimated dietary calcium intake is $\approx 500$ mg per day. Calcium-containing phosphate binders become the primary source of elemental calcium in the diet. At the same time, limiting the calcium intake from binders and dialysate solutions may be necessary in order to prevent soft-tissue calcifications as a potential consequence of long-term positive calcium balance. One must note, however, that it is impossible to accurately assess the actual absorption of calcium derived from binders, which is in large part dependent upon the kind and amount of food present in the stomach with the binder.

**RATIONALE**

It is important that patients with CKD have normal serum levels of corrected total calcium, since chronic lower levels of calcium cause \textsuperscript{2}HPT, have adverse effects on bone mineralization, and may be associated with increased mortality. Therefore, hypocalcemia should be treated. Also, adequate calcium intake in CKD patients is needed to prevent negative calcium balance. Since dietary intake of calcium in CKD patients is restricted, calcium supplementation may be required. At the same time, high calcium intake should be avoided since patients with CKD may encounter difficulties in buffering increased calcium loads, and such difficulty may result in hypercalcemia and/or soft-tissue calcification. Indeed, hypercalcemia is a frequent occurrence during therapy with calcium-based phosphate binders and/or active vitamin D sterols. Spontaneous hypercalcemia also occurs in CKD patients.

**STRENGTH OF EVIDENCE**

It is accepted that total calcium levels need to be adjusted for the level of albumin to better reflect the ionized calcium.\textsuperscript{210} The Evidence Report of these Guidelines cites two major studies that evaluated various formulas for correction of total calcium for albumin in 82 hemodialysis and 34 continuous ambulatory peritoneal dialysis (CAPD) patients.\textsuperscript{227,228} One of these studies used preferable statistical methods and also employed strict control of blood drawing and handling.\textsuperscript{227} Albumin was assayed by an automated bromocresol green method (BCG), total calcium by arenazo III binding, and ionized calcium by ion-selective electrode. Therefore, the equation derived from this study most closely approximates corrected total calcium in patients with CKD with an interclass correlation value of 0.84:

**Table 13. Partial List of Calcium-Containing Supplements**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Dose</th>
<th>Elemental Calcium (mg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Calcium Carbonate</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caltrate</td>
<td>1 tab</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OsCal 500</td>
<td>1 tab</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tums</td>
<td>1 chewable</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tums E-X</td>
<td>1 chewable</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tums Ultra</td>
<td>1 chewable</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiralac Tabs</td>
<td>1 tab</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiralac Extra Strength</td>
<td>1 tab</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children’s Mylanta</td>
<td>5 cc</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children’s Mylanta</td>
<td>1 tab</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex. Str. Mylanta Calcium</td>
<td>1 tab</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultra Mylanta Calcium</td>
<td>1 tab</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Calcium Citrate</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citrical</td>
<td>1 tab</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Calcium Acetate</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phos-Lo</td>
<td>1 tab/1 gelcap</td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Corrected calcium (mg/dL) = Total calcium (mg/dL) + 0.0704 
× [34 − Serum albumin (g/L)]

The use of different methods for measuring either albumin or calcium may yield different correlations from the one derived from this study. For the routine clinical interpretation of serum calcium needed for appropriate care of patients with kidney diseases, a simple formula for adjusting total serum calcium concentration for changes in serum albumin concentration can be used by clinicians. This formula yields similar results to that described above:

Corrected total calcium (mg/dL) = Total calcium (mg/dL) + 0.8 
× [4 − Serum albumin (g/dL)]

Patients with GFR <60 mL/min/1.73 m² (Stage 3 CKD) usually, but not invariably, show a detectable decrease in the blood levels of total and ionized calcium. The serum calcium levels decrease further as kidney function deteriorates. In advanced stages of CKD, the fraction of total calcium bound to complexes is increased; thus, free (ionized) calcium levels are decreased despite normal total serum calcium levels. Acida- sosis, on the other hand, may increase the serum levels of free calcium. With initiation of regular hemodialysis, the levels of serum total calcium usually normalize.

Hypocalcemia as a risk factor for outcomes (such as increased mortality, incidence of fractures and bone disease, and quality of life) was not adequately addressed in reported clinical studies. A few studies of adults published in the early 1970s suggest that hypocalcemia may have detrimental consequences for patients with CKD. In one cohort study, 433 patients beginning dialysis therapy were followed prospectively for an average of 41 months. In 281 of the patients, the level of total calcium was <8.8 mg/dL. After adjusting for comorbid conditions, serum albumin and blood hemoglobin, chronic hypocalcemia was associated with increased mortality (P <0.006). This association was similar among patients treated with hemodialysis or peritoneal dialysis. Covariant analysis showed that hypocalcemia in these patients was associated with de novo and recurrent cardiac ischemic heart disease and congestive heart failure.

A positive relationship has been found between serum calcium level, mineralization surface, and osteoid surface. A statistically significant relationship between the serum calcium level and the percentage of metacarpal cortical total bone area was found by X-ray. However, this was not the case when the cortical area of bone in the patients was calculated as a percentage of cortical area of bone in subjects with normal kidney function. Serum levels of total alkaline phosphatase activity, used as a marker of the severity of 2° HPT in patients with CKD, did not correlate with the serum levels of calcium. Despite a moderate significant inverse correlation between serum calcium levels and serum PTH levels, it was not possible to calculate the relative risk for development of 2° HPT for particular levels of serum calcium. Some of the more recent studies did not find a relationship between elevated serum levels of PTH observed in CKD patients with different levels of GFR and the levels of serum calcium, which were within the normal range independent of the stage of kidney disease.

Taken together, the results of the Evidence Report for this Guideline indicate that hypocalcemia is a risk factor for bone disease and for development of 2° HPT and/or increased risk of mortality. Thus, the detection of true hypocalcemia and its appropriate treatment is important for management of patients with CKD.

There are no data suggesting that transient mild hypercalcemia has detrimental effects on morbidity in patients with CKD. In one study, there was no evidence that isolated hypercalcemia is associated with increased morbidity in the hemodialysis population. Hypercalcemia poses a risk for CKD patients as it increases the CaXP in blood. Severe hypercalcemia with clinical symptoms must be treated appropriately.

Net calcium absorption is reduced in CRF as a consequence of both decreased calcium intake and decreased fraction of calcium absorbed by the intestine. The fraction of intestinal absorption of calcium is decreased early in the course of kidney disease. This is observed in Stage 3 CKD and worsens as CKD progresses. Initiation of dialysis does not improve calcium absorption. It is common to observe
significant variability in intestinal calcium absorption within a group of patients with the same degree of kidney dysfunction, and, therefore, population studies may not be adequate to address the status of intestinal calcium absorption in individual patients.

Dietary calcium intake is low in patients with CKD. Intake of calcium in adults with advanced CKD ranged between 300-700 mg/day; in those treated with hemodialysis, calcium intake averaged 549 mg/day; and it was 80% of the recommended daily allowance in children with GFR between 20-75 mL/min/1.73 m². When dietary calcium intake was <20 mg/kg/day, patients with CKD had negative net intestinal calcium balance, but neutral calcium balance was achievable with calcium intake around 30 mg/kg/day.

There are no data on calcium retention as a function of increased long-term calcium intake in patients with CKD. In data calculated for healthy adolescents, young adults, and adult men, calcium retention reached a plateau despite an increase in calcium intake from 1,000-2,500 mg/day. Thus, we are poorly equipped to establish values for adequate intake of calcium in patients with kidney disease. The opinion of the Work Group is that an intake of 2X age-specific DRI (maximum 2,500 mg/day) is appropriate for CKD patients.

While this recommendation of the Work Group is not based on evidence provided in the Evidence Report, there are data from different studies identifying the requirement of calcium for various components of calcium balance (intestinal calcium absorption and calcium secretion) and calcium losses (urinary, fecal, and sweat) in CKD patients (Table 14). These data show that the requirement of daily calcium intake in Stage 3 CKD is 1.5X to 2X age-specific DRI (maximum 2,500 mg/day) and in Stages 4 and 5 CKD (patients not on dialysis), it is 1.5-1.8 g/day. The Work Group’s recommendation of total daily calcium intake of 2X age-specific DRI (maximum 2,500 mg/day) is in agreement with these data.

Furthermore, in dialysis patients, calcium supplementation of 3.0 g/day in addition to the 400-500 mg in dietary calcium resulted in hypercalcemia in up to 36% of patients. Other studies show lower, but still significant, incidences of hypercalcemia during high calcium intake. This clearly suggests that there is a tolerable upper intake level for patients with CKD and, therefore, higher daily calcium intake (>2X age-specific DRI [maximum 2500 mg/day]) should be avoided.

The effectiveness of different calcium salts used for calcium supplementation was partially addressed by four studies. Only one of these studies directly compared the efficacy of two different calcium salts (calcium carbonate versus calcium citrate). However, this study followed the patients for only 3 hours after administration of the calcium supplements, and therefore the results represent only short-term effects. The other three studies compared the use of calcium carbonate to placebo or no calcium supplement.

Because of the different study conditions and

**Table 14. Determining Calcium Requirements in Adults Aged 19-30 Years**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Creatinine Clearance</th>
<th>Creatinine Clearance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20-40 mL/min/1.73 m²</td>
<td>&lt;20 mL/min/1.73 m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female (mg/day)</td>
<td>Male (mg/day)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak calcium accretion</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urinary losses</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endogenous fecal calcium</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweat losses</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total calcium</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absorption, percent</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As adjusted for absorption</td>
<td>1,547</td>
<td>1,988</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


patient populations, and because these studies did not directly address the question being asked, it was not useful to conduct a meta-analysis. Therefore, the recommendation for the use of calcium carbonate for calcium supplementation in this Guideline is opinion-based and endorsed by the Work Group.

Similarly, the four studies cited above did not provide information that could be utilized to ascertain whether giving the calcium salts before, during, or after meals is more effective. Further, the data are not helpful in deciding whether it is better to give the calcium salts in one dose per day or divided into multiple doses. The question as to when to initiate calcium supplementation during the course of CKD is not answered by the available data in the literature. Certainly, in the presence of overt hypocalcemia, calcium supplementation is indicated. However, determining when to initiate calcium therapy in patients with CKD involves a consideration of multi-dimensional biological parameters on the part of the clinician. It seems, however, that calcium supplementation should be considered in CKD patients when serum levels of PTH begin to rise.

In adults, an association was observed between CaXP and the risk of death in a random sample of the U.S. population of 2,669 patients treated for at least 1 year with hemodialysis from 1990-1993. Patients with CaXP >72 (20% of all patients) had a 34% higher relative risk of death compared to patients with CaXP in the range of 42-52. The increased risk was observed in proportion to the elevation of CaXP; indeed, for every increase of 10 in CaXP, there was an 11% increase in relative risk of death.

The Evidence Report cites four studies that address the issue of CaXP as a risk for soft-tissue calcification. One prospective, uncontrolled study of 137 patients showed that 35 patients ages 55 to 64, with poorly controlled CaXP (above 60) had increased aortic calcification index (ACI) as compared to 20 patients of the same age with well-controlled CaXP <60 (ACI = 17.7). Another prospective, controlled study using stepwise discrimination analysis showed significantly higher risk for mitral annular calcification in hemodialysis patients with CaXP of 63 ± 13 compared to those with CaXP of 56 ± 13. An additional study showed that, in young adults on hemodialysis who had CaXP of 65 ± 10.6, coronary artery calcification was significantly higher than in those with CaXP of 56 ± 12.7. One retrospective, controlled study in CAPD patients showed no significant differences in CaXP in 17 patients with mitral annular calcification as compared to 118 patients without this abnormality. Despite the fact that these studies were not controlled for potential confounding variables and are encumbered with selection bias, it seems reasonable to conclude that high levels of CaXP can pose a risk of vascular calcification.

The level of CaXP in CKD patients at which risk for calcification is very low or unlikely to occur, has been debated over the last 40 years, but no strong evidence is available to answer this question. As discussed above, CaXP levels are most likely a risk for calcification, but assessing calcification risk does not involve arriving at “yes” or “no” answers. The theory is that calcification risk increases as CaXP increases; however, evidence on this relationship is scant and is presented below.

Studies in adults and children examined the calcium phosphorus product as a risk for extraskeletal calcification. None examined risk for future calcification. All were cross-sectional studies. Four were retrospective and four prospective. They used different methods (radiography, scintigraphy, CT, echocardiography) for detection of calcification and examined different organs for calcification (e.g., soft tissue, mitral and aortic valve, aorta, lung). Two studies provided enough information to calculate risk ratios for CaXP for inducing soft-tissue calcification. One study included 135 Stage 5 CKD predialysis patients and 76 patients on CAPD, and the other reported on 47 patients for more than 2 years on CAPD. This limited information suggests that CaXP may be a useful indicator of calcification in patients with Stage 5 CKD, as no trend for risk was seen. Data on patients treated with CAPD for 2 years showed that the risk for mitral calcification increased as CaXP increased. In contrast, in patients treated with CAPD for 1 year, there was no relationship between the risk for calcification and the levels of CaXP. The confidence intervals in this small study are very wide, and thus firm conclusions cannot be reached. Neither of
these studies examined whether CaXP can be used as a predictor of future calcification.

Two case-controlled studies indicated that there were significant differences in CaXP between patients with and without aortic valve calcification and mitral annular calcification, and normal and abnormal visceral uptake of $^{99m}$Tc-PP or $^{99m}$Tc-MDP.

The incidence of visceral calcification in a selected dialysis population was high when mean CaXP exceeded 68 and low when mean CaXP was 51. Frequent incidence of visceral calcification and mitral valve calcification was reported when CaXP exceeded 60 and calcification was unlikely when mean CaXP was around 50. It must be noted that a significant number of patients did not develop extraskeletal calcification despite a high CaXP.

Thus, the available evidence is limited, but convincing, that primary outcome (increased death rate) and secondary outcome (extraskeletal calcification) are related to CaXP. If this value exceeds 55, there is increased risk for development of calcification and possibly increased risk for lower patient survival. Thus, the goal level of CaXP should be below 55 in adolescents, and below 65 in infants and children, due to the normal higher serum phosphorus level in the latter groups.

LIMITATIONS

There are no evidence-based studies in adults or children to define an upper limit of calcium intake to help prevent metastatic calcifications. There are no prospective studies that address imaging modalities to detect extraskeletal calcification in children. There are no prospective studies that address the risk factors for vascular calcifications in childhood years. There are no studies in children with vascular calcifications to understand how the lesions may be best treated to promote regression.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH

Calcium needs of infants, children, and adolescents in Stages 1-5 of CKD should be determined by prospective, longitudinal studies. Factors that regulate the percentage of calcium absorption in the gastrointestinal tract with the use of calcium-containing binders in patients of different ages with CKD and receiving either peritoneal dialysis or hemodialysis should be determined.

Longitudinal studies of patient morbidity (e.g., growth, vascular calcifications) as a function of calcium intake should be determined.
GUIDELINE 8. PREVENTION AND TREATMENT OF VITAMIN D INSUFFICIENCY AND VITAMIN D DEFICIENCY IN CKD PATIENTS

In CKD Stages 2-4:

8.1 If serum PTH is above the target range for the stage of CKD (Table 3, Guideline 1) serum 25-hydroxyvitamin D should be measured. (EVIDENCE) Periodic assessment is warranted thereafter if dietary or lifestyle changes have occurred in the patient. (OPINION)

8.2 If the serum level of 25-hydroxyvitamin D is <30 ng/mL, supplementation with vitamin D₂ (ergocalciferol) should be initiated (see Table 15). (OPINION)

8.3 Following initiation of vitamin D supplementation:

8.3.a The use of ergocalciferol therapy should be integrated with the serum calcium and phosphorus levels (Algorithm 1).

8.3.b The serum levels of corrected total calcium and phosphorus should be measured after 1 month, and then at least every 3 months. (OPINION)

8.3.c If the serum levels of corrected total calcium exceed 10.2 mg/dL (2.54 mmol/L), discontinue ergocalciferol therapy and all forms of vitamin D therapy. (OPINION)

8.3.d If the serum phosphorus exceeds the upper limits for age, initiate dietary phosphate restriction (see Guidelines 4 and 5) or, if hyperphosphatemia persists but the 25(OH)D is <30 ng/mL, initiate oral phosphate binder therapy. If the 25(OH)D is normal, discontinue vitamin D therapy. (OPINION)

8.3.e Once patients are replete with vitamin D, continued supplementation with a vitamin D-containing multivitamin preparation should be used with annual reassessment of serum levels of 25(OH)D, as should the continued assessment of corrected total calcium and phosphorus per stage of CKD (see Table 15). (OPINION)

In CKD Stage 5:

8.4 Therapy with an active vitamin D sterol (calcitriol) should be provided if the serum levels of PTH are >300 pg/mL. (OPINION) See Guideline 9.

BACKGROUND

Serum levels of 25(OH)D (not the levels of 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D) are the measure of body stores of vitamin D. Recent studies in adolescents with normal kidney function in Boston have associated levels of 25(OH)D <25 ng/mL with considerable elevations of PTH. Levels of 25(OH)D are lower in young children with fractures, compared to an age-matched population without fractures. In individuals with normal kidney function over age 60, levels of 25-hydroxyvitamin D below the “normal” limit of 15 ng/mL, and also low to

---

Table 15. Recommended Supplementation for Vitamin D Deficiency/Insufficiency in Patients with CKD Stages 3-4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serum 25(OH)D (ng/mL)</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Ergocalciferol Dose (Vitamin D₂)</th>
<th>Duration (months)</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;5</td>
<td>Severe vitamin D deficiency</td>
<td>8,000 IU/day orally x 4 weeks or, (50,000 IU per week X 4 weeks); then 4,000 IU/day or, (50,000 IU per week for 2 months) X 2 months</td>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>Measure 25(OH)D levels after 3 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-15</td>
<td>Mild vitamin D deficiency</td>
<td>4,000 IU/day orally x 12 weeks or, (50,000 IU every other week, for 12 weeks)</td>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>Measure 25(OH)D levels after 3 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-30</td>
<td>Vitamin D insufficiency</td>
<td>2,000 IU daily or, (50,000 IU every 4 weeks)</td>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>Measure 25(OH)D levels after 3 months</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
normal levels of 16-32 ng/mL, are both associated with increased PTH levels, reduced BMD, and increased rates of hip fracture. Such levels of reduced 25(OH)D are common in patients with CKD and GFR of 20-60 mL/min/1.73 m², and in CKD patients undergoing dialysis. The prevention and treatment of vitamin D insufficiency in patients with CKD Stages 2-4 reduces the frequency and severity of 2° HPT. In patients with more advanced CKD (Stage 5) and in dialysis patients, it is not established that nutritional “replacement” with vitamin D (ergocalciferol or cholecalciferol) will be effective since the ability to generate adequate levels of 1,25(OH)₂D₃ is markedly reduced or absent. The role of reduced or absent levels of 25(OH)D remains controversial in the patient on recovery maintenance dialysis.
RATIONALE

A reduction of serum 25(OH)D, the substrate for the kidney’s generation of calcitriol [1,25(OH)2D3], produces 2° HPT in individuals with normal kidney function, and may aggravate 2° HPT in those with CKD and decreased kidney function. Severe manifestations of vitamin D deficiency, with osteomalacia and hypocalcemia, is rare unless 25(OH)D levels are <5 ng/mL (12 nmol/L); however, levels <30 ng/mL are indications of vitamin D “insufficiency” as manifested by significant elevations of serum levels of PTH. Individuals with normal kidney function and with low “normal” 25(OH)D levels of 16-32 ng/mL (40-80 nmol/L) have lower BMD; also, patients with hip fractures have lower 25(OH)D levels than age-matched patients without hip fracture. The only real disagreement in the literature is the upper range of 25(OH)D levels at which one does not encounter significant numbers of patients with 2° HPT, indicating that 25(OH)D should be maintained at higher levels.

Studies of 25(OH)D levels in patients with CKD and varying degrees of decreased kidney function from five reports were reviewed. Among 63 non-nephrotic adult CKD patients, the median values of 25(OH)D levels in those with GFR of 60-90, 40-60, and 20-40 mL/min/1.73 m2 were 12, 19, and 18 ng/mL (30, 47, and 45 nmol/L), respectively. Obviously, a high fraction of these patients had levels <30 ng/mL (75 nmol/L) and many were <16 ng/mL (40 nmol/L). In a report of 76 CKD patients, 37 had CKD due to diabetes and 39 from other causes. The 25(OH)D level averaged 22.3 ± 9.4 ng/mL (56 ± 23 nmol/L) in nondiabetics and 11.4 ± 5.6 ng/mL (28 ± 14 nmol/L) in diabetic patients; in diabetics, serum albumin levels were lower and 76% had urinary protein concentrations >300 mg/dL, compared to 23% of nondiabetics. For the total group with GFR of 20-50 mL/min/1.73 m2, 47% had 25(OH)D levels <16 ng/mL (40 nmol/L) and 76% had 25(OH)D levels <26 ng/mL (65 nmol/L). In these two studies, serum 1,25(OH)2D levels correlated with 25(OH)D levels [r = 0.51 and r = 0.47], and P < 0.001. In the third study of the 19 CKD patients with GFR of 20-90 mL/min/1.73 m2, 79% had 25(OH)D levels <26 ng/mL (65 nmol/L) and 18% had 25(OH)D levels <16 pg/mL (0.4 nmol/L). In a U.S. study that included nine CKD patients with GFR of 12-60 mL/min/1.73 m2, 25(OH)D levels averaged 20 ± 6 ng/mL (50 ± 15 nmol/L) indicating that values were <30 ng/mL (75 nmol/L) in the majority of patients. Over a wide range of GFR, from 11-111 mL/min/1.73 m2, a large percentage were frankly vitamin D-deficient. Of those in CKD Stages 1-4, 86% had values <30 ng/mL. The findings that 1,25(OH)2D levels correlated with 25(OH)D levels in the three largest series differ from observations in the population with normal kidney function, where 1,25(OH)2D levels are not dependent on the 25(OH)D levels, even in patients with vitamin D deficiency. The normal, highly efficient production of 1,25(OH)2D by the kidneys when the supply of 25(OH)D is markedly reduced is altered in CKD, and the data indicate that 1,25(OH)2D levels may be more dependent on the availability of 25(OH)D in CKD patients with impaired kidney function.

Patients with CKD or those who are dialysis-dependent are much more likely to have low levels of 25(OH)D in comparison to those with no kidney disease for several reasons: (a) many are inactive with reduced exposure to sunlight; (b) the ingestion of foods that are natural sources of vitamin D (fish, cream, milk, and butter) is likely to be lower than in the population with normal kidney function; and (c) serum 25(OH)D levels may be subnormal in CKD patients because the endogenous synthesis of vitamin D3 in the skin following identical exposure to sunlight is reduced in those with reduced GFR in individuals over age 60 and in individuals with increased melanin content of the skin.

The ingestion of a diet low in calcium content leads to greater conversion of 25(OH)D to calcitriol and the need for more vitamin D intake and/or production, and dietary calcium intake is frequently low in CKD patients. Furthermore, there is increased need for vitamin D in CKD patients with nephrotic-range proteinuria, because urinary losses of 25(OH)D and vitamin D-binding protein (DBP) are high. Kidney disease was found to be a major risk factor for low serum 25(OH)D levels in a population study of patients hospitalized in New England (with
patients on dialysis excluded from the analysis).\textsuperscript{260}

In countries such as the U.S. where many foods are supplemented with vitamin D, and in others such as Japan and the Scandinavian countries where fish intake is high, the incidence of vitamin D insufficiency is lower than in European countries of similar latitudes but where fish intake is low and vitamin D-supplemented foods are unavailable.\textsuperscript{259} Nonetheless, 14%-42% of apparently healthy individuals over age 60 in the U.S. had serum levels of 25(OH)D <24-25 ng/mL (60 or 62 nmol/L).\textsuperscript{272,273}

In patients with Stage 5 CKD, there may be less need for vitamin D as a substrate for the renal 25-hydroxyvitamin D-1α-hydroxylase, as there is little or no generation of calcitriol by the kidneys. However, the data show that 25(OH)D levels below 15 ng/mL (37 nmol/L) are associated with a greater severity of 2° HPT even in CKD patients on dialysis.\textsuperscript{274} Nonetheless, the value of supplementation with ergocalciferol in these patients is less certain; although in dialysis-dependent patients, including anephric individuals, high doses of ergocalciferol or 25(OH)D can raise the serum levels of calcitriol.\textsuperscript{275,277}

In patients with CKD and GFR of 20-60 mL/min/1.73 m\textsuperscript{2}, nutritional vitamin D deficiency and insufficiency can both be prevented by supplementation with vitamin D\textsubscript{2} (ergocalciferol) or vitamin D\textsubscript{3} (cholecalciferol). If there is evidence of true vitamin D deficiency, this should be treated; the best available treatment is vitamin D\textsubscript{2}, although the doses needed are larger than those needed for vitamin D insufficiency. For the prevention of vitamin D deficiency, the RDA for vitamin D in children and adolescents remains at 400 IU, while in older individuals >60 years it is 800 IU. Little is known about the DRI of vitamin D for patients of any age with CKD.

There are problems with the dosage forms available. In the U.S., the only forms available are tablets of 400 IU (over the counter), and liquid forms (8,000 IU/mL) or capsules containing 50,000 IU, requiring a prescription. In individuals with normal kidney function, the recommended upper limit of vitamin D is 2,000 IU/day according to the Food and Nutrition Board, National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences.\textsuperscript{278,279} This dose can be achieved by giving one capsule (50,000 IU) once a month.\textsuperscript{280,281}

Dosage preparations of 10,000 IU of ergocalciferol have been given daily to French patients with advanced CKD for periods longer than 1 year, with no evidence of vitamin D overload or renal toxicity.\textsuperscript{282,283} Ergocalciferol vitamin D sterol may be safer than cholecalciferol,\textsuperscript{284,285} although there are no controlled comparisons of cholecalciferol and ergocalciferol in humans, and the available commercial preparations employ ergocalciferol (as Calciferol\textsuperscript{TM} or Drisdol\textsuperscript{TM}). Calcitriol or another 1α-hydroxylated vitamin D sterol should not be used to treat vitamin D deficiency. In CKD Stages 1-4, when evidence of severe vitamin D deficiency is found, [25(OH)D levels <5 ng/mL (12 nmol/L)], rickets in the growing child, or osteomalacia, may be present. Treatment with ergocalciferol may be appropriate (see Table 15).\textsuperscript{281}

**STRENGTH OF EVIDENCE**

There is strong evidence that vitamin D insufficiency, defined as 25(OH)D levels <27-32 ng/mL (67-80 nmol/L), is common in individuals >60 years in the U.S.,\textsuperscript{272,273} and many locations in Europe.\textsuperscript{286} Such low levels have clinical significance based on the finding of: a) the elevated serum levels of intact PTH as evidence of 2° HPT; and b) reduced BMD\textsuperscript{256} and higher rates of hip fracture compared to age-matched controls.\textsuperscript{287} The clinical significance of this is further demonstrated by data showing that supplementation with vitamin D, 800 IU/day, along with a modest dietary calcium supplement reduced hip fracture rate by 43% in a double-blinded, placebo-controlled trial.\textsuperscript{286,288} There have been reports in patients with CKD that suggest there may be adverse clinical consequences of suboptimal serum levels of 25(OH)D, including the finding that levels <15 ng/mL pose a major risk factor for the presence of severe 2° HPT (with radiographic abnormalities) in CKD patients on dialysis,\textsuperscript{274} although the dialysis dose provided to the patients in this study was suboptimal. A substantial prevalence of suboptimal levels of 25(OH)D in CKD patients with GFR of 20-60 mL/min/1.73 m\textsuperscript{2} has been identified in every study of such patients, but the number of individuals studied has been small. Regarding safety, the experience with ergocalciferol doses of 10,000 IU/day\textsuperscript{282,283} indicates a rec-
ommended dose of 1,000-2,000 IU/day would be safe.

**LIMITATIONS**

In patients with GFR $<$20 mL/min/1.73 m$^2$ and those requiring dialysis, there is no evidence that modest supplementation with ergocalciferol to raise serum 25(OH)D levels to 30-60 pg/mL (8.25-16.5 pmol/L) will increase the serum levels of 1,25(OH)$_2$D (calcitriol) or lower the elevated serum levels of PTH. In CKD patients with higher GFR, there is a strong probability that such treatment would have benefit, although there are no data to support this view. One study demonstrated that serum 1,25(OH)$_2$D levels were increased in patients with CKD and moderate kidney failure following the administration of a low-calcium diet, indicating that there is some “reserve” for the generation of 1,25(OH)$_2$D in such patients.\(^{116}\)

**CLINICAL APPLICATIONS**

The treatment of vitamin D insufficiency or deficiency when present in CKD patients is warranted, since such therapy may reduce or prevent 2$^\circ$ HPT in the early stages of CKD.

**RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH**

Prospective, controlled clinical trials with the daily administration of ergocalciferol in a monthly amount equivalent to 1,000-2,000 IU/day are clearly warranted in patients with CKD and those undergoing dialysis, to assess the effects on serum PTH levels, serum 1,25(OH)$_2$D levels, bone histomorphometry, and fracture rates. With the higher fracture rates known to occur in adult patients with Stage 5 CKD,\(^{289}\) studies to evaluate measures to minimize early 2$^\circ$ HPT would be warranted in patients with CKD of all ages.
GUIDELINE 9. ACTIVE VITAMIN D THERAPY IN CKD PATIENTS

This Guideline encompasses two parts: Guideline 9A, which is specific for CKD Stages 2-4, and Guideline 9B, which refers to CKD Stage 5.

GUIDELINE 9A. ACTIVE VITAMIN D THERAPY IN PATIENTS WITH CKD STAGES 2-4

9A.1 In patients with CKD Stages 2-4, therapy with an active oral vitamin D sterol (calcitriol) should be initiated when serum levels of 25(OH)D are >30 ng/mL (75 nmol/L), and serum levels of PTH are above the target range for the CKD stage (see Table 3, Guideline 1). (EVIDENCE)

9A.1.a An active vitamin D sterol should be administered only in patients with serum levels of corrected total calcium <10 mg/dL (2.37 mmol/L) and serum levels of phosphorus less than age-appropriate upper limits (Table 16). (OPINION)

9A.2 After initiation of active vitamin D sterols, serum levels of calcium and phosphorus should be measured at least monthly for the first 3 months, and at least every 3 months thereafter. Serum PTH levels should be measured at least every 3 months. (OPINION)

9A.3 The dosage of active vitamin D sterols should be adjusted as follows:

9A.3.a If serum levels of PTH decrease to values below the target range for the CKD stage (Table 3, Guideline 1), active vitamin D sterol therapy should be held until serum levels of PTH increase to above the target range; treatment should then be resumed at half the previous dose of active vitamin D sterols. If the dosage is below a 0.25 µg capsule or 0.05 µg dose as liquid, alternate-day dosing should be used. (OPINION)

9A.3.b If serum levels of corrected total calcium exceed 10.2 mg/dL (2.37 mmol/L), active vitamin D sterol therapy should be held until serum calcium decreases to <9.8 mg/dL (2.37 mmol/L); treatment should then be resumed at half the previous dose. If the lowest daily dose of the active vitamin D sterol is being given, alternate-day dosing should be used. If the dosage is below a 0.25 µg capsule or 0.05 µg dose as liquid, alternate-day dosing should be used. (OPINION) See algorithm 2.

9A.3.c The dosage of active vitamin D sterols should be adjusted downward as follows: If serum levels of phosphorus increase to greater than age-appropriate upper limits, active vitamin D therapy should be held; the dose of phosphate binders should be increased or initiated until the levels of serum phosphorus decrease to age-appropriate levels; then, treatment at half the prior dose of active vitamin D sterol should be resumed. (OPINION)

9A.4 The dosage of active vitamin D sterols should be adjusted upward as follows:

Table 16. Serum Levels of PTH, Calcium, and Phosphate Required for Initiation of Oral Vitamin D Sterol Therapy, and Recommended Initial Doses in Patients with CKD Stages 2-4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serum PTH (pg/mL or ng/L)</th>
<th>Serum Ca (mg/dL)</th>
<th>Serum P (mg/dL)</th>
<th>Dose</th>
<th>Oral Calcitriol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&gt;70 (CKD Stage 2,3)</td>
<td>&lt;10 [2.37]</td>
<td>≤ age-appropriate levels</td>
<td>&lt;10 kg: 0.05 µg every other day</td>
<td>10-20 kg: 0.1-0.15 µg/day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;110 (CKD Stage 4)</td>
<td>&lt;10 [2.37]</td>
<td>≤ age-appropriate levels</td>
<td>&gt;20 kg: 0.25 µg/day</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
If serum levels of PTH fail to decrease by at least 30% after the initial 3 months of therapy, and the serum levels of calcium and phosphorus are within the target ranges based on CKD stage, the dose of active vitamin D sterols should be increased by 50%. Serum levels of PTH, calcium, and phosphorus must be measured monthly for 3 months thereafter.

**Algorithm 2. Management of CKD Patients (Stages 2-4) with Active Vitamin D Sterols**

**BACKGROUND**

In patients with CKD, 2° HPT occurs when the GFR declines to <75 mL/min/1.73 m² (Stages 2-3). The administration of small doses of the active vitamin D sterol, calcitriol, can reduce the serum levels of PTH and may improve linear growth. With the use of low dosages of calcitriol, hyperparathyroidism can be suppressed without evidence of worsening of kidney function; how-
ever, careful monitoring of serum levels of calcium, phosphorus, and PTH is essential.

RATIONALE

In adult CKD patients with GFR <60 mL/min/1.73 m² (Stage 3), serum levels of PTH are increased.

In such patients, bone biopsies show histomorphometric features of hyperparathyroid bone disease despite only modest elevations of PTH. Serum levels of 1,25(OH)₂D₃ are either normal or in the lower range of normal despite the elevated PTH levels and serum levels of phosphorus that are often in the low range of normal. Normal 1,25(OH)₂D₃ levels in the face of high levels of PTH are inappropriate and thus contribute to defective feedback suppression by 1,25(OH)₂D₃ of prePTH synthesis in the parathyroid glands, with a resultant increased secretion of PTH.

In controlled trials in adult patients with Stage 3 CKD, the administration of oral calcitriol, 0.25 µg/day and occasionally up to 0.5 µg/daily, or of alfacalcidol, 0.25-0.5 µg daily were associated with lowering of PTH levels, improvement of histological features of hyperparathyroid bone disease, or an increase of BMD. Preliminary evidence also suggests that patients who had calcitriol therapy initiated when the creatinine clearance exceeded 30 mL/min/1.73 m² had normal bone histology when they reached Stage 5 CKD and received a kidney transplant, while those whose treatment was started when kidney failure was more advanced were less likely to have normal bone histology when they reached end-stage kidney disease. Calcitriol deficiency may also contribute to growth retardation and bone disease in children with CKD. Indeed, treatment with daily doses of calcitriol (1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D₃), has been reported to improve linear growth in small numbers of children with CKD Stages 2-4. Such findings provide the rationale for the routine administration of calcitriol to nearly all children with CKD. However, in other studies, enhanced growth velocity was not demonstrated on long-term follow-up and further studies have not shown that calcitriol consistently improves linear growth in children with CKD Stages 2-4. A more recent study demonstrated a direct relationship between changes in growth velocity and PTH levels in children with CKD Stages 2-3 treated with either daily or intermittent calcitriol therapy, similar to the findings reported in children with CKD Stage 5 and treated with peritoneal dialysis. Furthermore, more severe growth retardation was observed in those patients that developed adynamic bone after treatment with calcitriol was given intermittently, either orally or intraperitoneally. These results suggest that large doses of intermittent calcitriol therapy in conjunction with calcium-containing binders adversely affect epiphyseal growth plate chondrocytes activity, and thereby contribute to reduction in linear growth. On the other hand, others have described catch-up growth associated with PTH levels within the normal range in children with CKD Stages 2-3 treated with calcium supplements and low doses of 1-α-calcidol. Although the optimal PTH levels that are required to maximize growth remain to be defined, it may be prudent to maintain serum PTH according to the stage of CKD.

There has been concern about the safety of the use of vitamin D metabolites with regard to a possible adverse effect on kidney function. With the use of calcitriol in doses ≤0.25 µg/day and doses of alfacalcidol that were generally below 0.5 µg/day, the progressive loss of kidney function did not differ from observations in placebo-treated or control patients. In all CKD patients receiving vitamin D therapy, continued surveillance is needed, and hypercalcemia must be avoided. When calcitriol was given in doses of ≥0.5 µg/day, reductions of creatinine clearance were observed, although it is not certain that true GFR (inulin clearance) was affected. In CKD patients with serum levels of phosphorus greater than upper limits suggested by Guideline 4, dietary phosphorus restriction and/or phosphate binders should be employed and the serum phosphorus normalized before initiation of treatment with an active vitamin D sterol.

STRENGTH OF EVIDENCE

Each of the placebo-controlled trials of adult CKD patients with GFR of 20-60 mL/min/1.73 m² and two studies without a placebo-
control group\textsuperscript{293,294} have shown evidence of hyperparathyroid bone disease in a high fraction of baseline “control” bone biopsies. These abnormalities were common in the CKD patients recruited only on the basis of their impaired kidney function (reduced GFR or elevated serum creatinine levels) with the degree of elevation of pretreatment levels of PTH totally unknown.\textsuperscript{10,292,296,297} In each of the placebo-controlled trials, there was either no improvement or worsening\textsuperscript{10,292,297} of the features of hyperparathyroid bone disease in patients assigned to placebo therapy. Following treatment for 8, 12, or 24 months, an improvement of bone biopsy features was noted in the vitamin D-treated patients.\textsuperscript{10,292,293,297} Meta-analysis could not be done for these studies because one reported their data as mean ± SD,\textsuperscript{293} one reported medians and ranges,\textsuperscript{10} and another reported the fractions of patients who showed improvement or worsening of various histological features on bone biopsy.\textsuperscript{10} Another study was excluded because the number of subjects was too small (n < 10).\textsuperscript{297}

The safety of calcitriol or alfacalcidol in CKD with moderately reduced kidney function is a matter of concern; however, the data from the placebo-controlled studies show no reduction of kidney function compared to placebo in patients entered into these trials and using relatively low doses.\textsuperscript{10,292,293,296,297} Should hypercalcemia develop during vitamin D treatment, particularly with higher doses, transient or even long-lasting deterioration of kidney function has been observed.\textsuperscript{308-310} With regard to the risk of producing “adynamic bone,” the placebo-controlled trial that included the largest number of bone biopsies failed to show any increase in the appearance of adynamic bone disease following treatment with alfacalcidol.\textsuperscript{10}

**LIMITATIONS**

The available evidence in adults is obtained from short-term studies and on a relatively small number of patients. Also, no data are available on the effect of the new vitamin D analogs, which are noted to be less hypercalcemic. Data in children with CKD Stages 2-4 are not available or very limited with respect to PTH and bone histology, or the effects of vitamin D sterol therapies.

**CLINICAL APPLICATION**

It appears that the active vitamin D sterols are useful in the treatment of 2\textdegree HPT and high-turnover bone disease in early stages of CKD in adults. This provides a good therapeutic tool for the prevention and management of these two abnormalities in CKD patients, before these derangements advance and their treatment becomes more difficult. Attention should be paid to the beneficial effect on linear growth in reducing hyperparathyroid bone disease in CKD Stages 2-4 as well.

**RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH**

In children with CKD Stages 2-4, randomized, placebo-controlled trials of the extent and therapy of hyperparathyroid bone disease are warranted. In adults, further trials with longer-term treatment (≥24 months) in larger numbers of patients are needed to satisfy the concern about the safety of the therapy with vitamin D sterols. Trials with the newer vitamin D sterols, which may be less calcemic, will be of great interest. An ideal goal of such treatment would be to reduce serum levels of PTH with little or no change in serum levels of calcium. Studies should evaluate the effect on bone, in particular to ascertain whether improvement in bone mineral content or in histological features of hyperparathyroid bone disease could be achieved. Comparisons of newer vitamin D sterols with calcitriol, alfacalcidol, or even ergocalciferol, at 50,000 IU monthly, would be ideal. It is apparent that the ideal target for serum levels of PTH that should be achieved are not established, and biopsy evaluations in such trials with correlations between PTH or iPTH levels and skeletal findings would be ideal. Also, in the trials that have been published,\textsuperscript{10,294} it would be useful if the data were reanalyzed to evaluate the relationship between serum levels of PTH and the degree of parathyroid bone disease found on biopsy in relation to the degree of impairment of kidney function.
GUIDELINE 9B. ACTIVE VITAMIN D THERAPY IN PATIENTS ON DIALYSIS (CKD STAGE 5)

9B.1 In patients with CKD Stage 5 and serum PTH levels >300 pg/mL, an active vitamin D sterol (calcitriol; see Table 17) should be administered to reduce the serum levels of PTH to a target range of 200-300 pg/mL. (EVIDENCE)

9B.2 The intermittent administration of calcitriol by intravenous or oral routes is more effective than daily oral calcitriol in lowering serum PTH levels. (EVIDENCE)

9B.3 When therapy with vitamin D sterols is initiated or the dose is increased, serum levels of calcium and phosphorus should be measured at least every 2 weeks for 1 month and then monthly thereafter. The serum PTH level should be measured monthly for at least 3 months and then at least every 3 months once target levels of PTH are achieved. (OPINION)

9B.4 For patients treated with peritoneal dialysis, initial oral doses of calcitriol (0.5-1.0 µg) can be given three times weekly. Alternatively, an equivalent lower dose of calcitriol (0.25 µg) can be administered daily. (OPINION)

9B.5 The dosage of active vitamin D sterols should be adjusted upward as follows: If serum levels of PTH fail to decrease by at least 30% after the initial 3 months of therapy, and the serum levels of calcium and phosphorus are within the target ranges based on CKD stage, increase the dose of active vitamin D sterols by 50%. Serum levels of PTH, calcium, and phosphorus must be measured monthly for 3 months thereafter.

9B.6 Treatment with active vitamin D sterols should be integrated with the changes in serum calcium, phosphorus, and PTH. A separate algorithm is shown for each of these three variables with suggested interventions based on the values obtained. (OPINION)

BACKGROUND

Patients with CKD who undergo dialysis have reduced serum levels of 1,25(OH)2D3. This leads to reduced intestinal absorption of calcium (thereby contributing to hypocalcemia) and impaired suppression of the parathyroid gene that initiates the synthesis of PTH. The result is 2° HPT that often progresses. Treatment with calcitriol or another active vitamin D sterol both reduces PTH secretion with resultant improvement of hyperparathyroid bone disease, and improves musculoskeletal symptoms, when these are present.

Table 17. Initial Calcitriol Dosing Recommendations for Children on Maintenance Dialysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serum PTH (pg/mL)</th>
<th>Serum Ca (mg/dL)</th>
<th>Serum P (mg/dL)</th>
<th>Calcitriol Dose per HD Session</th>
<th>Calcitriol Dose for Patients Receiving PD (TIW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>300-500</td>
<td>&lt;10 [2.37]</td>
<td>&lt;5.5 [1.78] for adolescents</td>
<td>0.0075 µg/kg (maximum = 0.25 µg/kg)</td>
<td>0.0075 µg/kg (maximum = 0.25 µg/kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;6.5 [2.10] for infants and children</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;500-1000</td>
<td>&lt;10 [2.37]</td>
<td>&lt;5.5 [1.78] for adolescents</td>
<td>0.015 µg/kg (maximum = 0.5 µg/kg)</td>
<td>0.015 µg/kg (maximum = 0.5 µg/kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;6.5 [2.10] for infants and children</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;1000</td>
<td>&lt;10 [2.50]</td>
<td>&lt;5.5 [1.78] for adolescents</td>
<td>0.025 µg/kg (maximum = 1 µg/kg)</td>
<td>0.025 µg/kg (maximum = 1 µg/kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;6.5 [2.10] for infants and children</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HD Harvest dialysis, three times weekly (TIW)
PD Peritoneal dialysis, three times weekly (TIW)
* <65 in children below 12 years of age
A major side-effect of vitamin D treatment is increased intestinal absorption of calcium and phosphorus; this can produce hypercalcemia and aggravate hyperphosphatemia. Treatment with active vitamin D sterols can also markedly lower serum levels of PTH and reduce bone formation strikingly; this can produce a condition with low bone turnover, termed adynamic bone disease. For these reasons, serum levels of calcium, phosphorus, and PTH must be monitored during vitamin D therapy, and vitamin D therapy adjusted accordingly (Algorithm 3, Algorithm 4, and Algorithm 5).

RATIONALE

Treatment of 2° HPT in patients with CKD Stage 5 by oral or intravenous calcitriol, intravenous paricalcitol, oral or intravenous doxercalciferol, or oral or intravenous alfacalcidol can reduce the elevated levels of PTH, and may be useful to treat various clinical features of symptomatic 2° HPT. With such treatment, improved features of hyperparathyroid bone disease have been reported. Reductions of both serum total alkaline phosphatase and/or bone-specific alkaline phosphatase, consistent with a reduction of the elevated bone turnover state, have been shown during treatment with several of these vitamin D preparations.

STRENGTH OF EVIDENCE

Although daily calcitriol therapy has been recommended for more than two decades to children with chronic renal disease, 2° HPT remains the predominant bone lesion in children treated with dialysis. Indeed, when patients with bone biopsy-proven high-turnover bone disease were followed for 1 year with calcitriol therapy given daily, bone lesions of hyperparathyroid bone disease persisted or progressed in the vast majority of the patients. Dosage regimens have generally ranged from 0.25-1.0 μg/day in such patients undergoing peritoneal dialysis. Over the last decade, the 1st PTH-IMA proved to be a reasonably reliable predictor of the different subtypes of renal osteodystrophy and it performed well in assessing the therapeuic response to active vitamin D sterols in patients with renal failure. In dialyzed children who are either untreated or are receiving small daily oral doses of calcitriol, PTH levels (measured by 1st PTH-IMA) of approximately three times the upper limit of normal generally correspond to normal BFRs. Levels >250-300 pg/mL are associated with bone biopsy evidence of 2° HPT, while values <150 pg/mL indicate an adynamic bone lesion.

Similar values may not be applicable in dialyzed children receiving intermittent calcitriol therapy, since suppression of bone formation may develop despite persistently elevated PTH levels (measured by 1st PTH-IMA) in these patients. In patients treated with peritoneal dialysis, high-dose intermittent calcitriol therapy (both oral and intraperitoneal) results in marked decline in BFRs and development of the adynamic lesion in a substantial proportion of patients. Corresponding reductions in serum PTH levels were observed only in patients who received intraperitoneal doses of calcitriol, while serum PTH levels remained persistently elevated in those given intermittent oral doses of calcitriol, despite significant reductions in BFRs on repeat biopsy. Thus, the relationship between PTH and bone formation is disrupted during intermittent calcitriol therapy in children undergoing peritoneal dialysis.

The disparity between the histological and biochemical findings highlights the potential limitation of single PTH determinations to predict the skeletal manifestations of renal osteodystrophy, direct effects of calcitriol on osteoblastic activity and/or limitations of the current 1st PTH-IMA among the main potential factors.

In dialysis patients who have not received vitamin D, or those who have received daily oral calcitriol in doses lower than 0.5 μg/day, serum levels of PTH correlate with the degree of 2° HPT; moreover, patients with PTH levels <400 pg/mL (44.0 pmol/L) and normal (or low) serum levels of calcium usually have only mild hyperparathyroidism. In these patients, the optimal control of serum phosphorus levels, combined with the use of calcium-based phosphate binders, may result in no further rise of serum PTH levels. When serum levels of PTH exceed 500-600 pg/mL (55.0 to 66.0 pmol/L), moderate or even severe hyperparathyroid bone disease is usual. When PTH levels exceed 1,000 pg/mL (110.0 pmol/L), larger doses of the vitamin D sterols are generally required.
treatment with intravenous calcitriol or oral doxercalciferol in prospective trials, there was evidence that larger doses are required for the treatment of patients with severe secondary hyperparathyroidism. Moreover, the suppression of PTH levels in patients with severe hyperparathyroidism may require treatment for longer periods of time, e.g., more than 12-24 weeks. The reason for the delayed response of some patients is unclear; it might be related to upregulation of vitamin D receptors that are often reduced in the large nodular parathyroid glands in CKD Stage 5 patients with more severe secondary hyperparathyroidism. It is recommended that the dosage of a vitamin D sterol be adjusted in accordance with the severity of secondary hyperparathyroidism. The evidence that PTH levels correlate with the severity of bone disease in patients who have not received pulse-dose intravenous or oral calcitriol is quite good. However, the optimal doses of vitamin D sterols and the optimal serum levels of PTH that should be the target in patients who have received such therapy for longer than 6-12 months is less certain.
Several trials that were not placebo-controlled have shown the effectiveness of intermittent intravenous and intermittent oral calcitriol to suppress serum levels of PTH in patients undergoing hemodialysis, including some patients with severe hyperparathyroidism, moreover, these results appeared more favorable than earlier experiences with daily oral dosing when reductions of dosage were commonly needed. However, the meta-analysis of four trials that compared intermittent intravenous calcitriol with oral calcitriol in randomized, controlled studies or crossover trials indicated that intravenous therapy was more effective than oral treatment (either daily or “pulse” treatment) for the suppression of PTH levels (Figure 7). There are certain qualifications about the trials combined for this meta-analysis: Two trials compared daily oral treatment with thrice weekly intravenous treatment; in the trial that studied patients with the highest pretreatment PTH levels, the oral “group” was a combination of one group randomly assigned to intermittent treatment and a second group assigned to daily therapy. The degree of hyperparathyroidism was very mild in two trials, as the entry PTH levels averaged \( \leq 400 \text{ pg/mL} \) (44.0 pmol/L). In two trials that prospectively compared intermittent oral and intravenous calcitriol in patients with more severe hyperparathyroidism, the numbers of patients completing the study was too small (n < 10) to meet the criteria for the meta-analysis. In patients with more severe hyperparathyroidism (trials with intravenous calcitriol that adjusted the dosage upward if PTH levels were not suppressed), the use of calcitriol doses...
below 0.75-1.0 μg per treatment were often less effective in lowering PTH levels.\(^{330,349}\) Moreover, the earlier placebo-controlled trials with daily oral calcitriol found that patients could rarely tolerate daily doses of 0.5 μg per day without developing hypercalcemia.\(^{340,341}\) The results of oral trials with calcitriol that were not placebo-controlled lead to the conclu-
sion that pulse or intermittent therapy yielded better results than were reported with daily therapy; meta-analysis of the results of three randomized, controlled trials that compared daily oral with intermittent oral calcitriol failed to show any superiority of intermittent therapy over daily therapy. Two of these studies had patients with only mild hyperparathyroidism, and few patients entered into treatment with PTH levels above 600 pg/mL (66.0 pmol/L). Despite randomization of treatment in one study, each of the five patients having pretreatment PTH levels $>600$ pg/mL (66.0 pmol/L) were assigned to intermittent therapy. In another study, the trial with the highest pretreatment PTH levels, the serum calcium levels were higher with daily than with intermittent therapy. Thus, conclusions about there being no difference depending on the frequency of dosing must be viewed with caution.

The major side-effects of active vitamin D sterols, including calcitriol and alfacalcidol, are increases in the serum levels of calcium and phosphorus, leading to hypercalcemia and worsening of hyperphosphatemia. These concerns have led to efforts to develop analogs of vitamin D which might have less calcemic and/or phosphatemic effects, while retaining efficacy for the suppression of high levels of PTH. Several such analogs are now in clinical use. Paricalcitol and doxercalciferol are available in the United States, and maxicalcitol and falecalcitol are available in Asia. Extensive data in animals with normal kidney function and in experimental animals with uremia have demonstrated that maxicalcitol and paricalcitol are less calcemic and phosphatemic than calcitriol and yet retain effectiveness in suppressing PTH. Studies in vitamin D-deficient animals with doxercalciferol have demonstrated no difference in calcium or phosphorus absorption from the intestine and in changes in serum calcium compared to alfacalcidol, but doxercalciferol was associated with a decreased mortality in toxicology studies. Additional studies have shown that doxercalciferol is associated with less calcitria than alfacalcidol. Definitive quantitative data comparing these vitamin D sterols to calcitriol or to each other in controlled clinical trials are not available at the present time.

In placebo-controlled trials with calcitriol, alfacalcidol, paricalcitol, and doxercalciferol, there were increments of serum phosphorus during treatment, and analysis indicated no difference between the sterols regarding their effects on raising serum levels of phosphorus. Treatment with vitamin D should not be undertaken or continued if serum phosphorus levels exceed 6.5 mg/dL, because of this risk of further elevating serum phosphorus levels.

Another side-effect of intermittent treatment with an active vitamin D sterol is the appearance of subnormal bone formation, with “adynamic” or “aplastic” bone. In CKD Stage 5 patients who had not received pulse doses of calcitriol and had PTH levels $<150$ pg/mL (16.5 pmol/L), there was a high incidence of subnormal bone formation on bone biopsy, with adynamic or aplastic bone. When PTH levels are $<65$ pg/mL (7.15 pmol/L), the occurrence of adynamic bone is nearly universal. Mild hyperparathyroid bone disease may be preferable to adynamic bone because of the loss of the capacity of bone buffering for the added extracellular calcium; this likely accounts for the increased risk of hypercalcemia in patients with adynamic bone. Also, there may be increased risk of vascular calcification in patients with biochemical features that are consistent with adynamic bone. In adolescents and young adults with CKD Stage 5, adynamic bone and even reduced linear growth occurred in association with intermittent calcitriol therapy when the PTH levels were reduced below 400-450 pg/mL (44.0-49.5 pmol/L). Reported observations of the development of adynamic bone in adult CKD Stage 5 patients in association with pulse therapy with calcitriol are limited to a small number; however, there is little reason to believe that the
bone of adults would not show the effects observed in pediatric-age patients.

When one elects to observe dialysis patients with PTH levels <600 pg/mL (66.0 pmol/L) without initiating vitamin D therapy, serial PTH levels should be monitored. If the levels show a progressive rise, treatment should be initiated.

LIMITATIONS

Many of the studies cited above with calcitriol and alfacalcidol that originated before 1980 lacked parallel control groups, and the assays for PTH were variable and some involved PTH fragments that are cleared by the kidney; thus, comparison with the current trials that utilize so-called “1st PTH-IMA” is not possible. Also, many patients in the early trials had “severe” and symptomatic bone disease, findings that have become more rare with better control of 2° HPT. With studies of the “newer” vitamin D sterols, such as falecalcitriol, paricalcitol, and doxercalciferol, there were often parallel controls. However, the severity of 2° HPT was mild to moderate, based on pretreatment serum levels of PTH, in most patients entered into trials with falecalcitriol or paricalcitol. For these reasons, comparison of data with the different vitamin D sterols must be regarded as tentative; particularly for patients with severe 2° HPT, defined as serum levels of PTH >1.200 pg/mL (132.0 pmol/L). Also, it is almost certain that such patients would be considered inappropriate for a long-term, placebo-controlled trial.

The conclusions that pulse intravenous therapy is better then pulse oral treatment must also be regarded as tentative; similarly, the conclusions that daily oral therapy is as effective as pulse oral therapy given two or three times a week may only apply to patients with mild 2° HPT for the reasons noted above.

CLINICAL APPLICATIONS

Secondary hyperparathyroidism and hyperparathyroid high-turnover bone disease in CKD are treatable abnormalities with active vitamin D sterols. There are many of these sterols available and others are being developed. Since one of the side-effects of the therapy with these sterols is hypercalcemia, one would want to use a sterol effective in treatment of the bone disorder with little or no hypercalcemic effects.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH

Trials that compare different vitamin D sterols in CKD Stage 5 patients are needed. Also, prospective trials are needed to evaluate the effect of pulse-dose calcitriol or other vitamin D sterol on bone, with study of the relationship between serum levels of PTH and bone turnover using double tetracycline labeling, to assess a possibly important side-effect of vitamin D treatment. Moreover, little is known about the ideal target for serum levels of PTH during treatment with vitamin D. It is possible that the incidence of adynamic bone will increase substantially if vitamin D sterols are employed in patients who have only modest elevations of PTH levels. Studies are needed to examine the value of bone markers and to assess the relationship between the so-called “whole PTH molecule,” “1st PTH-IMA,” and bone histomorphometry during vitamin D treatment. Large studies that evaluate fracture rates should include data on previous vitamin D therapy in an effort to identify whether vitamin D treatment can modify the high incidence of fractures noted in CKD Stage 5 patients.
GUIDELINE 10. DIALYSATE CALCIUM CONCENTRATIONS

10.1 In patients receiving calcium-based phosphate binders, the dialysate calcium concentration should be targeted to 2.5 mEq/L (1.25 mM). (OPINION)

10.2 In patients not receiving calcium-containing phosphate binders, the dialysate calcium should be targeted to 2.5-3.0 mEq/L (1.25-3 mM) based on serum calcium levels and the need for therapy with active vitamin D sterols. (OPINION)

BACKGROUND

In patients receiving dialysis, the normal homeostatic mechanisms for regulating calcium balance are impaired. Calcium absorption cannot be adjusted, due to the kidney’s inability to produce 1,25(OH)2D. Further, the level of the peripheral tissue VDR may be reduced. Calcium excretion, usually regulated through urinary losses, is severely impaired or absent. Dialysate calcium, activated vitamin D sterols, and dietary calcium intake—its highly influenced by the use of oral, calcium-containing phosphate binders—are the physician-prescribed determinants of calcium balance in patients receiving dialysis.

Because bone mass increases dramatically during childhood and adolescence, there is significant net body accretion of calcium, where, on balance, absorption must exceed losses. Inadequate calcium absorption is an important cause of 2° HPT and osteodystrophy in the setting of CKD. Historically, dialysate calcium levels were set at a physiological level of 2.5 mEq/L, approximately equivalent to the serum ionized calcium concentration. However, it became clear that many patients were in a negative calcium balance in the era when oral aluminum-containing salts were the principal phosphate binder. Consequently, in both hemodialysis and peritoneal dialysis, a supraphysiological dialysate calcium concentration (3.0-3.5 mEq/L) became standard, permitting transfer of calcium to the patient during dialysis. This was effective in reducing PTH levels. With the current widespread use of activated vitamin D sterols and oral, calcium-containing phosphate binders, calcium balance is shifted upward dramatically, so that a return to the use of 2.5 mEq/L calcium dialysate is safe. However, the use of calcium- and other metal-containing phosphate binders may require a higher dialysate calcium.

RATIONALE

There are three major clinical concerns related to excess calcium balance: bone, growth, and development of vascular calcifications. Patients may develop frank hypercalcemia, which most commonly occurs in patients receiving both oral calcium-containing phosphate binders, and activated vitamin D sterols. This may limit the use of calcium-containing phosphate binders to control hyperphosphatemia and 2° HPT. Excess calcium balance, resulting in hypercalcemia and thereby suppressing the parathyroid gland secretion of PTH, may contribute to the development of adynamic bone disease, which has become an increasing problem in both adults and children on maintenance dialysis. Patients with adynamic bone disease have an increased risk of hypercalcemia due to the limited capacity of their bone to incorporate calcium. There is concern that excessive calcium balance may contribute to systemic calcification, as reflected by EBCT evidence of enhanced coronary calcium scores, present in young adults who started dialysis as children. In addition, adynamic bone disease was associated with a greater degree of arterial calcification in patients on maintenance dialysis.

The dialysate calcium concentration and the volume of ultrafiltrate determine calcium balance during dialysis. A higher dialysate calcium concentration increases diffusion of calcium into the patient. In contrast, the calcium present in the ultrafiltrate is a potentially important source of calcium loss from the patient. The calcium balance during peritoneal dialysis is usually negative with use of 2.5 mEq/L calcium dialysate and positive with 3.0-3.5 mEq/L calcium dialysate, although high volumes of dialysate ultrafiltrate can produce a negative calcium balance even with 3.5 mEq/L calcium dialysate. Calcium balance during hemodialysis may be neutral or negative with the use of a 2.5 mEq/L calcium dialysate. (See Guideline 14).

The use of dialysate with a calcium concentration of 2.5 mEq/L is an effective strategy for reducing calcium intake, and thereby reducing balance, if patients are treated with calcium-based phosphate binders. Studies in adults using this preparation have shown fewer episodes of hypercalcemia and patient tolerance of increased doses of...
calcium-containing phosphate binders without the development of hypercalcemia. Hyperparathyroidism may worsen after decreasing the dialysate calcium, but this often responds to increased use of calcium-containing phosphate binders and/or active vitamin D sterols. Patients with an elevated PTH prior to switching to a low-calcium dialysate are at greater risk for worsening hyperparathyroidism and may not tolerate the change. There are, however, biochemical data in patients suggesting that a 2.5 mEq/L calcium dialysate may have a positive effect on adynamic bone disease.

Along with the reduction of dialysate calcium concentration, other strategies designed to decrease the intake of calcium have focused on active vitamin D sterols and calcium-containing phosphate binders. While reduction of the active vitamin D sterol dose is an alternative therapeutic option, the trade-off is decreased parathyroid gland suppression and possible worsening of 2\° HPT. This has led to approaches such as intermittent active vitamin D sterol therapy, and the development of active vitamin D sterols that produce equivalent suppression of PTH but with less effective intestinal calcium absorption. Strategies to minimize calcium intake from calcium-containing phosphate binders include decreasing their use through improved control of dietary phosphorous intake, an increase in the dialysis prescription to improve phosphate clearance, and the use of calcium-containing phosphate binders that produce equivalent phosphate binding but less calcium absorption than calcium carbonate, such as calcium acetate.

Another approach to the excess dietary calcium intake is the substitution of a calcium-free phosphate binder. However, when only a resin is used, concern over appropriate calcium intake should be taken into consideration. Foodstuffs in younger children that provide calcium are often limited, since they represent sources of phosphorus too, and are therefore restricted. Such patients may benefit from a higher dialysate calcium concentration and/or calcium supplementation with a calcium-containing phosphate binder. No calcium and metal-free phosphate binder is currently approved by the FDA for use in children.

Finally, there is evidence in adult hemodialysis patients that a 2.5 mEq/L calcium dialysate may predispose patients to arrhythmias although a higher dialysate calcium during hemodialysis may impair cardiac relaxation and arterial compliance. Similar experiences have not been reported in children, but cardiovascular disease is the leading cause of death in children.

**STRENGTH OF EVIDENCE**

There are no longitudinal studies evaluating different dialysate calcium concentrations in pediatric dialysis patients. There are few prospective adult studies addressing this issue. In these few adult-based studies, comparison of the data is difficult due to major differences in outcome measures, study design, and concurrent use of calcium-containing phosphate binders and active vitamin D sterols. In addition, the adult studies are characteristically in patients receiving either peritoneal dialysis or hemodialysis and these groups may not be comparable. Moreover, adult studies only include patients receiving CAPD or, less commonly, a mixture of patients receiving CAPD or CCPD, the latter being the most widely utilized form of dialysis in pediatric patients. The relevance of findings derived from CAPD patients to patients receiving CCPD is unknown.

A variety of outcome measures have been used in the adult studies. One study analyzed patient mortality, comparing a 3.5 mEq/L and 2.0 mEq/L calcium dialysate in patients receiving CAPD. There was no statistically significant difference, although both groups had a high attrition rate, making a meaningful analysis difficult. In the same study, the group that received 2.0 mEq/L calcium dialysate had fewer episodes of hypercalcemia and were able to receive more calcium carbonate. Another study of patients receiving either CCPD or CAPD found no statistically significant difference in the incidence of hypercalcemia when comparing 3.5 mEq/L and 2.0 mEq/L calcium dialysate, although the sample size was small.

A number of studies have analyzed the risk of infection in patients receiving peritoneal dialysis with either a high or low dialysate calcium concentration, but none has shown an effect of the dialysate calcium concentration on the frequency of either peritonitis or exit-site infections.

Three studies have compared BMD in adult patients randomized to high- or low-calcium
None of these studies demonstrated any effect of dialysate calcium on BMD, although all of these studies also had a small sample size.\textsuperscript{396,400,401}

Four studies have analyzed the effect of dialysate calcium on biochemical bone markers. Among the three studies that evaluated serum alkaline phosphatase levels, one showed a greater increase in alkaline phosphatase among the patients on 2.0 mEq/L dialysate calcium versus those on 3.5 mEq/L dialysate calcium.\textsuperscript{396} The other two studies showed no significant difference, but both had small numbers of patients.\textsuperscript{400,402} Two studies evaluated the effect of dialysate calcium concentration on bone gla protein (BGP, or osteocalcin). Both studies reporting BGP data found significantly higher levels of BGP in patients on low-calcium dialysate after about 6 months of treatment; however, at 12 months, the effect was not statistically significant in the smaller study\textsuperscript{403} in contrast to the larger study\textsuperscript{396,400} in which the effect was statistically significant at 24 months.

Three studies reported PTH levels as an outcome measure after 6 months follow-up when comparing 3.5 mEq/L calcium dialysate to 2.5 mEq/L calcium dialysate. In a study of CAPD patients, significantly higher PTH levels were noted at 6 months in patients who received the 2.5 mEq/L calcium dialysate.\textsuperscript{403} The remaining two studies showed no statistically significant effect of dialysate calcium on PTH, but these studies had small sample sizes with a clear trend towards higher PTH values in the low-calcium groups.\textsuperscript{397,400} Another study followed PTH levels in 10 dialysis patients with biopsy-proven adynamic bone disease after lowering the dialysate calcium from 3.25 mEq/L to 2.0 mEq/L.\textsuperscript{366} During the initial 9 months of follow-up, the mean PTH level increased from 37 to 106 pg/mL; there was no increase in the PTH level over the last 3 months of the study. In addition, hypercalcemia resolved.

Finally, there are studies that have evaluated the risk of hyperparathyroidism and the importance of calcium supplementation in patients treated with low-calcium dialysate but without use of calcium-containing phosphate binders. In adults receiving CAPD, it was shown that the use of 2.5 mEq/L calcium dialysate and aluminum hydroxide as a phosphate binder resulted in a significant increase in the PTH level (from 259 to 405 pg/mL; \(P = 0.0001\)). The limitation of this study was that no patient received an active vitamin D sterol.\textsuperscript{404}

**CLINICAL APPLICATIONS**

The use of 2.5 mEq/L calcium dialysate may help to prevent hypercalcemia, adynamic bone disease, and systemic calcification. This is recommended for children who are receiving calcium-containing phosphate binders. Alternate dialysate calcium concentrations may be required if calcium- and other metal-free phosphate binders are used. When the dialysate calcium concentration is decreased, careful monitoring of PTH is necessary to avoid the development of worsening 2° HPT and high-turnover bone disease. The risk is further increased if the PTH level is already elevated when the dialysate calcium is lowered. Patients on a 2.5 mEq/L calcium dialysate may require adjustment in activated vitamin D sterol dosing, or even a return to a higher dialysate calcium concentration. In the child with an inappropriately low PTH level (<150 pg/mL), even further reduction of the dialysate calcium concentration may be necessary in select circumstances. A reduction in the dialysate calcium concentration is also indicated in the child with symptomatic hypercalcemia, or hypercalcemia that does not respond to adjustments in the intake of oral calcium and/or active vitamin D sterol dosing.

Patients with hypocalcemia may require a 3.0 or 3.5 mEq/L calcium dialysate. This may also be necessary transiently in the setting of hungry bone syndrome following parathyroidectomy (see Guideline 15). A 3.0 mEq/L calcium dialysate may be necessary if persistent hypocalcemia (<8.5 mg/dL, corrected for serum albumin) persists despite adequate treatment with an active vitamin D sterol and there is refractory 2° HPT.

Children who are not receiving a calcium-containing phosphate binder probably do not have a positive calcium balance when they are on maintenance dialysis. They usually require a dialysate calcium concentration that allows for net absorption of calcium (>3.0 mEq/L) and/or the use of a dietary calcium supplement, unless hypercalcemia is present. Such children must be monitored for adequate calcium intake and the
development of $2^\circ$ HPT. It may be that the use of non-calcium, non-metal containing phosphate binder, combined with a low dialysate calcium concentration, may allow the use of higher doses of active vitamin D sterols.

**LIMITATIONS**

There are no pediatric studies that have addressed the topic of dialysate calcium concentration with specific attention to the correlation between calcium balance and growth. Adult studies have focused on hypercalcemia, $2^\circ$ HPT, and control of serum phosphorus as outcome measures. Another limitation is the fact that there is less information available for hemodialysis patients than peritoneal dialysis patients, and no studies address the dialysate calcium concentration in patients receiving CCPD. Finally, studies are difficult to compare because of wide variations in the use of active vitamin D sterols and calcium-containing phosphate binders, and there are limited data on the effect of the dialysate calcium concentration on long-term issues such as adynamic bone disease and systemic calcifications.

**RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH**

Calcium balance studies are necessary in children receiving hemodialysis or peritoneal dialysis to determine the effect of different dialysate calcium concentrations. Research needs to determine the relative roles of dialysate calcium, active vitamin D sterols, and calcium-containing phosphate binders in the development of hypercalcemia, systemic calcifications, and adynamic bone disease. Calcium- and aluminum-free phosphate binders should be evaluated for use in children. Studies in patients not receiving calcium-containing phosphate binders should include an evaluation of higher dialysate calcium concentrations and/or oral calcium supplementation.
GUIDELINE 11. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE USE OF GROWTH HORMONE FOR CHILDREN WITH CKD

11.1 Children should have hip X-rays and a wrist bone age performed prior to initiation of GH therapy. Children with active rickets or a slipped capital femoral epiphysis should not begin GH therapy until these problems have been resolved. (EVIDENCE)

11.2 Growth hormone therapy should not be initiated until the PTH level is no greater than 2X the target upper limit for CKD Stages 2-4 or 1.5X (450 pg/mL) the target upper limit in CKD Stage 5 (dialysis) (see Guideline 1). (OPINION)

11.3 Growth hormone therapy should not be initiated until the phosphorus is no greater than 1.5X the upper limit for age (see Guideline 4). (OPINION)

11.4 Children receiving GH therapy in Stages 2-4 CKD should have calcium, phosphorus, PTH, and alkaline phosphatase monitored at least every 3 months during the first year of therapy. Children receiving GH therapy in CKD Stage 5 should have calcium, phosphorus, PTH, and alkaline phosphatase monitored at least every month during the first 6 months of therapy. Thereafter, interval measurements should be made according to stage of CKD (see Guideline 1). (OPINION)

11.5 Children receiving GH therapy should have a wrist bone age performed yearly. Hip X-rays should be performed when clinically indicated.

11.6 Growth hormone therapy should be stopped temporarily:
   11.6.a CKD Stages 2-4: If the patient has a PTH level >400 pg/mL; GH should not be restarted until the PTH level is \( \leq 200 \text{ pg/mL} \) (EVIDENCE AND OPINION)
   11.6.b CKD Stage 5: If the patient has a PTH level >900 pg/mL; GH should not be restarted until the PTH level is \( \leq 450 \text{ pg/mL} \) (EVIDENCE AND OPINION)
   11.6.c In all stages of CKD, if the patient develops a slipped capital femoral epiphysis or symptomatic high-turnover renal osteodystrophy (EVIDENCE)

11.7 Growth hormone therapy should be stopped permanently when the epiphyses are closed.

BACKGROUND

Growth retardation is common in children with CKD, and frequently leads to decreased adult height. Metabolic acidosis, inadequate nutritional intake, and osteodystrophy may all contribute to this complication. In healthy children, GH acts by stimulating the production of insulin-like growth factor I (IGF-I), which is the primary stimulus for linear growth. In contrast, children with CKD have an inadequate response despite normal or elevated levels of GH, reflecting a state of apparent GH resistance. Possible mechanisms include: reduced GH-receptor expression especially in the liver, which decreases production of IGF-I; increased IGF-I-binding protein levels, which reduces the levels of free IGF-I; and decreased IGF-I receptor signaling.

Pharmacological doses of rhGH improve linear growth in children with CKD, although the efficacy appears to be less in children who are receiving dialysis. The recommended dose of rhGH, which is given as a daily subcutaneous injection, is 0.05 mg/kg/day or 30 IU/m\(^2\)/week. While the response to rhGH therapy tends to decrease after the first year of treatment, there does appear to be a positive effect of the therapy on final adult height.

For some children with CKD, an improvement in growth will occur with optimization of nutritional management and correction of metabolic acidosis. Malnutrition and metabolic acidosis should be corrected prior to initiating rhGH. Inadequate nutrition and metabolic acidosis diminish the effectiveness of rhGH therapy.

RATIONALE

There are complex interactions between growth, growth hormone, and bone metabolism. The use of rhGH is regularly associated with enhanced height velocity in children with CKD and poor growth, but may lead to complications, especially without careful attention to bone metabolism.
The skeletal complications of CKD in children include rickets, avascular necrosis of the femoral head, and slipped capital femoral epiphysis. Recombinant growth hormone therapy in children without CKD may cause slipped capital femoral epiphysis, perhaps due to an acceleration of growth. In children with CKD, the inherent predisposition to these skeletal complications makes it necessary to screen for complications such as slipped capital femoral epiphysis, avascular necrosis of the femoral head, and active rickets, prior to the initiation of rhGH therapy.

Recombinant human GH may have beneficial effects on the BMD of children with CKD, although the long-term clinical consequences are not known. However, clinical reports suggest that rhGH therapy can have deleterious effects on bone metabolism through the worsening of 2° HPT. Hence, 2° HPT should be controlled prior to the initiation of rhGH therapy, and monitoring for this complication is necessary throughout the course of therapy. The risk of this complication is likely greatest during the first 6-12 months of rhGH therapy, and more vigilant monitoring is indicated during this period of time. Control of 2° HPT after the initiation of rhGH may require increased use of an active vitamin D sterol in addition to the prevention of hyperphosphatemia. Therapy may need to be stopped until 2° HPT resolves. An increased alkaline phosphatase level secondary to new bone formation is expected with rhGH therapy, although a continued increase may be indicative of worsening 2° HPT.

STRENGTH OF EVIDENCE

The effectiveness of rhGH in improving linear growth in children with CKD and impaired height velocity has been demonstrated in a placebo-controlled study. The clinical evidence for an interaction between rhGH therapy and bone metabolism has not been extensively studied in a prospective manner in CKD patients.

LIMITATIONS

In children with CKD, there is insufficient clinical research on rhGH therapy and bone disease. Guidelines for monitoring PTH, calcium, phosphorus, alkaline phosphatase, and X-rays are based on expert opinion, not firm clinical evidence. There is also an absence of firm clinical data supporting the levels of PTH upon which cessation and reinitiation of GH are based.

CLINICAL APPLICATIONS

These guidelines recommend close monitoring of mineral metabolism during rhGH therapy in children with CKD. A patient who has poorly controlled 2° HPT, active rickets, or a slipped capital femoral epiphysis may be at increased risk for more severe bone disease if rhGH therapy is continued. Given this potential, it is prudent not to use rhGH in children with poorly controlled osteodystrophy.

Along with appropriate monitoring of bone disease, optimal response to rhGH requires correction of malnutrition and metabolic acidosis.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH

The mechanism for the variable response to GH in some children with CKD is unknown. There is little information on optimal dosing of GH in children with CKD, especially during puberty or while receiving dialysis. More information is needed on the relationship between GH and clinical outcomes beyond linear growth.
GUIDELINE 12. ALUMINUM OVERLOAD AND TOXICITY IN CKD

12.1 To prevent aluminum toxicity, the regular administration of aluminum should be avoided and the dialysate concentration of aluminum should be maintained at <10 μg/L. (EVIDENCE)

12.1.a CKD patients ingesting aluminum should not receive citrate salts simultaneously. (EVIDENCE)

12.2 In CKD Stage 5, to assess aluminum exposure and the risk of aluminum toxicity, serum aluminum levels should be measured at least yearly and every 3 months in those receiving aluminum-containing medications. (OPINION)

12.2.a In children with CKD prior to Stage 5, serum levels of aluminum should be measured yearly if children have been exposed to aluminum for 3 months or more in the prior year. (OPINION)

12.2.b Baseline levels of serum aluminum should be <20 μg/L. (OPINION)

12.2.c If levels of serum aluminum are between 20-60 μg/L, a search for and elimination of all sources of aluminum should be performed. (OPINION)

12.3 A deferoxamine (DFO) test should be performed if there are elevated serum aluminum levels (60-200 μg/L) or clinical signs and symptoms of aluminum toxicity (Table 18), or prior to parathyroidectomy if the patient has had aluminum exposure for at least 4 months or more. (OPINION) (See Algorithm 6 and Algorithm 7.)

12.3.a The test is performed by infusing 5 mg/kg of DFO during the last hour of the dialysis session with a serum aluminum measured both before DFO infusion and 2 days later, before the next dialysis session. (OPINION)

12.3.b The test is considered positive if the increment of serum aluminum is ≥50 μg/L. (OPINION)

12.3.c A DFO test should not be performed if the serum levels of aluminum are >200 μg/L to avoid DFO-induced neurotoxicity. (OPINION)

12.4 The presence of aluminum bone disease can be predicted by a rise in serum aluminum of ≥50 μg/L following DFO challenge combined with serum PTH levels of <150 pg/mL (150 ng/L). (OPINION) However, the gold standard for the diagnosis of aluminum bone disease is a bone biopsy showing increased aluminum staining of the bone surface (>15% - 25%) using an aluminum-specific stain, and often the presence of adynamic bone or osteomalacia. (EVIDENCE)

12.5 Asymptomatic patients receiving maintenance hemodialysis, with elevated levels of serum aluminum between 60-200 μg/L, should be treated with removal of aluminum based gels and intensive dialysis. Treatment with DFO is optional unless desired serum aluminum levels are not achieved. (OPINION)

BACKGROUND

Aluminum is widely present in nature, but most aluminum salts are quite insoluble. Moreover, only a tiny fraction of ingested aluminum is absorbed; this small amount is normally excreted by the kidney so that the body burden of aluminum does not increase. When there is a markedly reduced or absent kidney function, there is little or no ability to excrete aluminum and it can accumulate slowly. When aluminum is present in dialysate, it enters the body directly across the dialysis membrane, and the type of syndrome that develops depends on the rapidity and magnitude of aluminum accumulation. The various syndromes of aluminum toxicity were first identified in dialysis patients, but they can occur in both CKD Stage 4 patients and CKD Stage 5 patients not yet treated with dialysis. Because of their devastating nature and the difficulties in their management, it is essential that the clinical features of aluminum toxicity are recognized in addition to the specific biochemical methods used for their recognition. These problems have become substantially less common with the reduced use of aluminum gels as phosphate bind-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Features (Clinical Diagnosis)</th>
<th>Causes</th>
<th>Management</th>
<th>Special Treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acute Aluminum Neurotoxicity</td>
<td>Acute neurological syndrome with: Altered consciousness Seizures Coma Usually progresses to death</td>
<td>1. Dialysate Al &gt; 200 µg/L 2. HD patients with marked AI-loading (PAI &gt; 200 µg/L) treated with DFO, 20-40 mg/kg 3. Stage 4 &amp; 5 CKD patients who ingest both Al drugs plus a salt containing citrate*</td>
<td>Measure serum Al Stop all Al intake Dialysate Al &lt; 5 µg/L Daily dialysis High-flux dialyzer Follow algorithms for DFO testing &amp; therapy</td>
<td>Standard management plus: Cause 2: Stop DFO until PAi &lt; 200 µg/L Cause 3: Withdraw all citrate*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialysis Encephalopathy</td>
<td>Subacute syndrome with: Speech abnormalities Defective spatial orientation Altered consciousness Seizures Often intermittent and worsens transiently after dialysis Usually slowly progressive</td>
<td>1. Dialysate Al &gt; 30-40 µg/L (with dialysate Al levels of 100-200 µg/L, symptoms appear sooner and progress more rapidly) 2. Rarely arises from Al ingestion alone, but ingestion of Al-containing agents can hasten its appearance</td>
<td>Measure serum Al Stop all Al intake Dialysate Al &lt; 5 µg/L High flux dialyzer Follow algorithms regarding need for daily dialysis, DFO testing &amp; therapy</td>
<td>Know level of serum Al before doing DFO test Specific electroencephalographic features can aid in the diagnosis (see text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum Bone Disease</td>
<td>Insidious appearance of Bone pain Fractures Proximal muscle weakness (Diagnosis by bone biopsy; prediction from DFO test result and intact PTH level)</td>
<td>1. Dialysate Al &gt; 35-40 µg/L (with higher Al levels, symptoms appear sooner) 2. Ingestion of Al-containing agents may hasten its development</td>
<td>Measure serum Al Stop all Al intake Dialysate Al &lt; 5 µg/L High flux dialyzer Follow algorithms regarding need for daily dialysis, DFO testing &amp; therapy</td>
<td>Know level of serum Al before DFO test is done May coexist with dialysis encephalopathy, particularly when dialysate Al &gt; 30-40 µg/L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypercalcemia</td>
<td>Search may reveal other features of AI toxicity when hypercalcemia appears in the absence of either High intact PTH levels (e.g., when intact PTH &gt; 500 pg/mL), or Vitamin D therapy</td>
<td>1. Dialysate Al &gt; 3-40 µg/L 2. Ingestion of Al-containing drugs Serum Ca can rise rapidly with use of Ca-based phosphate binders—probable manifestation of low bone turnover</td>
<td>Measure serum Al Stop all Al intake Dialysate Al &lt; 5 µg/L Follow algorithms regarding need for daily dialysis, high-flux dialyzer use, DFO testing &amp; therapy</td>
<td>Hypercalcemia can dissipate rapidly with use of lower dialysate Ca (2.0-2.5 mEq/L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microcytic Anemia</td>
<td>When microcytosis present with: No evidence of iron deficiency No response to iron therapy</td>
<td>1. Dialysate Al &gt; 3-40 µg/L 2. Ingestion of Al-containing drugs (uncommonly the only source of Al loading)</td>
<td>Measure serum Al Stop all Al intake Dialysate Al &lt; 5 µg/L Follow algorithms regarding need for daily dialysis, high-flux dialyzer use, DFO testing &amp; therapy</td>
<td>Aluminum loading may increase requirements for erythropoietin but magnitude of this effect is not well documented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum Overload</td>
<td>Asymptomatic (by definition) (Defined by analysis of bone Al content or by a specific but arbitrary rise of PAi after a DFO test)</td>
<td>1. Dialysate Al &gt; 20-40 µg/L 2. Ingestion of Al-containing drugs</td>
<td>Measure serum Al Stop all Al intake Dialysate Al &lt; 5 µg/L Follow algorithms regarding need for high-flux dialyzer use, DFO testing &amp; therapy</td>
<td>May be subtle abnormalities on CNS testing May respond to withdrawal of all exposure to Al DFO treatment rarely needed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Citrate source may be BiDra™, Shott's solution, AlkaSeizer™, calcium citrate, or excess intake of citrate-containing juices.  
Abbreviations: Al, aluminum; PAi, serum aluminum; DFO, desferrioxamine; CNS, central nervous system; HD, hemodialysis
ers and proper purification of dialysate; however, aluminum toxicity still occurs. It is necessary to consider the means for proper monitoring and the appropriate diagnostic procedures needed to identify the various syndromes of aluminum toxicity.

**RATIONALE**

Aluminum toxicity occurs in dialysis patients or CKD patients with GFR < 30 mL/min/1.73 m² (CKD Stages 4 and 5) because aluminum that is absorbed from the gut or that enters the body from dialysate or another parenteral route\(^4\) is not excreted, or is inadequately excreted by the diseased kidneys.\(^2\) When aluminum accumulates in dialysis patients, it is only slowly removed by dialysis because 90% of aluminum is bound to serum proteins (primarily transferrin\(^2\)). The aluminum entering the body accumulates in various tissues, including bone, brain, parathyroid glands, and other organs.\(^4\) Such accumulation of aluminum can produce toxicity with several distinct syndromes, depending on the rate and magnitude of aluminum loading. The first to be described was dialysis encephalopathy (or dialysis dementia).\(^2\) Aluminum was then recognized as the cause of both “fracturing dialysis osteomalacia” (aluminum-related bone disease)\(^2\) and a microcytic anemia developing without iron deficiency.\(^3\) A fulminant variant of dialysis encephalopathy, termed “acute aluminum neurotoxicity,” occurs with the sudden, marked elevation of serum aluminum levels and is commonly fatal.\(^4\)
These disorders are briefly described below. The development and availability of a method to measure trace quantities of aluminum accurately in biological fluids and tissues permits detection of these disorders, and this methodology provides a means to identify patients with increased body burden of aluminum (see Algorithm 7).
Acute aluminum neurotoxicity is diagnosed based on clinical features and the elevation of serum aluminum levels to 400-1,000 μg/L. It arises from aluminum contamination of dialysate, often to levels of 150-1,000 μg/L. As a rule, patients may become ill simultaneously in the same dialysis center. They develop agitation, confusion, myoclonic jerks, and major motor seizures; these symptoms are often followed by coma and death. The syndrome can also develop in patients with CKD Stages 3-4 (GFR <30 mL/min/1.73 m²) when they are given aluminum gels (to control hyperphosphatemia) plus sodium citrate (Bicitra™ or Shohl’s solution) for the correction of metabolic acidosis. Various citrate salts, including citric acid, sodium citrate, or calcium citrate, markedly enhance intestinal absorption of aluminum. Acute aluminum neurotoxicity can also appear in patients with large aluminum body load soon after the start of treatment with DFO in doses of 20-40 mg/kg. When acute aluminum neurotoxicity developed due to: a) very high dialysate aluminum levels; or b) the ingestion of both aluminum gels and citrate salts, most symptomatic patients had died. When the syndrome appeared in aluminum-loaded patients given DFO, some patients died; however, others survived when DFO treatment was stopped for several weeks and restarted later using a lower dose.

Dialysis encephalopathy is an insidious disorder with symptoms generally appearing after patients have undergone dialysis for 12-24 months or even longer. Initial symptoms include subtle personality changes and a progressive speech disorder, characterized by stuttering, stammering, and hesitant speech, or even total inability to talk. Motor disturbances include twitching, myoclonic jerks, and motor apraxia. Auditory and visual hallucinations, spatial disorientation, and paranoid behavior are common. These features can fluctuate widely and are characteristically worse shortly after dialysis. With time, the symptoms become persistent and worsen, seizures appear, and most untreated patients have died within 6-12 months after the onset of symptoms. The only distinctive laboratory findings were substantial elevations of serum aluminum, usually 150-350 μg/L. Findings from an electroencephalogram (EEG) differ from the general-ized slowing noted with other causes of metabolic encephalopathy. The diagnosis of these neurological disorders rests on clinical suspicion, the finding of elevated serum aluminum levels, and the EEG features. New cases of this syndrome disappeared after the initiation of water purification using reverse osmosis.

Aluminum-related bone disease was first described in certain specific geographic areas of the U.K. and the U.S.; there was a suspicion of aluminum toxicity because many patients developed clinical features of dialysis encephalopathy. Epidemiological studies showed that this disorder—which presented with bone pain, a characteristic “waddling” gait, proximal muscle weakness, and fractures—was associated with dialysate aluminum levels >100 μg/L. The disorder was limited to certain geographical regions, and aluminum-contaminated dialysate was considered the only source of aluminum loading. Later, sporadic cases appeared in dialysis centers where elevated dialysate aluminum levels were never found, and it was shown that small quantities of aluminum are absorbed from ingested aluminum gels. Such sporadic cases of aluminum bone disease have become less common since the use of aluminum gels was stopped or their dosage reduced substantially. Patients with aluminum-related bone disease often exhibit hypercalcemia, and PTH levels which are variably elevated, particularly with older C-terminal or mid-region 1st PTH-IMA assays. Some of these patients had radiographic features of subperiosteal erosions and, when parathyroidectomy was done, the clinical features worsened. Bone biopsies revealed typical aluminum-related bone disease, and the term pseudohyperparathyroidism was applied to such patients. Other observations have documented the appearance or worsening of skeletal symptoms when patients with aluminum-related bone disease or aluminum loading had their PTH levels reduced by either parathyroid surgery or by treatment with an active vitamin D sterol.

Indirect methods to identify aluminum-related bone disease were sought. Serum aluminum levels were elevated in afflicted patients, with values usually >100 μg/L; however, similar levels were found in many patients lacking bone biopsy evidence of aluminum-related bone disease.
The DFO infusion test, using DFO in doses of 20-40 mg/kg, was introduced to identify those with aluminum bone disease.454,455 The results indicated that the rise in aluminum correlated better with the total bone aluminum content than with surface staining of aluminum.456,457 Further, the presence of bone surface staining for aluminum of >15%-25% showed a close association with clinical symptoms and with bone biopsy features of reduced bone formation and even osteomalacia, the histological features of aluminum bone disease.458-460

Population studies suggested that the combination of the increment of serum aluminum after DFO combined with PTH levels >150 pg/mL (16.5 pmol/L) provided better sensitivity and specificity to predict aluminum bone disease than the DFO test alone.455,461 Also, it was found that the sensitivity of the DFO test was reduced substantially in patients with no known exposure to aluminum for 6 months or longer.461 Most information indicates that serum aluminum levels only reflect recent aluminum intake.462

Problems arose with use of the DFO test. Isolated reports documented permanent visual loss from ophthalmological damage after one DFO test with a dose of 40 mg/kg.463,464 Furthermore, the use of DFO, 20-40 mg/kg, was associated with fulminant and fatal mucormycosis in an unacceptable number of dialysis patients.465 As a consequence, there has been reluctance to use a DFO test dose of 40 mg/kg, and smaller doses have been evaluated.466-468

Prevention of aluminum toxicity is preferable to use of toxic methods for treatment, particularly with the mortality of the neurological disorders and high morbidity of the bone disease. Periodic monitoring of serum aluminum levels and assessment of aluminum in dialysate are essential for its prevention.

**STRENGTH OF EVIDENCE**

The evidence for the devastating neurological and skeletal disorders produced by contamination of dialysate with aluminum is compelling. However, these reports are not prospective, randomized trials, and such trials can never be done.

**Serum Aluminum Levels and Frequency of Monitoring**

Early studies of serum aluminum measurements in dialysis patients indicated that serum aluminum levels reflect relatively recent exposure to aluminum.424,469 The population studies based on a single measurement of serum aluminum provide no information on the optimal frequency to monitor serum aluminum levels. The purpose of monitoring serum aluminum levels is: (a) to identify excessive aluminum intake or absorption in individual patients; or (b) to aid in recognition of accidental contamination of dialysate with aluminum. The recent reported accidental events with aluminum contamination of dialysate were often detected because neurological symptoms appeared in dialysis patients434,470,471, deaths often occurred before the source was identified or corrected. Under these circumstances, dialysate aluminum levels were markedly elevated (>200 µg/L). Although the dialysate aluminum levels were high, dialysate monitoring may not be frequent enough to detect a problem, as water aluminum levels can vary from day to day. Twice-yearly monitoring of serum aluminum would be capable of detecting the slow accumulation of aluminum from oral absorption or from “modest” dialysate contamination (dialysate aluminum levels of 20-40 µg/L). Indirect evidence can be derived from studies showing the increment of serum aluminum levels during the ingestion of aluminum gels or from studies of serum aluminum levels after the withdrawal of aluminum gels. These studies suggest that serum levels change very slightly over 2-3 weeks of ingesting aluminum gels (when there is no intake of citrate). A prospective, controlled study in children and young adults undergoing peritoneal dialysis166 with measurements of aluminum levels every 2 months showed a slow increase of basal (or unstimulated) serum aluminum from 22.4 ± 30 µg/L to 57.8 ± 13 µg/L after 12 months with intake of aluminum hydroxide, 30 mg/kg BW, a dose considered “safe” in children with CKD165; this contrasts to serum aluminum decreasing from 21.6 ± 2.3 to 13.2 ± 1.3 µg/L in the group given only calcium carbonate.166 In the aluminum-gel group, serum aluminum levels had increased significantly by 4 months (P < 0.05), and the levels differed from...
the group not ingesting aluminum gels ($P < 0.05$). These studies showed that “safe” and “low” aluminum hydroxide doses failed to prevent significant rises in serum PTH and alkaline phosphatase, and worsening of hyperparathyroid bone disease on repeat bone biopsy after 13 months. Such data suggest that measuring serum aluminum every 4 months would be capable of detecting increased aluminum burden from oral aluminum gels.

The changes in serum aluminum after withdrawal of aluminum gels provides information on how rapidly serum aluminum levels fall after they were known to be elevated. In 32 hemodialysis patients, serum aluminum fell from $105 \pm 21 \mu g/L$ to $34 \pm 11 \mu g/L$, 8 months after aluminum gels were stopped; the fall was slow with the magnitude of reduction being $-67.3 \pm 5.1\%$ of “baseline” after 8 months. In another study of individual serum aluminum values measured every 6 months in 13 patients, serum aluminum levels—ranging up to $66 \mu g/L$ while the patients received aluminum gels—fell below $20 \mu g/L$ at 6 months in all except one patient who “consumed large doses of Al(OH)$_3$.”

**Ingestion of Aluminum Gels and Aluminum Toxicity**

Is there a dose of aluminum gels that is effective and yet safe for long-term use? The safety of aluminum gels cannot be evaluated unless there is confidence that the dialysate contains no aluminum. The prevalence of aluminum-related bone disease has decreased markedly over the last 10-15 years in association with increased use of nonaluminum phosphate-binding agents in combination with purification of water used for dialysate. A large population study of 289 patients reported that the cumulative dose of aluminum is a continuous variable predicting the risk of aluminum bone disease compared to other bone pathology, based on a difference of total intake of 1 kg of aluminum hydroxide (equal to two Alucap™ capsules thrice daily for 1 year). One study of 17 patients with bone evaluated postmortem showed a close correlation ($r = 0.80$) between bone aluminum content and the cumulative intake of aluminum gels. Another report of 92 dialysis patients undergoing bone biopsy also showed a close relationship between bone aluminum content and total intake of Al(OH)$_3$ ($r = 0.83$); moreover, bone aluminum levels were trivially elevated above normal in the dialysis patients who never ingested aluminum gels. In these reports, the finding of aluminum bone disease was limited to patients with the greatest cumulative dose of aluminum gels; the latter is related to the duration of dialysis treatment. Among 253 Italian hemodialysis patients ingesting aluminum hydroxide, there was a relatively close association between serum aluminum levels and bone aluminum content; 93% of patients with serum aluminum levels $>60 \mu g/L$ had bone aluminum content $>60$ mg/kg BW. A study in children and young adults on CAPD showed evidence of aluminum accumulation based on the result of a DFO infusion test (using 40 mg/kg BW), after only 1 year of consuming a “low dose” of aluminum gels; thus, the increment of serum aluminum rose from $58 \pm 65 \mu g/L$ to $206 \pm 153 \mu g/L$. These data point to the risk of ingestion of aluminum gels for any length of time. If aluminum gels are ingested, care must be taken to avoid the concomitant intake of any compound containing citrate because of the profound effect of citrate to enhance aluminum absorption. Such intake is difficult to monitor since several over-the-counter preparations contain citrate (e.g., Alka-Seltzer™ or Citracal™); they can be consumed without any knowledge of those treating the patient.

**Monitoring Serum Aluminum and Recognition of Aluminum Toxicity**

One study reported monitoring serum aluminum twice yearly over a 4-year period, 1984-1987. There were 1,193 Belgian dialysis patients in dialysis units with “negligible aluminum contamination of dialysate”; from 1986 onward, water aluminum concentrations were constantly $<3 \mu g/L$. Data analysis involved individual measurements of serum aluminum rather than mean values for each patient. In a subset of 77 patients with bone biopsies, 31% demonstrated aluminum bone disease. With a cut-off serum aluminum of 60 $\mu g/L$, there was a sensitivity and specificity for detecting aluminum bone disease of 82% and 86%, respectively. Among the total group of patients, six were diagnosed with dialy-
sis encephalopathy, based on clinical features and EEG abnormalities. The median serum aluminum was 121 \mu g/L (range, 15-462 \mu g/L) in patients with dialysis encephalopathy compared to 42 \mu g/L (range 4-140 \mu g/L) in matched controls. Most patients had undergone dialysis for some time before these aluminum measurements were initiated.

**DFO Infusion Test as a Predictor of Aluminum Bone Disease**

Because of side-effects with the DFO test using doses of 20-40 mg/kg BW, such doses have been abandoned in favor of lower ones. In a study of patients from European countries, North Africa, and South America, DFO tests, both 10 mg/kg BW and 5 mg/kg BW, were given to 77 hemodialysis patients with bone biopsies. Both doses were given to 71 patients, with alternate order of giving the two doses. The indications for bone biopsy included a serum aluminum level above 60 \mu g/L or in those with serum aluminum below 60 \mu g/L, the presence of symptoms of osteodystrophy, radiological signs of osteodystrophy, or the need for calcitriol therapy or parathyroidectomy based on biochemical parameters. Based on a chemical aluminum content of bone >15 \mu g/g wet weight combined with positive aluminum staining (>0%), 57 patients were classified as having aluminum overload; 15 others were classified with aluminum bone disease based on aluminum staining >15% of bone surface and BFR reduced below normal. Using the DFO dose of 5 mg/kg BW, the combination of iPTH <150 pg/mL (150 ng/L) and an increment of serum aluminum >50 \mu g/L had a sensitivity of 87% and a specificity of 95% for detecting aluminum bone disease. Use of the 10 mg/kg DFO dose provided no additional benefit. Several studies evaluated low doses of DFO but did not compare the results to findings on bone biopsy. The increment of serum aluminum was evaluated after two DFO tests, 30 mg/kg, and a total dose of 500 mg, in 22 hemodialysis patients; the lower dose was as efficacious in detecting evidence of aluminum overload as the higher dose. Other reports utilized still lower doses of DFO: doses of 0.5, 2.5, and 5.0 mg/kg were each given to five patients with serum aluminum levels above 40 \mu g/L and the change in total and ultrafilterable aluminum measured after 44 hours. The total and ultrafilterable aluminum rose with each dose, suggesting a reliable test value of even the lowest dose. Another study described repeated use of doses of 0.5 mg/kg, demonstrating significant chelation of aluminum with this so-called minidose.

**LIMITATIONS**

The evidence that aluminum is absorbed from aluminum hydroxide and other aluminum-containing compounds is indirect; however, the methodology for measuring true aluminum absorption using a stable isotope and mass spectroscopy is very expensive, has limited availability, and is likely to be done in very small numbers of patients. The close relationship between the cumulative aluminum intake and the skeletal accumulation of aluminum, along with the reduced prevalence of aluminum bone disease as the use of aluminum gels has decreased, provides only indirect—but convincing—evidence to recommend that aluminum gels not be used as phosphate binders, except for a very short period of time.

The substantial reduction in prevalence of aluminum bone disease, and the apparent disappearance of this problem in dialysis units where aluminum gels are not used as phosphate binders, makes this a problem that may be disappearing.

Prospective comparison of aluminum gels and calcium-based phosphate binders was done in a small numbers of patients and was limited to a year of therapy. The studies that showed the close correlation between the quantity of aluminum ingested and that present in bone at postmortem or on biopsy were not prospective studies.

**CLINICAL APPLICATIONS**

Awareness of the various manifestations of aluminum toxicity by all health-care providers will allow early recognition of aluminum loading and aluminum toxicity in CKD patients. This will permit the earlier diagnosis and treatment of the syndromes of aluminum toxicity, thereby leading to reduced morbidity and disability. Use of the recommended low dose for the DFO test will minimize any risk of side-effects from the test. Such better safety should lead clinicians to
use the DFO test with more confidence in clinical conditions when it may be useful or necessary. Through proper monitoring of serum aluminum levels and the interpretation of these values, there will be earlier recognition of aluminum loading, with a greater ability to prevent the occurrence of aluminum toxicity.

**RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH**

Longitudinal studies with the measurement of serum aluminum at every 6 months from the very outset of dialysis, combined with a subsequent DFO test and bone biopsy in randomly selected patients and others chosen because serum aluminum levels rise $>40 \, \mu g/L$, could provide information on the “peak” aluminum levels at which there may be a risk of aluminum loading or the development of aluminum bone disease.

Limited long-term trials with very low doses of aluminum gels, which remain the most “potent” of phosphate binders, would be useful. Such doses, however, almost certainly would need to be combined with another type of phosphate-binding agent.

Large, prospective, long-term trials with the use of “low doses” of aluminum gels as phosphate binders would be useful. Those who remain convinced that low doses of aluminum are safe (and there remain some with this viewpoint) should seem compelled to design such trials to prove the point. Whether low doses of aluminum gels might be effective and safe when they are given in combination with continued “mini-doses” of DFO treatment would be useful to consider for a prospective trial, particularly with the growing concern about potential risks of calcium-based phosphate binders.
GUIDELINE 13. TREATMENT OF ALUMINUM TOXICITY

13.1 In all patients with baseline serum aluminum levels between 20-60 μg/L, a positive DFO test, or clinical symptoms consistent with aluminum toxicity (Guideline 12, Table 18) the source of aluminum should be identified and eliminated. (OPINION)

13.2 In symptomatic patients with serum aluminum levels >60 μg/L but <200 μg/L or increase in aluminum after DFO >50 μg/L, DFO should be given to treat the aluminum overload. (See Algorithm 8 and Algorithm 9.) (OPINION)

13.3 To avoid DFO-induced neurotoxicity in patients with serum aluminum >200 μg/L, DFO should not be given until the predialysis serum aluminum level has been reduced to <200 μg/L, which can be achieved by intensive dialysis with high-flux dialysis membrane and a dialysate aluminum level of <5 μg/L. (OPINION)

BACKGROUND

When dialysis encephalopathy and dialysis-related bone disease were first recognized, most patients had progressive disease with profound morbidity and very high mortality. The early cases arose, in large part, due to aluminum-contaminated dialysate. However, most patients were also receiving aluminum gels to control hyperphosphatemia, as it was then believed that little or none of the aluminum was absorbed. The first successful reversal of symptoms of dialysis encephalopathy were observed with DFO given in doses of 20-40 mg/kg for treating patients with aluminum-related bone disease. There was clinical and histological improvement; however, immediate side-effects affecting vision and mental status appeared in isolated patients, and there was concern about the use of DFO. More ominous was the appearance of rapidly progressive and fatal mucormycosis in dialysis patients who had been receiving DFO treatment. At about the same time, there was the introduction of calcium-based phosphate binders as well as widespread purification of water used for dialysate, so the prevalence of severe aluminum toxicity seemed to diminish. However, some aluminum toxicity still occurs and there remains a question of when and how chelation therapy with DFO should be used.

RATIONALE

Beneficial Effect of DFO Treatment on Aluminum Bone Disease and Other Features of Aluminum Toxicity

Long-term DFO treatment reduces the surface-stainable aluminum on trabecular bone.460,480-482 This is associated with an increase of BFR,460,480-482 and symptoms of proximal muscle weakness and bone pain commonly improve.480,484-485 Isolated reports have shown improved neurological symptoms in patients with dialysis encephalopathy.486-490 In these reports, DFO doses have varied from 1-6 g460,484 or, expressed in relation to body weight, 30-40 mg/kg BW per treatment.481,482,491 The treatment was given once weekly in some trials,460,485 and with each dialysis (thrice weekly) in others.481,482,491 In one study,460 the reduction of stainable aluminum and improved BFRs were substantially less in patients with an earlier parathyroidectomy than in those with intact parathyroid glands. Treatment with DFO was associated with improvement of anemia in some, but not all, patients.483,491,492

Side-Effects of DFO Treatment

Two serious problems associated with DFO therapy are: (a) the precipitation of acute aluminum neurotoxicity; and (b) the development of mucormycosis, which is commonly fatal.

Precipitation of acute aluminum neurotoxicity

When DFO is given to patients with very high serum aluminum levels (>200 μg/L), acute and fatal aluminum neurotoxicity has been precipitated440,441; this presumably occurs because aluminum is rapidly mobilized from various tissue stores.

Fatal mucormycosis in dialysis patients receiving DFO

In experimental infections with Mucor species, DFO administration markedly augments the growth and pathogenicity of the mucormycosis.493,494 When DFO is given, it chelates iron to
form feroxamine; the latter has a molecular weight of 714 Da and several dialysis treatments are needed to clear it from the circulation. Certain species of *Mucor*, with very low pathogenicity, exist widely in nature and are found on skin and mucous membranes; feroxamine enhances their growth and pathogenicity, thereby promoting the development of fatal disseminated or rhinocerebral mucormycosis in hemodialysis patients given DFO. Methods to avoid serious side-effects

In patients exposed to high dialysate aluminum levels or with high serum aluminum levels (>60 μg/L), the following scheme is recommended to reduce the risk of acute neurotoxicity:

The very first dose of DFO is withheld until serum aluminum levels are substantially reduced after total withdrawal of aluminum exposure—both from dialysate and from ingesting aluminum-
containing drugs. With serum aluminum levels >200 μg/L, daily hemodialysis should be done using high-flux membranes and dialysate aluminum concentration <5 μg/L. The first “low dose” DFO test (5 mg/kg) should be done only after 4–6 weeks of such treatment, with increment of serum aluminum determining the timing of subsequent DFO treatments. If the increment of aluminum is high (>300 μg/L), DFO treatments should be given via a peripheral vein, 5 hours before the next dialysis that uses a high-flux membrane; this allows for rapid removal of the DFO-aluminum complexes from the circulation and minimizes the duration of patient exposure to high concentrations of the DFO-aluminum chelate (aluminoxamine).

If the increment of serum aluminum after the first DFO test is <300 μg/L and no neurological
or ophthalmological symptoms appear, the DFO can be given over the last hour of dialysis, with the next dialysis done using a high-flux dialyzer, 44 hours later. The dose of DFO should be 5 mg/kg, with an expanded interval between treatments of 3-4 dialysis procedures using a high-flux hemodialysis membrane; this allows for more complete clearance of feroxamine from the circulation, reducing the risk of mucormycosis. Intravenous iron should be avoided while DFO is being given to limit the formation of feroxamine.465,493

Management of aluminum overload without symptoms

The proper management of aluminum overload in the absence of symptoms is not established. There have been “consensus” viewpoints that aluminum overload be treated with DFO497; however, there are no data to support this recommendation. When CKD Stage 5 patients with aluminum overload and high serum aluminum levels have aluminum gels withdrawn and they undergo dialysis with aluminum-free dialysate (<5 µg/L), serum aluminum levels fall substantially and progressively.166,244,472 Small numbers of patients with histomorphometric features of aluminum bone disease but without any musculoskeletal symptoms were treated as above; after 1 year, repeat bone biopsies showed a reduction of surface stainable aluminum and a rise in BFR consistent with reversal of aluminum bone disease.498,499 The exception was two patients who had previously undergone parathyroidectomy; in these patients, there was a modest reduction of surface-stainable aluminum but BFR did not improve to normal.499 These data suggest that DFO therapy may not be needed for the treatment of such patients.

STRENGTH OF EVIDENCE

Beneficial Effects of DFO Therapy

Several trials with DFO therapy showed a reduction of surface aluminum staining,460,481-484 and an increase in BFR,460,481,482,484 after treatment periods of 8-12 months. Meta-analysis of four trials that provided data on aluminum staining and three trials with BFR are shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9, respectively. The doses used were variable, ranging from 20-40 mg/kg; there are no data to indicate a benefit of thrice-weekly treatment compared to once-weekly. All these trials utilized standard dialysis membranes (probably cuprophane). The data on improvement of neurological features of dialysis encephalopathy involve many reports of small numbers of patients who received such treatment.486-490,500-502

Data on the most efficient means to clear DFO-bound aluminum from the circulation include dialysis using a high-flux membrane503 or hemoperfusion with a charcoal filter504; these methods remove aluminum more rapidly than standard dialysis using cuprophane membranes. A crossover study compared: a) the combination of charcoal perfusion combined with standard dialysis; b) dialysis using a high-flux membrane; and c) standard dialysis. The hemoperfusion/hemodialysis combination had a small advantage over the high-flux dialyzer,505 and standard dialysis was inferior to both. In this study, the removal of feroxamine (the DFO-iron complex) was far greater with either the high-flux dialyzer or the hemoperfusion/hemodialysis combination than with the standard cuprophane dialyzer. Other studies showed that either intraperitoneal or intramuscular administration of DFO was effective in augmenting aluminum removal in patients undergoing peritoneal dialysis.506,507 The intramuscular administration of DFO, as it is sometimes given in hematological disorders, may provide a convenient method 4-5 hours before dialysis when an intravenous route is not available.507

Experience with the “safe” long-term treatment with DFO is derived from an outbreak of marked aluminum loading due to aluminum contamination of water used to prepare the dialysate solution. A 6-month course of “low-dose” DFO treatment was used in 42 patients exposed to high dialysate aluminum.508 After neurological symptoms first appeared, but before the diagnosis of aluminum intoxication was made, 11 patients had died. Forty-two other patients were followed. All aluminum gels were stopped, a new reverse-osmosis system was installed, and an alternate water source was used (dialysate AI <2 µg/L). The initial basal aluminum levels were 506 ± 253 µg/L [mean ± SD; range, 104-1.257 µg/L]; hemodialysis was done for 4 hours, 6 days per week; charcoal hemoperfusion was combined with the dialysis weekly. (High-flux dialysis membranes, which had similar clear-
ance of DFO-stimulated aluminum as hemoperfusion, were not available.) After 4 weeks, the frequency of dialysis was reduced to thrice weekly with hemoperfusion once weekly.

After 6 weeks of such “intensive hemodialysis/hemoperfusion,” the basal serum aluminum fell from 506 ± 253 µg/L to 121 ± 46 µg/L (mean ± SD). The first DFO infusion test (5 mg/kg) was given during the last hour of dialysis; the increment of serum aluminum was 300 µg/L in 11 patients, seven of whom developed neurological symptoms (headache, hallucinations, or myoclonic jerks) and two developed ophthalmological symptoms (transiently blurred vision) after the DFO test; 30 patients had increments of serum aluminum <300 µg/L, only three of whom had developed neurological symptoms. These three symptomatic patients and the 11 patients with a post-DFO aluminum increment <300 µg/L received DFO treatment given via a periph-

![Fig 8. Individual Study and Summary Effect Sizes for the Effect of DFO Therapy on Bone Formation Rate](image)
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eral vein 5 hours before starting a hemodialysis/hemoperfusion session (Group 1). The other 27 patients (Group 2) received DFO (5 mg/kg) during the last hour of dialysis with a hemodialysis/hemoperfusion session done 44 hours later. The DFO treatments were given weekly in all patients. After 4 months, DFO was stopped for a 4-week “washout,” and the DFO test was repeated. If the basal serum aluminum was <60 μg/L and the increment after DFO was <50 μg/L, the DFO treatment was stopped (2/14 of Group I and 8/27 of Group 2). If the basal serum aluminum level or the increment exceeded these limits, DFO treatment was continued weekly for an additional 2 months. There have been no comparisons of different doses of DFO, although cross-over studies with single infusions and small short-term studies suggest that doses lower than 5 mg/kg may be useful.

Throughout this 6 months of DFO treatment, no neurological or ophthalmological symptoms appeared and the baseline serum aluminum gradually fell, as did the increment after DFO. There were significant increments in the mean cell volume (MCV) of RBCs and a modest rise in serum PTH levels in both groups.

**Mucormycosis and DFO Treatment**

Numerous case reports have described fulminating, fatal cases of systemic or rhinocerebral mucormycosis in dialysis patients being treated with DFO for aluminum toxicity, while reports of mucormycosis among dialysis patients not receiving DFO are unusual. An international registry collected 59 cases of mucormycosis among dialysis patients; among these, 78% had been treated with DFO for aluminum or iron overload. In this report, the mortality was 91%, the disorder was the disseminated or rhinocerebral variety in 75% of the cases, and a diagnosis of mucormycosis was made only at autopsy in 61%. Experimental infections with mucormycosis in animals demonstrated that DFO, and in particular feroxamine, augmented the pathogenicity of certain species of *Mucor* and prevented effective treatment with amphotericin B. Increased susceptibility to mucormycosis was found to occur because of persistence of significant concentrations of feroxamine, the iron chelate with DFO, in CKD patients given DFO. Such feroxamine is rapidly excreted by the kidneys of hematology patients treated with the drug, and mucormycosis has been very rare among DFO-treated hematology patients with normal kidney function. The clearance of feroxamine by a standard dialyzer is quite low, and three to four dialysis treatments may be required to clear this substance from the blood.

With proper water purification and reduction in the intake of aluminum gels, the incidence of aluminum bone disease and other features of aluminum toxicity has decreased substantially. Over the same period, there have been trials utilizing much lower doses of DFO to treat aluminum toxicity. Also, there appeared to be fewer cases of mucormycosis in 1986-1989 as the DFO usage decreased. For a recent review of mucormycosis, an attempt was made to locate cases that had occurred over the last 10 years; in communications with various individuals in Belgium, Spain, Portugal, and the U.S. with interest in aluminum toxicity and use of DFO, no recent cases of mucormycosis associated with DFO therapy could be identified.

Attention has been given to methods that utilize DFO in a manner that reduces its risk. By reducing the time between the administration of DFO and the next dialysis, and by doing the dialysis with a highly permeable membrane, both feroxamine and the aluminum chelate, aluminoxamine, are removed more effectively. Hemoperfusion with a sorbent cartridge has also been very effective; however, such cartridges are not presently available in the U.S. In addition, there has been a reduction of the DFO dose from 20-40 mg/kg to 5-10 mg/kg, with the DFO dose given 4-6 hours before the next dialysis, along with the use of a high-flux or highly permeable dialysis membrane and/or the use of a sorbent system. DFO should only be given every 7-10 days, with three to four dialysis procedures between each dose of DFO. With attention to prevention of aluminum toxicity by curtailing the administration of aluminum-containing drugs and attention to proper water purification, the incidence of aluminum toxicity is now much lower than it was 10-15 years ago. It has not been possible to identify patients who have developed mucormycosis when these newer protocols have been followed.
LIMITATIONS

The trials showing beneficial effects of DFO treatment on bone biopsies and symptoms of aluminum bone disease were done several years ago when symptomatic aluminum bone disease was common, and most used DFO in doses of 20-40 mg/kg BW. Despite this, the numbers of patients in prospective trials were relatively small; also, because of the severity of the disorder and poor prognosis in untreated patients, there were no controlled trials. In a small trial of asymptomatic patients found to have biopsy evidence of aluminum bone disease, there was reduced surface staining of aluminum and increased bone formation when all exposure to aluminum was eliminated.499 There is evidence in one trial that the use of DFO in a dose of 5 mg/kg is effective in lowering basal serum aluminum. The largest trial represented acute marked aluminum loading, and neurological rather than skeletal disease was the major risk. Fourteen patients who were not treated died, and there was only one death (due to hyperkalemia) among 42 patients who followed the recommended protocol.434 Small studies suggest that doses of DFO as low as 1 mg/kg and 0.5 mg/kg can raise the ultrafilterable aluminum in serum, so such aluminum can be removed by dialysis, but there are no long-term data documenting the effectiveness of such low doses.

With regard to the safety of using low doses of DFO, the reduced frequency of its administration to once weekly, and use of high-flux dialyzers to minimize the increased susceptibility to mucormycosis, the evidence is only indirect. It has not been possible to find any cases of mucormycosis with this schema. If no new cases of fatal mucormycosis appear, this will be presumptive evidence of the effectiveness of the preventive measures.

The management of dialysis patients with “asymptomatic aluminum loading” has not been carefully evaluated, and the recommendation of treating such patients with DFO497 has not been critically evaluated. There was a small number of dialysis patients with elevated serum aluminum levels and histological features of aluminum bone disease, who had repeat biopsies approximately 12 months after all aluminum was withdrawn.498,499 The close association between the reduction of surface stainable aluminum and the improvement of bone formation and mineralization rate499 is consistent with a “cause and effect” relationship. Whether such patients would have had greater improvement after receiving DFO treatment is uncertain. The lack of improvement of bone formation in the patients with earlier parathyroidectomy499 is consistent with failure of bone histomorphometry to improve in DFO-treated patients with symptomatic aluminum bone disease.460

CLINICAL APPLICATIONS

The proper and early identification and treatment of aluminum toxicity, even that occurring accidentally via unusual contamination of dialysate or water, is now possible and safe using the low doses of DFO that are recommended. Although prevention of aluminum toxicity is greatly preferred, the early recognition and initiation of aggressive treatment might reduce the very high mortality associated with acute aluminum neurotoxicity when patients are seen in the early phases and treated with daily, high-efficiency dialysis until it is safe to begin DFO treatment. A clinician’s fear of using DFO, based entirely on problems that occurred with use of DFO in doses of 20-40 mg/kg, should give way to the timely use of DFO when it is needed using a “safe” dose of 5 mg/kg, followed by dialysis using a high-efficiency dialysis membrane. These precautions are designed to minimize any risk of side-effects of the DFO treatment.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH

With the great reduction of incidences of aluminum toxicity, large clinical trials to evaluate its treatment are not likely to occur or to be possible. Some nephrologists still believe that certain “low doses” of aluminum gels are indeed both safe and effective to control serum phosphorus levels. It would be well to establish long-term, prospective trials in such patients to assess the safety of the treatment in comparison to other nonaluminum-based phosphate binders. There is little doubt that aluminum-based phosphate binders are more potent and effective in binding dietary phosphate, in comparison to similar doses of other phosphate-binding agents.174

Very small and uncontrolled trials indicate that it is possible to give aluminum-based
binders combined with very small doses of DFO (<1 mg/kg), and the investigators reported a slow, gradual reduction of serum aluminum levels during such treatment. Others have shown that DFO in doses of 0.5-1.0 mg/kg increases the ultrafilterable (and hence the dialyzable) level of serum aluminum in dialysis patients with elevated serum aluminum levels. These data provide the background for a potential prospective trial that could test the safety and effectiveness of aluminum gels combined with repeated, very low doses of DFO in comparison to other nonaluminum-based phosphate binders.

Investigators with interest in aluminum toxicity and its treatment need to collect additional series and cases where the DFO is given in “low” doses of 5 mg/kg BW or even less. Recognizing whether cases of mucormycosis will be seen with such doses and use of high-efficiency dialyzers is also needed.

In a population with substantial numbers of patients with aluminum overload and minimal symptoms, controlled trials comparing total aluminum withdrawal with DFO treatment would be worthwhile to prove the advantage of DFO treatment over total withdrawal of exposure to aluminum.
GUIDELINE 14. TREATMENT OF BONE DISEASE IN CKD

The treatment of bone disease in CKD is based on its specific type. This Guideline encompasses three parts: Guideline 14A deals with high-turnover bone disease; Guideline 14B with rickets/osteomalacia; and Guideline 14C with adynamic bone disease.

GUIDELINE 14A. HYPERPARATHYROID (HIGH-TURNOVER) BONE DISEASE

14A.1 In CKD patients who have serum PTH levels >70 pg/mL (Stages 2-3) or >110 pg/mL (Stage 4), dietary phosphate intake should be modified according to Guidelines 5 and 6, and dietary calcium should be modified according to Guideline 7. Nutritional vitamin D insufficiency or deficiency should be corrected according to Guideline 8. If a repeat 1st PTH-IMA after 3 months of dietary intervention shows that PTH levels remain elevated, then patients should be treated with calcitriol or 1-α-vitamin D2 (EVIDENCE), to prevent or ameliorate high-turnover bone disease.

14A.2 In CKD Stage 5 patients who have elevated serum PTH levels (>300 pg/mL) despite modification of dietary phosphate intake according to Guidelines 5 and 6, calcitriol or 1-α-vitamin D2 (EVIDENCE) should be used to reverse the bone features of hyperparathyroidism (i.e., high-turnover bone disease).

BACKGROUND

In the untreated patient, studies in adults and children with CKD Stage 5 have shown that high-turnover bone disease is often associated with serum levels of PTH >300 pg/mL. High-turnover bone disease may also be seen at similar PTH values despite treatment with daily low-dose calcitriol or intermittent high-dose calcitriol therapy in CKD Stage 5.

RATIONALE

The understanding of bone disease in CKD has evolved dramatically over the years. The recognition that hyperparathyroidism is a complication of kidney failure may predate by many years the initiation of dialysis treatment. Early studies of osteodystrophy focused largely on understanding the pathophysiology and the prevention of severe hyperparathyroid bone disease. The development of more specific 1st PTH-IMA facilitated more accurate classification of the different forms of renal osteodystrophy.

LIMITATIONS

See the corresponding section in Guidelines 8A and 8B. There are no published data on the correlation between PTH levels and bone histology in children with CKD Stages 2-4. At this time, there are no data to support the use of bisphosphonates in children with renal osteodystrophy (see Guideline 16).

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH

Studies are needed to evaluate the changes in bone histology, iPTH, and PTH fragments with the available vitamin D analogs and other therapeutic approaches for the treatment of renal osteodystrophy. The relationship among iPTH, PTH fragments, vitamin D therapies, and linear growth needs to be established in children with CKD. The influence of GH in osteodystrophy is incompletely known at this time and needs further study. Randomized clinical trials should be conducted in order to determine the effects of vitamin D therapies on bone histology and growth in children on maintenance dialysis.

GUIDELINE 14B. RICKETS/OSTEOMALACIA

14B.1 Rickets and osteomalacia due to aluminum toxicity should be prevented in dialysis patients by maintaining aluminum concentration in dialysate fluid at <10 μg/L and by avoiding the use of aluminum-containing compounds. (OPINION)

14B.2 Rickets and osteomalacia due to vitamin D deficiency should be treated according to Guideline 7. (EVIDENCE)

14B.3 Rickets and osteomalacia due to hypophosphatemia should be treated with neutral sodium phosphate salts. Concomitant active vitamin D therapy should be considered. See Guidelines 7 and 8. (EVIDENCE)
BACKGROUND
As aluminum accumulates on bone surfaces, it impairs bone formation, leading to either rickets, osteomalacia, or adynamic bone disease. Since this was recognized and aluminum exposure curtailed, osteomalacia has largely disappeared. However, patients may still be seen with this problem and its diagnosis and treatment need to be understood. If osteomalacia is found in the absence of aluminum, it is often related to pre-existing tubular defects of phosphate depletion, or vitamin D$_2$ or D$_3$ deficiency. While the incidence of aluminum bone disease has been greatly reduced it still may occur and its diagnosis and treatment should be addressed. Osteomalacia may occur in the absence of aluminum exposure and is often related to hypophosphatemia or vitamin D deficiency.

RATIONALE
In the late 1970s, it was documented that rickets or osteomalacia occurred in patients with CKD secondary to aluminum intoxication. The clinical manifestations in children include bone pain, bone deformities, deranged mineral ion homeostasis, and reduced linear growth. In children, aluminum toxicity may cause neurological manifestations, including seizures, microcephaly, development delays, and encephalopathy. When marked aluminum loading occurs, brain abnormalities develop which, if untreated, are usually lethal. Treatment with a chelating agent, such as DFO, may improve patients’ bone disease and neurological abnormalities in children with CKD. Rickets and osteomalacia occur in children with CKD in the absence of aluminum intoxication. The avoidance of aluminum has largely eliminated aluminum-related osteomalacia as a clinical problem in the dialysis population. Occasionally, dialysis patients may present with osteomalacia not associated with aluminum intoxication. This may be due to vitamin D deficiency, hypophosphatemia or metabolic acidosis, drugs (inducers of cytochrome P450 pathways), alcohol, calcium and/or phosphate deficiency, or other toxins.

STRENGTH OF EVIDENCE
There is compelling evidence of the role of aluminum in the development of rickets and osteomalacia. For detailed discussion, see the corresponding sections in Guidelines 11 and 12.

LIMITATIONS
Due to the severe clinical outcome of osteomalacia and other complications resulting from aluminum toxicity, no placebo-controlled studies of its treatment are possible.

CLINICAL APPLICATION
A DFO challenge test (see Guidelines 12 and 13) can often identify aluminum overload, but is not specific for the presence of bone lesions. The diagnosis of bone aluminum accumulation and its associated histological derangements requires a bone biopsy (see Guideline 12). Treatment approaches to nonaluminum-related osteomalacia need to be tailored according to the underlying mechanism. Treatment should be continued until clinical laboratory indicators of osteomalacia and the associated metabolic acidosis have disappeared.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH
Aluminum accumulation in bone has become much less frequent as the use of aluminum-containing phosphate binders has declined. Unfortunately, the calcium-based binders which have largely replaced aluminum-containing phosphate binders may be associated with calcium overload, hypercalcemia, and vascular calcification. Studies need to evaluate the safety and efficacy of non-metal-containing phosphate binders.

GUIDELINE 14C. ADYNAMIC BONE DISEASE

14C.1 In CKD Stage 5, adynamic bone disease not related to aluminum (as determined either by bone biopsy or suggested by PTH < 150 pg/mL) should be treated by allowing serum levels of PTH to rise in order to increase bone turnover. (OPINION)

14C.1.a The increase in PTH levels can be accomplished by discontinuing treatment with activated vitamin D analogs, decreasing or eliminating the use of calcium-based phosphate binders, reducing the dialysate calcium concen-
RATIONALE

With the use of high-dose calcium salts for phosphate binding, and more frequent and aggressive vitamin D treatment, adynamic bone lesions have become increasingly common as demonstrated by bone histomorphometric studies.\textsuperscript{514} The disease has been ascribed to insufficient levels of PTH ($<150$ pg/mL in patients with CKD Stage 5) due to the use of active vitamin D analogs, chronic positive calcium in excess of that needed for growth, or following subtotal parathyroidectomy.\textsuperscript{22,327,515}

Although blood levels of PTH ($<150$ pg/mL) strongly suggest the presence of adynamic bone disease, adynamic bone disease may occur at higher levels of PTH often associated with hypercalcemia or hyperphosphatemia. Bone biopsy may therefore be required to establish or rule out the diagnosis of adynamic bone disease. Accumulating data in adults with CKD Stage 5 suggest that evidence for adynamic bone disease by histology is not benign. In this dialysis population, there is a four-fold increase in hip fracture risk compared to the general population.\textsuperscript{516,517}

Age, duration of dialysis, female sex, and diabetes appear to confer an increased risk for fracture in such patients. In children with CKD Stage 5, the clinical manifestations of adynamic bone disease are not well characterized. The single study in children that included bone histomorphology demonstrated that adynamic bone disease in the setting of high-dose calcitriol therapy was associated with impaired linear growth.\textsuperscript{518}

The relatively inert, adynamic bone does not allow an appropriate deposition of calcium into bone and thus leads to impaired regulation of blood calcium. Because of the inability to deposit calcium into bone, calcium loading (for example, by oral calcium-containing phosphate binders or by loading through dialysate calcium) often leads to marked hypercalcemia. In addition, with the failure of the bone to accrue calcium, other tissues such as the vascular system become vulnerable to its accumulation in the form of metastatic calcification. Indeed, it has been demonstrated that a greater degree of arterial calcification in those patients with adynamic osteodystrophy is also evident in patients with low bone turnover.\textsuperscript{373}

STRENGTH OF EVIDENCE

Calcium kinetic studies clearly show that adult CKD Stage 5 patients with adynamic bone disease have decreased calcium accretion in bone, despite the fact that intestinal calcium absorption is similar in these patients and those with high bone turnover.\textsuperscript{207} There are no controlled studies on treatment of adynamic bone disease, though its consequences are troublesome. Indeed, more severe growth retardation has been described in those children that developed adynamic bone after treatment with calcium-containing binders and intermittent calcitriol therapy. Recommendations for therapy should be of the current understanding of the pathogenetic mechanisms of the bone abnormalities as well as the abnormalities of the growth plate described in experimental models of adynamic bone.

Bone densitometry and its relationship to fracture is incompletely defined in adult CKD Stage 5 patients, though data continue to suggest that bone density is reduced and fracture rates increased. In the healthy population, there is a strong association between decreased bone density and fractures. While adult patients with osteoporosis and normal renal function benefit from treatment with intermittent PTH injections, it is not clear whether this approach would be effective in the context of CKD Stage 5. Furthermore, treatment with daily PTH injections should not be pursued in pediatric patients with CKD due to the risk of osteosarcoma, which was observed in rats treated intermittently with extremely high doses of synthetic PTH (see package insert, Forteo™, Lilly Laboratories).
LIMITATIONS

Much of the data described above suggest a relationship between relatively low PTH levels, bone mass, and low bone turnover in the adult dialysis population, leading to an increased risk for fractures. In addition, a greater degree of arterial calcifications has been described in adult patients treated with hemodialysis and adynamic bone. However, there are no published data of increased fracture rate in children, but adynamic bone disease appears to be associated with further impairment in longitudinal growth in children with CKD Stage 5 after treatment with calcium-containing binders and intermittent calcitriol therapy.312

CLINICAL APPLICATION

Adynamic bone should be treated by increasing bone turnover by allowing the serum PTH concentration to rise to 200-300 pg/mL. This can best be accomplished by discontinuation of the use of active vitamin D analogs and lowering doses of calcium-based phosphate binders as described in Guideline 8. The lowering of bath calcium (1.0-2.0 mEq/L) has also been suggested as a possible approach. One published study of this therapy in a small number of adult patients undergoing peritoneal dialysis did lead to a substantial increase in PTH levels366; however, this approach must be considered experimental at this point. Furthermore, the use of non-calcium, non-metal containing phosphate binders should be considered in those patients especially with evidence of vascular calcifications, in order to diminish the potential role of the exogenous calcium load in its progression.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH

The long-term safety of lower dialysate calcium concentration for treatment of adynamic bone disease needs to be carefully studied. The use of new phosphate binders should be carefully studied in pediatric patients with CKD. Moreover, agents with a potential to increase bone turnover such as rhGH or PTH need to be studied for the treatment of adynamic bone disease in children with CKD Stage 5. Manipulation of the calcium receptor with either calcilytics (which stimulate PTH release and are not yet FDA approved) or calcimimetics (which suppress PTH, but may lead to intermittent PTH release) may also become an important therapeutic approach.
GUIDELINE 15. PARATHYROIDECTOMY IN PATIENTS WITH CKD

15.1 Parathyroidectomy should be considered in patients with severe hyperparathyroidism (persistent serum levels of PTH >1,000 pg/mL [1,000 ng/L]), and disabling bone deformities associated with hypercalcemia and/or hyperphosphatemia that are refractory to medical therapy. (OPINION)

15.2 Effective surgical therapy of severe hyperparathyroidism can be accomplished by subtotal parathyroidectomy or total parathyroidectomy with parathyroid tissue autotransplantation. (EVIDENCE)

15.2a Total parathyroidectomy probably is not the procedure of choice in patients who may subsequently receive a kidney transplant, since the subsequent control of serum calcium levels may be problematic.

15.3 In patients who undergo parathyroidectomy the following should be done:

15.3.a In the 72 hours prior to parathyroidectomy, consideration should be given to administration of calcitriol or other active vitamin D sterols, to lessen postoperative hypocalcemia.

15.3.b The blood level of ionized calcium should be measured every 4-6 hours for the first 24 hours after surgery, and then less frequently until less stable. (OPINION)

15.3.c If the level of ionized calcium falls below normal (<1 mM or <4 mg/dL, corresponding to corrected total calcium of 7.2 mg/dL [1.80 mmol/L]), a calcium gluconate infusion should be initiated at a rate of 1-2 mg elemental calcium per kilogram body weight per hour and adjusted to maintain an ionized calcium in the normal range (1.15-1.36 mM or 4.6-5.4 mg/dL). (OPINION) A 10-mL ampule of 10% calcium gluconate contains 90 mg of elemental calcium.

15.3.d The calcium infusion should be gradually reduced when the level of ionized calcium attains the normal range and remains stable. (OPINION)

15.3.e When oral intake is possible, the patient should receive elemental calcium 1-2 g, three times a day, as well as calcitriol 1-2 μg/day, and these therapies should be adjusted as necessary to maintain the level of ionized calcium in the normal range. (OPINION)

15.3.f If the patient was receiving phosphate binders prior to surgery, this therapy may need to be discontinued or reduced as dictated by the levels of serum phosphorus. (OPINION)

15.4 Imaging of parathyroid glands with 99Tc-Sestamibi scan, ultrasound, CT scan, or Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) should be done prior to re-exploration parathyroid surgery. (OPINION)

BACKGROUND

Hyperparathyroidism is a common complication of CKD that results in significant morbidity and warrants monitoring and therapy throughout the course of kidney disease. The cornerstones of the treatment of hyperparathyroidism include dietary phosphate restriction, the use of phosphate binders, correction of hypocalcemia, and the use of vitamin D sterols. While the majority of patients can be controlled in this way, medical therapy is not always successful in achieving adequate control of 2° HPT. Accordingly, some patients require surgical parathyroidectomy to correct the problem. Hyperparathyroidism is currently most often assessed using PTH measurements from 1st PTH-IMA. Newer assays which are more specific for the PTH 1-84 molecule have been developed, and are becoming available, but warrant further study of their clinical utility.

RATIONALE

While medical therapy is often effective for the control of hyperparathyroidism, surgical
therapy can provide effective reductions in the serum levels of PTH. In general, it is felt that surgical parathyroidectomy is indicated in the presence of severe hyperparathyroidism associated with hypercalcemia, which precludes further approaches with medical therapy, and/or hyperphosphatemia which also may preclude medical therapy with vitamin D sterols. The presence and magnitude of the disabling bone deformities should be an additional consideration in the decision for parathyroidectomy. (See Table 1 in Introduction.) In these circumstances, surgical ablation of the parathyroid glands can provide effective therapy. The efficacy of surgical parathyroidectomy is well documented.519-525 An additional indication for surgical parathyroidectomy is the presence of calciphylaxis with PTH levels that are elevated (>500 pg/mL [55.0 pmol/L]), as there are several reports of clinical improvement in patients with calciphylaxis after such therapy. It is important to emphasize, however, that not all patients with calciphylaxis have high levels of PTH, and parathyroidectomy—in the absence of documented hyperparathyroidism—should not be undertaken.

There are many variations on the procedure performed to accomplish surgical parathyroidectomy, which include subtotal or total parathyroidectomy, with or without implantation of parathyroid tissue (usually in the forearm). All of these methods can result in satisfactory outcomes, and no one technique appears to provide superior outcomes.519-525 Accordingly, the choice of procedure may be at the discretion of the surgeons involved. It is important to emphasize that, if reimplantation of parathyroid tissue is considered, a portion of the smallest parathyroid gland (i.e., one less likely to have severe nodular hyperplasia) should be reimplanted. It would be helpful if noninvasive assessments of parathyroid function or of parathyroid mass were available that could predict whether medical therapy would be helpful. There is insufficient evidence at the present time to support this approach, although there are some preliminary suggestions that this might be helpful.526 Parathyroid imaging is not usually required, preoperatively, although it may be helpful in cases where re-exploration is required, such as persistent hypercalcemia or recurrent hyperparathyroidism.527-529 Of the methods used, 99Tc-sestamibi with or without subtraction techniques appears to have the highest sensitivity, although MRI, CT, and ultrasound have also been regarded to be useful.526-528,530-538

**STRENGTH OF EVIDENCE**

The indications for surgical parathyroidectomy are not well defined and there are no studies to define absolute biochemical criteria which would predict whether medical therapy will not be effective and surgery is required to control the hyperparathyroidism. There has been some suggestion that those patients with large parathyroid mass might fail attempts at medical therapy and, therefore, assessments of parathyroid mass with ultrasonographic or radionuclide techniques could conceivably be useful as a predictor of efficacy of medical therapy. Unfortunately, there is insufficient evidence to support this at the present time.

The type of surgery performed has been variable and, while subtotal parathyroidectomy or total parathyroidectomy with or without autotransplantation have all been shown to be successful, there are no comparative studies. Efficacy and recurrence rates are all comparable. There is some concern that total parathyroidectomy may not be suitable for patients who will receive a kidney transplant since the control of serum calcium levels may be difficult following kidney transplantation.

While some advocate parathyroid imaging for re-exploration surgery and have shown it to be useful in some cases, others do not feel that it is necessary. There are no studies comparing the results with and without preoperative imaging.

An alternative to surgical removal of parathyroid glands has recently been introduced in which parathyroid tissue is ablated by direct injection of alcohol into the parathyroid gland under ultrasound guidance. Additional long-term studies with this technique are needed to evaluate its role in long-term therapy.539

**LIMITATIONS**

In the absence of firm criteria for surgery, the use of different operations, the use of parathyroidectomy in limited, selected groups of patients, limited follow-up, and heterogeneity of the patients studied, it is difficult to
provide conclusive guidelines to address this complication of CKD.

CLINICAL APPLICATIONS

Clearly, hyperparathyroidism is a frequent complication of CKD which requires monitoring and therapy. Many cases can be managed with phosphate control, calcium supplementation, and the use of vitamin D sterols. Some, however, fail these measures and therefore, surgical ablation becomes an option which can effectively control the overactivity of the parathyroid, although recurrence rates are high. There are no data about the use of calcimimetics in children with CKD Stage 5.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH

The monitoring and control of hyperparathyroidism remains a difficult problem and further information is needed in several areas. Correlations of PTH values with bone histology are necessary in the current era. New PTH assays need to be evaluated for their clinical utility. The appropriate target values for PTH that are achieved by medical therapy need to be defined and related to bone histology. The appropriate target values for PTH during the course of CKD at various stages of kidney dysfunction need to be defined. Comparative studies of medical and surgical therapy would be of interest. Novel approaches to the control of hyperparathyroidism will be forthcoming with calcimimetic agents.
GUIDELINE 16. METABOLIC ACIDOSIS

16.1 In CKD Stages 1-5, the serum level of total CO₂ should be measured.
16.1.a The frequency of these measurements should be based on the stage of CKD as shown in Table 19. (OPINION)

16.2 In patients > 2 years of age, serum levels of total CO₂ should be maintained at ≥ 22 mEq/L (22 mmol/L); in neonates and young infants below age two, serum levels of total CO₂ should be maintained at ≥ 20 mEq/L (20 mmol/L). (EVIDENCE) If necessary, supplemental alkali salts should be given to achieve this goal. Elevation of the bicarbonate concentration in the hemodialysis bath is an additional or alternative strategy. (OPINION)

BACKGROUND

Acidosis is a common component of many diseases of the kidney that affect the proximal or distal tubules, and is often present even when glomerular function is relatively intact (CKD Stages 1-2). Such diseases include inherited and genetic tubulopathies or acquired dysfunction of the tubules through, for example, the presence of obstructive uropathies or recurrent pyelonephritis. As glomerular function declines, acidosis may become more common and is uniformly present in CKD Stages 4-5. There is a developmental regulation of serum bicarbonate, such that values of ≥ 20 mEq/L (20 mmol/L) are normal for neonates and infants below two years of age, and values of 22 mEq/L (22 mmol/L) represent the lower limit of normal after age 2 years.

Chronic metabolic acidosis is a major component of the linear growth failure associated with CKD in infants and children with relatively preserved GFR. The mechanisms whereby acidosis blunts linear growth involve its effects on bone mineral on the growth hormone-IGF-I axis, and on renal synthesis of 1,25-(OH)₂D, among others.

Classical studies in humans demonstrated the powerful effect of chronic metabolic acidosis, induced experimentally or resulting from CKD, on the loss of bone mineral. Experimental studies performed largely in animals fed excess mineral acid, or bone organ cultures exposed to varying pH environments, have investigated mechanisms whereby chronic metabolic acidosis alters bone composition. Chronic metabolic acidosis produces a change in the ionic composition of bone, with net reductions in apatite, sodium, and potassium. Cellular functions within bone are changed by chronic metabolic acidosis, such that matrix gene expression associated with osteoblastic activity is inhibited, while osteoclastic activities are increased. Additionally, the trophic effects of the growth hormone-IGF-I axis on bone growth and structure are blunted with chronic metabolic acidosis. Chronic metabolic acidosis reduces the kidney proximal tubule synthesis of 1,25(OH)₂D, and may thereby limit the supply of calcium absorbed from the diet. Chronic metabolic acidosis alters the homeostatic relationships between blood ionized calcium, PTH, and 1,25(OH)₂D such that bone dissolution is exaggerated.

Chronic metabolic acidosis contributes, in part, to the renal osteodystrophy in patients with CKD. Rickets is the most common manifestation of chronic metabolic acidosis in the bone of children with CKD Stages 1-3. The rickets may be cured by provision of alkali salts in some cases, but require supplemental vitamin D or its analogs in others. In adults,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CKD Stage</th>
<th>GFR Range</th>
<th>Frequency of Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>&gt; 90</td>
<td>At least every 12 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>60-89</td>
<td>At least every 12 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>30-59</td>
<td>At least every 6 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>15-29</td>
<td>At least every 3 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>&lt; 15</td>
<td>At least every 3 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dialysis</td>
<td>At least every month</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 19. Frequency for Measurement of Serum Levels of Total CO₂
bone fractures are a relatively common manifestation of chronic metabolic acidosis. More recent studies in adults have demonstrated a reduction in bone mineral density, and in BFRs, by dynamic histomorphometry.\textsuperscript{540} Additional histomorphometric analyses of bone in patients with forms of chronic metabolic acidosis are quite limited, and remain controversial. Linear growth in children is reduced by chronic metabolic acidosis and successful treatment restores linear growth potential.\textsuperscript{541}

**RATIONALE**

There is scant evidence per se, in patients with kidney failure (adult or pediatric) and undergoing maintenance dialysis, that either amelioration or improvement of renal osteodystrophy occurs through elimination of chronic metabolic acidosis. However, a cross-sectional study of 76 adult patients studied with percutaneous, transiliac bone biopsy demonstrated that those with a normal biopsy result had a serum bicarbonate level $\geq 23$ mM while those with either mild or advanced mixed osteodystrophy had serum bicarbonate levels $< 20$ mM.\textsuperscript{542} It appears that the absence of acidosis renders therapy of renal osteodystrophy with a vitamin D metabolite more effective. Correction of metabolic acidosis allows normalization of linear growth in children with isolated renal tubular acidosis.\textsuperscript{541}

**CLINICAL APPLICATIONS**

Measurement and monitoring of the serum bicarbonate level is warranted in patients with proximal or distal tubulopathies or acquired tubulo-interstitial renal disease (such as from obstructive uropathies or recurrent pyleonephritis) regardless of glomerular filtration rates, in CKD Stages 1-5, and with maintenance dialysis. Measures to keep the bicarbonate level $\geq 22$ mM (20 mM for the neonate and young infant below two years of age) are warranted for improvement in bone histology, and to improve linear growth. The clinician is reminded that the use of exogenous alkali salts containing citrate increases the absorption of aluminum in patients, and should be avoided as GFR declines into CKD Stage 3 and below (see Guideline 12).

**RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH**

Areas for future research into the effects of chronic metabolic acidosis and renal osteodystrophy include a fuller understanding of the calcium-vitamin D-PTH and the growth hormone-IGF-I axes in humans with CKD at the level of bone, especially at the growth plate. The role of newer therapeutic agents for treatment of osteoporosis in adults, such as bisphosphonates, selective estrogen-receptor modulators, or isoflavones in patients with CKD, with or without chronic metabolic acidosis, remains unknown.
GUIDELINE 17. BONE DISEASE IN THE PEDIATRIC KIDNEY TRANSPLANT RECIPIENT

17.1 Serum levels of calcium, phosphorus, total CO₂ and PTH should be monitored following kidney transplantation. (OPINION)

17.1.a The frequency of these measurements should be at least as often as shown in Table 20. (OPINION)

17.1.b Six months after transplantation, the frequency of measurements should follow the recommendations of Table 2, Guideline 1, depending on the stage of CKD.

17.2 The care of osteodystrophy in kidney transplant patients reaching CKD Stage 2 and below should follow the guidelines established for native CKD. (OPINION)

17.3 Kidney transplant recipients who develop persistent hypophosphatemia (below the age-appropriate lower limits) should be treated with phosphate supplementation. (OPINION)

17.4 To minimize bone mass loss and osteonecrosis, the lowest effective dose of glucocorticoids should be used. (OPINION)

BACKGROUND

Successful renal transplantation corrects many of the underlying abnormalities contributing to bone disease in children with CKD. However, hypophosphatemia, pre-existing hyperparathyroidism, and glucocorticoid therapy may impair healing of renal bone disease and lead to bone loss. In addition, progressive damage to the transplanted kidney will result in CKD and bone and mineral disorders comparable to the effects of CKD in the native kidney. Therefore, the kidney transplant recipient is at risk for multifactorial, progressive bone disease.

Hypophosphatemia

Hypophosphatemia is a frequent, early complication of renal transplantation. The primary cause is increased urinary phosphate loss and persistent hyperparathyroidism. A recent series in adults demonstrated that as many as 93% of patients develop moderate to severe hypophosphatemia (serum phosphate concentration 0.9–2.25 mg/dL), an average of 5 weeks following transplantation. In the setting of good allograft function, gradual decreases in serum PTH and improvements in allograft tubular function result in normalization of serum phosphate concentrations within months. Hypophosphatemia may persist as a late complication in patients with prolonged hyperparathyroidism. Numerous adult studies have demonstrated incomplete resolution of hyperparathyroidism and persistently increased bone turnover in long-term recipients with good renal function.

Corticosteroid-Induced Osteopenia

The pathogenesis of corticosteroid-induced bone loss is multifactorial and has been reviewed extensively in the adult literature. The primary mechanism of glucocorticoid-induced osteopenia is decreased bone formation by osteoblasts due to a decreased work rate and a decreased active life span of osteoblasts. Animal data from a rat model suggest that cyclosporine may induce a high-turnover osteopenia with loss of trabecular bone, potentially compounding the bone toxicities of glucocorticoid therapy and hyperparathyroidism. It is well-recognized that corticosteroids result in rapid loss of trabecular bone in adults; however, the effects of corticosteroids, cyclosporin A and tacrolimus on trabecular and cortical bone mineral accretion during growth are not known.

Table 20. Frequency of Measurement of Calcium, Phosphorus, PTH, and Total CO₂ after Kidney Transplantation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>First Week</th>
<th>First 2 Months</th>
<th>From 2-6 months</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calcium</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorus</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTH</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>Once at one month, thereafter optional</td>
<td>Optional if normal initially</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total CO₂</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Every 1 week</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RATIONALE

Hypophosphatemia

Severe hypophosphatemia may result in hemolytic anemia, impaired cardiac contractility and respiratory insufficiency. Therefore, it is common practice to supplement with oral phosphate salts in patients with severe hypophosphatemia. In adults, a preliminary study assessed phosphate replacement for moderate hypophosphatemia in the early post-transplant period, and the impact on serum calcium, PTH, and acid/base metabolism. Oral supplementation with neutral sodium phosphate (Na$_2$HPO$_4$) effectively corrected hypophosphatemia, increased muscular ATP and phosphodiester content, and improved renal acid excretion without any adverse effect on serum PTH levels.

CKD in the Transplanted Kidney

There are no available data on the clinical sequelae of bone disease in children with progressive CKD due to allograft failure in the setting of renal transplantation. However, progressive CKD in the allograft will likely set in motion the same pathophysiological abnormalities observed with CKD in the native kidney. In addition, the combination of glucocorticoid-induced suppression of bone formation and hyperparathyroid-induced increases in bone resorption result in uncoupling of bone. This likely has particularly devastating effects on bone modeling and bone mineral accrual during growth. Glucocorticoids may impair gastrointestinal calcium absorption, resulting in negative calcium balance and exacerbating 2$^\text{nd}$ HPT. Therefore, the child with progressive CKD and a kidney transplant requires ongoing assessment and treatment of serum calcium, phosphorus, PTH, serum bicarbonate and 25(OH)D concentrations, consistent with the guidelines for CKD in the native kidney.

STRENGTH OF EVIDENCE

Hypophosphatemia

We are unaware of any investigations examining the incidence of hypophosphatemia in the weeks immediately following transplantation in children. One study recently described a series of 16 children evaluated at 3, 6, and 12 months following transplantation. Serum phosphate concentrations were not decreased at these intervals. The median serum phosphate concentration at 3 months was 3.99 mg/dL, range 3.16-5.54 mg/dL.

Impaired Bone Mineralization Following Transplantation in Children

While there are numerous DXA studies of bone following transplantation in children, only one included bone histomorphometry. This study evaluated 47 children and adolescents with stable renal function an average of 3.2 years after transplantation. Eleven of 47 children had PTH values >65 pg/mL and four exceeded 100 pg/mL. Bone biopsies revealed that 31 transplant recipients had normal bone formation, 11 had mild hyperparathyroidism, and five had adynamic skeletal lesions. Neither the interval since transplantation, serum PTH, serum creatinine, nor the cumulative prednisone doses differed according to histological subgroups. Despite normal bone formation rates (BFRs) in many children, all three subgroups demonstrated increased eroded bone perimeter, increased osteoid area, and increased osteoid perimeter. Hyperparathyroidism improved or resolved after transplantation in all 14 subjects with high-turnover bone disease prior to transplantation; however, one patient developed an adynamic lesion following transplantation. Bone histology did not change following transplantation among those with normal bone formation prior to transplantation. Bone formation improved in two of the three children with adynamic bone disease prior to transplantation. In summary, most—but not all—skeletal lesions improve substantially in pediatric patients undergoing successful transplantation; however, concern is raised over residual hyperparathyroidism or development of adynamic bone disease in a few.

Studies of bone using DXA in children following transplantation have yielded conflicting results, largely related to the difficulties in interpreting DXA results in children with delayed growth and development. One study first described bone loss in children following renal transplantation. Bone mineral content (BMC) z-scores were less than -2.0 in 11 of 18 (62%) children. Children receiving daily steroid demonstrated significantly greater bone loss than children on alternate-day steroid treatment. A subsequent longitudinal study of DXA measures of whole body BMC following renal transplantation...
tion in 16 children showed that BMC decreased from the initial z-score of 0.98 to a z-score of -0.55 three months after transplant. A further decrease was noted at the end of month 6 (-1.34 SD) and month 12 (-1.32 SD). These studies related bone mineralization to chronologic age. Others have investigated the possible influence of height and weight retardation on the measurement of BMD in pediatric transplantation recipients. Only one patient had low values for vertebral BMD when the data were corrected for height or weight. The authors concluded that BMD among pediatric renal transplantation recipients is not diminished when the data are corrected for height or weight, rather than age. Another study reported similar results: BMD z-scores for age were significantly decreased (-0.67 ± 1.2); however, BMD z-scores for height were above normal in all three histological subgroups (0.68 ± 1.0). This may be a misleading approach since shorter controls will be less mature than the patients with CKD. With the exception of a case series of fractures in children with cystinosis, there are no data on fractures following transplantation in children.

**Corticosteroid-Induced Osteopenia**

There are currently no data available addressing the impact of different corticosteroid doses or formulations on bone mineral accretion in children with a kidney transplant. None of the DXA studies reviewed above demonstrated a consistent relationship between glucocorticoid therapy and bone mass. However, glucocorticoid therapy is a major factor in the development of osteopenia in adult transplantation recipients, as reviewed in the adult guidelines. Therefore, it is recommended that clinicians use the lowest effective dose of corticosteroids necessary to preserve renal function.

Prior studies have suggested that calcium and active vitamin D therapy may lessen corticosteroid-induced bone loss in non-transplant patients. A recent randomized clinical trial in 111 adult renal transplant recipients demonstrated that low-dose (0.25 μg/day) 1α-hydroxyvitamin D plus calcium (1,000 mg/day) partially prevented the bone loss at the lumbar spine and proximal femur during the first six months following renal transplantation. There are no data in children.

**Bisphosphonate Therapy**

The effects of bisphosphonate therapy on skeletal modeling and bone mineral accretion have not been adequately addressed in children with CKD. There are no data assessing the safety and efficacy of these drugs in children with CKD or glucocorticoid-induced osteoporosis.

**LIMITATIONS**

As outlined above, DXA studies of bone in children following transplantation have yielded conflicting results, largely related to the difficulties in interpreting DXA results in children with delayed growth and development. Furthermore, there are no data assessing the prevalence and timing of hypophosphatemia in the immediate post-transplant interval, risk factors for hypophosphatemia in children, or the efficacy of phosphate supplementation. Finally, there are no controlled studies, either clinical trials or controlled observational studies, examining bone disease in the pediatric renal transplant recipient.

**RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS**

Bone disease may not regress completely in children following successful kidney transplantation. Future research is needed to address the following issues:

- Do children with renal osteodystrophy recover cortical bone dimensions and trabecular architecture following transplantation with a functioning allograft?
- What is the impact of transplantation during childhood and adolescence on peak bone mass?
- Does supplementation with calcium and vitamin D following transplantation decrease progressive bone loss?
- Are the bisphosphonates safe and effective in children following transplantation? What are the effects of bisphosphonates on bone modeling and growth in children?
- Does GH following transplantation affect bone mineral accretion?
- What is the best method to evaluate bone mineralization in children? Do DXA results predict fracture risk?
AFTERWORD

Since the time of our last committee meetings, long and frequent telecommunications, and late-night E-mail communiqués, additional drugs have become available for the treatment of secondary hyperparathyroidism and hyperphosphatemia that will have an impact in the field of renal osteodystrophy in children with chronic kidney disease. We would like to highlight such developments and suggest that the next group of experts who reviews the care of pediatric osteodystrophy will be forthcoming with guidelines about these subjects.

VITAMIN D ANALOGUES

A) Doxercalciferol (Hectorol®, Bone Care International®, Madison, WI) was approved by the Food and Drug Administration for the treatment of osteodystrophy in adult patients with chronic kidney disease stages 2-5, in April 2004. Oral soft gelatin formulations (2.5 mcg; 0.5 mcg) and a parenteral formulation (2 mcg/mL) are available. Its structure is shown below:

Doxercalciferol acts as a pro-hormone, needing 25-hydroxylation in the liver for bioactivation into 1α, 25-hydroxyvitamin D₂. Pivotal studies in adults on dialysis have demonstrated control of secondary hyperparathyroidism that is superior to placebo therapy, without undue suppression of 1st IMA-PTH < 300 pg/mL, or occurrences of hypercalcemia. Doxercalciferol has been shown to be effective in controlling secondary hyperparathyroidism of adult patients with CKD stages 3-4.

Use in children is not yet FDA approved, but recent data demonstrated that oral doxercalciferol given thrice-weekly is as effective as calcitriol in reducing PTH levels and improving the skeletal lesions of secondary hyperparathyroidism in children treated with peritoneal dialysis.¹⁶³a

B) Paricalcitol (Zemplar®, or 19-nor-1α,25-dihydroxyvitamin D₃, Abbott Laboratories, Chicago, IL) has been available as a parenteral formulation for some time for patients with CKD stage 5, and is now available as 1-4 micrograms tablets. Its structure is shown below:

Paricalcitol is a synthetic, biologically active vitamin D analog of calcitriol with modification to the side chain (D₂) and the A (19-nor) ring. Its biological actions are mediated through binding of the vitamin D receptor, which results in selective activation of vitamin D-responsive pathways. Paricalcitol has been shown to reduce 1st IMA-PTH by inhibiting PTH synthesis and secretion in adult patients undergoing maintenance hemodialysis.³²¹ Use in children remains unpublished.

CALCIMIMETIC AGENTS

Cinacalcet hydrochloride (Sensipar®, Amgen, Thousand Oaks, CA) is a calcimimetic, the first of a new class of pharmacologic agents that modulate the actions of the membrane-anchored calcium-sensing receptor (CaSR) located on the parathyroid cells. The CaSR is also located in the kidney tubules, as well as many other cells within the body. Activation of the CaSR, whether by calcium or by a calcimimetic agent, reduces PTH secretion. The reduction in PTH diminishes bone resorption and is thus associated with a
concomitant decrease in serum calcium and phosphorus levels.

Its structure is shown below.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Cinacalcet hydrochloride has been approved for the treatment of secondary hyperparathyroidism of stage 5 CKD (maintenance dialysis) in adults. Its pharmacokinetics are being studied in children on maintenance dialysis, but no data are yet available. At present, there is no recommendation regarding the use of cinacalcet hydrochloride in children with CKD. As the eCaSR) is expressed at the level of the growth plate, the safety of cinacalcet hydrochloride in growing children remains to be demonstrated.}
\end{align*}
\]

PHOSPHATE BINDER

Lanthanum carbonate (Fosrenol®, Shire US Inc., Wayne, PA) contains lanthanum carbonate (2:3) hydrate with a molecular formula of \( \text{La}_2(\text{CO}_3)_3 \times \text{H}_2\text{O} \) (on average, \( x=4-5 \)) and serves as a dietary phosphate binder. Lanthanum carbonate inhibits absorption of phosphate by forming highly insoluble lanthanum-phosphate complexes and thereby reduces both serum phosphorus and the \( \text{Ca} \times \text{P} \) product in patients with CKD.

In 105 adults with kidney failure treated with lanthanum carbonate for up to 4-5 years, rising levels of lanthanum were noted over time. Estimates of elimination half-life from bone ranged from 2.3.6 years. Steady-state bone concentrations were not reached during the period studied. Further, the current FDA-approved label for lanthanum carbonate indicates that lanthanum can be found in the growth plate. Therefore, we do not recommend use of lanthanum carbonate for the chronic treatment of hyperphosphatemia in children.